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Preface
The work, within your hands, is the first result of a plethora of conversations with
many colleagues from different institutions. Those conversations began during two
major conferences, the first at the University of Ibn Zorh in Agadir, Morocco and
the second at the Moulay Ismail University in Errachidia, Morocco. The topics dis-
cussed at both of these conferences centered around the study of Moroccan Litera-
ture, viewed from a variety of differing angles and perspectives. Throughout these
conversations, one major topic emerged, namely, the need to have works about Mo-
roccan Literature published in English. Thus, we, the editors, took it upon ourselves
to produce this current work and thus start the conversation in our field.
Each of the featured authors discusses themes that are germane to the issuesMo-
roccan novelists write about in their narratives, such as immigration, social justice,
equality, political governance, lack of transparency, magic, homeland, colonization,
marginality, identity, and so forth.
We hope that this work will serve as a resource for both experts in the field and
for students of Moroccan Literature, while simultaneously nurturing the sense of
wonder and joy in learning!
Finally, we would like to thank the staff at Leiden University Press for their






The Vitality of Tradition
Kirstin Ruth Bratt
Post-colonial theory recognizes that European and American scholars have tradi-
tionally defined the themes that are of interest in literary criticism; in Moroccan
studies, these themes have tended toward questions of migration, identity, secu-
larism, and religious fanaticism – typically questions regarding Morocco in its re-
lationships with colonizing nations. For these edited books, we intend to re-define
the themes of interest in Moroccan studies, looking toward more local themes and
movements and relationships of sub-cultures and languageswithinMorocco. Ques-
tions in this volume regard concepts of the self, conflicting discourses, intersections
of self-identity and community, and Moroccan reclamation of identity in the post-
colonial sphere.
In 1999, historians Miller and Bourquia predicted, in their book on Moroccan
history, that we would soon witness a surge in Moroccan studies, writing, “Col-
laborative efforts between scholars from the Maghrib and beyond are destined to
increase as transnational research becomes the scholarly norm and joint efforts be-
comemore common.”1Thus far, unfortunately, their predictionhas failed to become
reality, at least in the field of Moroccan literature. While poets and authors in Mo-
rocco have flourished in recent years, literary theorists have yet to stay abreast of the
burgeoning body of literature being produced in this period of Moroccan literary
achievements.
Recent decades have brought a period of stability and development to Morocco,
and the reign of the current king has been an especially fertile time for literary ac-
complishments. This book examines the literature of Morocco produced during the
reigns ofHassan II (1961–1999) andMohammedVI (1999-present), and examinesmany
of the socio-political forces at work during the two reigns. The works of literature
producedduring the reignofHassan IIwere producedprimarily in exile or, ifwritten
inMorocco, written under tight censorship controls. Since the beginning of the cur-
rent king’s reign, authors have enjoyed relative freedom, although many still write
in exile or from established homes in the West.
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With the ascent of the current King ofMorocco in 1999, a series of democratic re-
formswere set inmotion,many ofwhich affected the climate for literary production.
The king developed a global reputation of tolerance, resulting in a growing field of
Moroccan literature. Somewhat free of the fear of censorship, exile, and imprison-
ment, authors nowwrite freely, and on awider range of topics than theywould have
prior to 1999. This is not to say that writers enjoy complete freedom, as questioning
the authority of the king or of Islam remain a punishable offense.
Tahar Ben Jelloun, in an interview, explains that the writers of his generation
assumed that they would be the last to write in French. They expected, with the
arabization movement begun in the 1980s, that authors would begin to publish
exclusively in Arabicmore andmore.While this is increasingly true to some extent –
many works are currently produced in Arabic – it is also true that French continues
to be a viable language for Moroccan authors. Furthermore, as Daniela Merolla
very fully describes, there is a flourishing body of work in Amazigh that is being
produced throughout Morocco. Her comprehensive survey of this literature should
be of great interest for scholars working in all areas of Moroccan literature. It is also
true that translations ofMoroccanworks fromAmazigh, Arabic, French, andEnglish
are proliferating in various world languages.
These volumes will include various essays that celebrate Moroccan literature
produced in recent decades but, more than that, they aim for a critical investigation
of the work produced and the themes introduced by these authors. The goal is
to extend the discussion of Moroccan literature for scholars working primarily in
English.
Identity in theMoroccan Context
Anti-colonial literature is not necessarily “combat literature”, as Fanon and Déjeux
have both suggested in their ownwritings.2 While it is often combative, there is also
anti-colonial literature that emphasizes the human and the humane rather than the
oppositional and contentious; it cannot be fair to label all anti-colonial literature as
combative, even if onewere to expand the definition of “combat” to include peaceful
struggles against oppression or dehumanization. Oppositional forms of literature
are certainly present in theMoroccan landscape of literature, but to considerMoroc-
can literature as always fighting fromunder a rubric of combat or tyranny is to label
it away frommany of its moderate andmoderating themes and again to define it in
terms of its relationship to colonizing nations.
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Because of their relatively short history of colonization, their relatively peace-
ful transition to post-colonial sovereignty, and their friendly relations with other
nations, many Moroccans consider themselves and their nation to be peaceful and
tolerant. Literature of Morocco often presents itself as moderating – often critical of
fanatics, intentionally dislocated persons, and political activists. Moroccan writing
is often introspective, deeply spiritual, place-bound, and identity-based.
This volume provides in-depth discussions of several prominent Moroccan au-
thors, including Abdelkebir Khatibi, whose work is described as a balance of soci-
ology and artistry by Sam Cherribi and Matthew Pesce; and Mohammed Choukri,
whose relation to the Beat Generation and its clash with traditional Moroccan val-
ues is the subject of Anouar El Younssi’s chapter.
Moroccanhomes have an international reputation for tolerance and peace, a rep-
utation that is sometimes upheld inMoroccan literature and sometimes challenged.
The literature produced inMorocco is sometimes amoderating force and sometimes
a reflection of a population in transition or conflict. For example, as Mohamed Elk-
ouche argues in this volume in “Cultural Encounter inMoroccanPostcolonial Litera-
ture of English Expression,” someMoroccan literature emphasizes peaceful encoun-
ters of one “other” with another. The theme of colonial encounter, the direct contact
or meeting between peoples of different cultures and civilizations, and especially
between theWest and its cultural Others, is an important and recurrent subject ad-
dressed in numerousMoroccan texts written in English. Sometimes, the encounters
involve conflict or tension between the two different cultures, as in the case of Ab-
dellatif Akbib’s Tangier’s Eyes on America and Mohamed Mrabet’s stories, “A Woman
from New York” and “What Happened in Granada?”. Sometimes, these encounters
tend to be familial, as in the case of Anouar Majid’s Si Yussef and Driss Temsamani’s
Rewind. Elkouche sheds light on how different Moroccan authors generally reflect
such cross-cultural relations and how they conceive of the question of Otherness.
IlhamBoutob focuses onMoroccanmigration literature of the early twenty-first
century CE, examining the issues that drive Moroccans to seek migration and the
unforeseen factors that cause problems for migrants. More importantly, Boutob
examines the often unexamined motivators that undergird migrant dreams and
also, perhaps, nightmares. Recently, the king of Morocco spoke about Morocco as
a nation that loses people to migration, that gains people frommigration, and that
hosts people in transit, andmigration continues to be a common theme inMoroccan
literature.
Morocco has a longhistory ofmulti-culturalismandmulti-lingualism, reflected
in its social history and in its literary history, as well. Authors in Morocco write in
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various languages, and translations ofMoroccan literature into European languages
and into Arabic are common. The work of translators is particularly important in
Morocco, both in typical social interactions and in literature. The translator is essen-
tial inMoroccan daily life and inMoroccan arts. Yet the faithfulness of, and personal
motives behind, various translations of Moroccan works has been called into ques-
tion. Reactions from Moroccan writers to visiting writers such as Paul Bowles can
provide illustration.Maghnougi explainshowMoroccans responded to the interpre-
tation ofMoroccobyPaul Bowles, suggesting thatmanybelievedBowles broughthis
owndepravity to light rather than uncovering depravity inMoroccan contexts, as he
claimed to have done.
Several of our authors suggest that the relationship between the West and the
rest of the world has been imagined as a relationship of Self (the West) to Other (the
rest of the world), ordered and bordered geographically by the whims of Europeans
and creating a Center-Periphery paradigm. These invented boundaries of humanity
serve to separate geographical sites, but more, they serve to enclose the Empire and
exoticize other cultures. Boundaries are often spatial, butmore often they are related
to relationships and colonialization. Changes within the Periphery, especially those
that are due in part to European influence, create adjustments in borders, whether
real or imagined, and those in the periphery often find themselves in a defensive
posture, fightingmisconceptions and accusations from the center. Of course, one of
themost overwhelming aspects of colonialism has been the imposition of European
languages.
Moroccan and Foreign Contexts
Throughout the volume, we will see an emphasis on place that demonstrates deeply
passionate emotions connected to specific locationswithin theMoroccan landscape –
some of these deep passions are more positive than others, but no matter – what
matters is the verve with which many Moroccans feel a deep resonance and affinity
with home.
Ian Campbell’s article discusses themapping of Fez in its intrinsicallyMoroccan
and its colonized iterations. Innovations in mapping, Campbell writes, have led us
to a newunderstanding of how geography contributes to social and linguistic turns;
the Western gaze even comes to change the way that the city is mapped and under-
stood. Campbell introduces us to two novels, Sefrioui’s Box of Wonders and A. Ben
Jalloun’s In my Childhood: in each novel we learn how the main character interacts
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with and is influenced by the labyrinthine city of Fez. Author Ben Jalloun is seen
through various stages in his personal geography, first that his childhood in Britain
causedhimtohave a certain expectationofgeography that causeddifficulties forhim
in Fez, and then how cultural understanding is attained apart from one’s formal ed-
ucation and often in relationship to personal geography. In other words, personal
geography can be a powerful teacher, in some ways more than one’s formal edu-
cation. As our maps become more and more legible given advancing technologies,
urban spatial organization becomes more abstract given the domination of capital-
ismand theneed for abstractions to obscure reality. Campbell’sworkwith the idea of
the labyrinthworks as both powerful image and relevantmetaphor for understand-
ing aspects of Moroccan reality and its reflection in literature.
Earlier mappings of territory are delineated in Ziad Bentahar’s chapter on early
relationships between Amazigh populations and the Islamic community as seen
through Chraïbi’s La Mère du printemps. Chraïbi’s novel explains how early Mus-
lims changed the landscape of Morocco and how they were changed in turn by the
Amazigh residents of the land.
NaimaHachad discusses not the colonization of land but the colonization of the
female body. Often shrouded in taboos and assigned to maternity or monstrosity,
the female body is a site of challenge to many female authors who question and
deconstruct its marginalization. They question the sanctity of the maternal body
that silences women and subordinates them to their male relatives, including their
own male children. They also deconstruct the association of the female body with
monstrosity or deviation, resulting in an ambiguous figure that is both weak and
hostile. Feminine Francophone literature has transformed the marginalized female
body into discursive tools that transpose the dynamics of Moroccan politics and
gender relationships.
Notes
1 Susan GilsonMiller and Rahma Bourquia, In the Shadow of the Sultan: Culture, Power, and
Politics inMorocco (Cambridge: Harvard UP, 1999), 44.
2 Frantz Fanon, TheWretched of the Earth, trans. Constance Farrington (Harmondsworth:
Penguin, 1990); Jarrod Hayes,Queer nations:Marginal sexualities in theMaghreb (Chicago:
U Chicago P, 2000), 136.

chapter 1
How theWest Was Won:
The Arab Conqueror and the Serene Amazigh
in Driss Chraïbi’s LaMère du printemps
Ziad Bentahar
The Moroccan author Driss Chraïbi (1926–2007), more than any other writer in the
Maghreb, has portrayed Islam as a colonizing force and focused on the impact of
the Arab conquest of North Africa on the original Amazigh (Berber) societies in the
region. Although other North African authors, most notably the Algerian writer
Kateb Yacine, have given importance to Amazigh characters and themes in their
works, Chraïbi is distinctive because he explicitly addresses the arrival of Islam in
North Africa through a fictionalized account of the Arab conquest of the region in
the Seventh Century CE. La Mère du printemps is particularly noteworthy because it
complements historical scholarship on this conquest and offers a literary perspective
on Islamic identity in theMaghreb.1
Despite Chraïbi’s warning, printed at the beginning of the book, in which he
insists that it is indeed a novel and not a work of history, LaMère du printemps is nev-
ertheless in dialogue with established historical narratives of the Islamic Empire’s
earliest westward expansions. In both cases the Arabian Peninsula and theMaghreb
are seen as two initially separate places eventually brought together by religion.
Islam’s birthplace was, technically, the Hejaz in the Arabian Peninsula. Therefore,
geographically, it is not a North African religion in origin. The original inhabitants
of the Maghreb are an ethnic group different from the Arabs who brought Islam to
North Africa. This geographical perspective, however, is limited. It is open to ques-
tion whether or not the Arabian Peninsula at the time (as well as in the present day)
was part of the same cultural space as Africa.
As Islam spread outside the Hejaz, it became, among other things, what could
be considered a fully-fledged African religion, in view of the extent to which it was
shaped by non-Arab practices on that continent. The historian David Robinson dis-
tinguishes between “Islamization” and “Africanization” to suggest that at least two
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processes were involved in the arrival of Islam in Africa:2 while Islamization refers
simply to the spread of the religion into the continent, Africanization indicates the
particular way in which Islamwas appropriated and influenced by African practices
from both sides of the Sahara. In this view, the Africanization of Islam is an ongoing
process that has involved a multitude of locations in both North and sub-Saharan
Africa.
Robinson insists that there is nothing pejorative about his use of the term “Afri-
canized Islam,” because he is aware that the association of the religion with sub-
Saharan Africa has in fact sometimes been perceived negatively, not only by coloniz-
ing Europeans but also by otherMuslims.3 The appropriation of this negative vision
by Europeans and Arabs alike has endured, resulting in a latitude-based racial hier-
archy in Islam that places North Africa closer to the center of the religious empire
while pre-Arab components of the region are marginalized along with Islamic sub-
SaharanAfrica. According toRobinson, this view is traceable to the secondcenturyCE
and to Ptolemy’s climatic conception that Mediterranean societies, such as those of
ancient Egypt, Greece, and Rome, constitute the center of civilization, while those of
other regions are peripheral.4 Robinson focuses on European attempts to rationalize
the arrival of Islam in civilized climes.5 These attempts range from waves of demo-
nizing discourses regarding Islam following the conquest of the southern Iberian
Peninsula tomore recent French colonial efforts to distinguish betweenMuslims on
both sides of the Sahara in order to undermine the formation of alliances between
colonized peoples in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
Whereas historical narratives have tended to view the spread of Islam to the
Maghreb chiefly as the Islamization/Arabization ofNorthernAfrica and its Amazigh
indigenous populations, Chraïbi, like Robinson, views the process as one in which
the indigenous populations affected the religion, “Africanized” it, and shaped their
ties to the Arabworld. Furthermore, in Chraïbi’s literary take on the subject, Islamic
identity in the Maghreb as we think of it today – and indeed the very reason for
the endurance of the religion in the region – is more Amazigh and less Arab than
is generally perceived. As La Mère du printemps is intimately related to historical
narratives, it is essential to start with an overview of these narratives to appreciate
Chraïbi’s text more fully.
From an historical perspective, the initial interest in the Maghreb after the Pro-
phet’s death came under the caliph ʿUmar ibn al-Kha.t.tāb who ruled for a period
of ten years starting in 634CE. The Islamic conquest of what was then still called
Ifriqiya6 was essentially a westward movement that started with the conquest of
Egypt following the enthusiastic efforts of ʿAmr ibn al-ʿĀs in 640. Much of what
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is known today of the conquest of Egypt is owed to the ninth-century CE Egyp-
tian scholar ʿAbd al-Ra .hmān ibn ʿAbd al- .Hakam (803–871CE), who received most
of his information from his father ʿAbd Allāh (771–c. 829CE), an important fig-
ure of early Maliki law.7 Ibn ʿAbd al- .Hakam’s account, entitled Futū .h Mi.sr, was
edited on the basis of all the extant manuscripts and published by Charles Torrey
in 1922.8
Egypt, once a part of the Byzantine Empire, came under Islamic control after
a number of military campaigns by Arabs, followed by settlements in and about
al-Fus.tā.t and Alexandria. Two important moments stand out in these campaigns.
The first consists of the capture in 641CE of the fortress of Bab al-Yun (Babylon)
at the southern tip of the Nile delta, where the city of Cairo is presently located.
This area also comprised the city of Mi.sr, which became the Arabic name for Egypt,
and Heliopolis, the site of an important battle and currently a suburb of Cairo.
The secondmoment was the surrender of Alexandria by treaty, which sealed ʿAmr’s
conquest of Egypt. Following the taking of Alexandria in 642CE, Arabs conducted
raids towards the West to maintain a hold on the Egyptian conquests. The priority
was not to gain territory or booty asmuch as it was to protect achievements in Egypt
against the potential threat of the Byzantines, who had possessions in the rest of
North Africa.9 Various campaigns followed, and within seven decades the Arabs had
taken control over the entire North African coastline.
Stories about the source of ʿAmr’s interest inEgypt andhis persistence against all
odds, including the caliph’s doubts about his ability to conquer it, are romanticized
to a considerable extent. These stories present the conquest as a divinely foretold, in-
evitable destiny. When ʿAmr expressed interest in conquering Egypt for the Islamic
state, the caliph ʿUmarwas hesitant. The caliph allowed ʿAmr to proceed on the con-
dition that, if the caliph were to change his mind, he would send a messenger, and
if a message reached ʿAmr before ʿAmr reached Egypt, he should return. ʿUmar did
have second thoughts, andhe did send a letter to ʿAmr,who guessed its contents and
did not open it until he reached Egyptian territory, enabling him to proceedwithout
breaking his promise to the caliph.10
ʿAmr’s interest in Egypt seems to have been chiefly economic, as the following
story related by Ibn ʿAbd al- .Hakam suggests. Before the advent of Islam, ʿAmr had
gone to Jerusalem to trade, and he came across a man half dead from thirst on a
very hot day. ʿAmr gave him a drink, and the man lay down to sleep. While he was
sleeping, a large snake came out of a hole next to him. ʿAmr saw it and killed it by
shooting it with an arrow. When the man woke up and saw what had happened, he
was grateful and convinced ʿAmr to comewith him to his home town of Alexandria,
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where he would be able to reward him for saving his life twice, once from thirst and
once from a deadly snake. It was then that ʿAmr was able to observe first-hand the
wealth of Egypt.11
While the details of these mythologized stories usually call for little more than
skepticism from today’s historians, they are indicative of the construction of a dis-
course whereby the affiliation of North Africa to the Arab world is, in a sense, meant
to be. The rhetoric of the conquests in Islamic historiographies can better inform
us of the way in which this affiliation took place, starting with the very word by
which these conquests are termed in Arabic: futū .hāt. As Bernard Lewis reminds us
in The Political Language of Islam, although the ways in which early Islam spread
have been called conquests, the Islamic tradition refers to them as futū .hāt, literally
“openings.”12For Lewis, the futū .hātwere seennot as conquests in the sense of forceful
territorial acquisitions, but as the “opening” of impious people to the rightful new
revelation. The usage of the trilateral root ft .h (open) connotes the legitimacy of these
Islamic advances. In addition to this semantic point and to the stories legitimizing
ʿAmr’s conquest of Egyptmentioned above, narratives of the conquest of Africa west
of Egypt further illustrate the value of this kind of positive rhetoric in converting
North Africa into Arab territory.
Just as the conquest of Egypt is associated with ʿAmr ibn al-ʿĀs, the conquest of
the rest ofNorth Africa is associatedwith ʿUqba ibnNāfi’. ʿUqbawas Amr’s nephew,
and he first joined the campaigns in the area that is present-day Libya, playing an
important role in obtaining allegiance from the Lawata and Mazata Amazigh peo-
ples around Tripoli in 661.13 His most important act was the founding of the city
of Kairouan in present-day Tunisia. Later on, ʿUqba led a number of campaigns in
the interior and west of Kairouan, mostly avoiding the Byzantine-held coastline,
and went as far as the Atlantic Ocean before making his way back east and dying
in battle against an army led by Kusayla, an Amazigh leader whom he had previ-
ously defeated. In terms of conquest, ʿUqba’s expeditions west of Kairouan were of
little consequence. They consisted mostly of raids for booty and slaves, particularly
female slaves who, according to the fourteenth-century CE scholar Ibn ʿIdhari al-
Marrakushi,14 were so astonishingly beautiful that they fetched a handsome price
back east.15 However, no arrangements were made for the collection of tributes or
taxes or the establishment of outposts, and only twomosques – in Sus andWadi Dra
in Morocco – are attributed to him.16 In fact, his raids may have actually impeded
the progress of Arab invasions as they drove some of the Amazigh tribes to unite in
resistance against the invaders, most notably under the leadership of Kusayla and
that of the renowned al-Kāhina (The Priestess). It is only later that Arab presence
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in all of North Africa was cemented, largely through the efforts of leaders such as
.Hassan ibn al-Numan al-Ghassani and Musa ibn Nusayr starting in 698CE. Islam
in North Africa was ultimately consolidated through the conversion of Amazigh
peoples, who, once converted, supported the conquests, and, in some instances, par-
ticipated in themmilitarily as well.
The settlement of Tangiers circa 708CE can be taken as a marker for the end
of this first phase of Muslim settlement in North Africa if we look at the region
with today’s perspectives on national and continental borders. However, while the
strait of Gibraltar may seem a logical frontier, it did not form a lasting obstacle, and
the subsequent conquest of the southern Iberian Peninsula was part of the same,
continuous movement, even though it was chiefly an Amazigh and not an Arab
conquest; Andalusia then became tied to the same cultural and political spheres as
the western parts of North Africa for several centuries.
In any case, the endurance of the mythical dimension attached to ʿUqba’s ex-
pedition is significant, even if his role in converting North Africa to Islam was not
substantial historically. AsHughKennedyhas pointed out, ʿUqba is “credited inhis-
torical recordandpopular imaginationwithbringing Islamic rule to theMaghreb.”17
While somedetails surrounding ʿUqba’s activities inNorthAfricahavebeen the sub-
ject of thoroughhistorical analyses, other stories about hisNorthAfrican campaigns
have been noted but generally regarded as folk tales and dramatic embellishments
of secondary importance. Yet these embellishments, which often occur in classical
Arabic histories, reveal aspects that can be as informative as the purely historical
dimension of these accounts.18 In a typical example of such stories, ʿUqba miracu-
lously discovers a subterranean spring and brings relief from a lack of water after
performing the ritual Islamic prayer and invoking God.19 These ornamental anec-
dotes, like those associated with ʿAmr’s conquest of Egypt, contribute to the discur-
sive claimofNorthAfrica for theArabs through theportrayal of ʿUqbaas victoriously
and triumphantly controlling the vast region and overcoming the obstacles it pre-
sented.
Several particular events stand out in this regard. One concerns the building of
the settlement inKairouan; another is themomentwhen ʿUqba reaches the Atlantic
Ocean on his westbound campaign. Both of these events are narrated by Ibn ʿAbd
al- .Hakam in the fifth division of Futū .h Mi.sr and filtered into popular imagination
as well as subsequent histories. The first event, the settlement of Kairouan and the
building of itsmosque, cameout of a desire not to reside among the local population,
but to build a new city which Muslims could inhabit.20 When ʿUqba ordered his
men to start building, however, they refused, complaining that the site he had
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chosen, strategically removed from the sea and safe against possible naval attacks,
was infestedwith lions. ʿUqba then cried out to the beasts to leave hismen alone out
of respect for the members of his army who had been companions of the Prophet.21
Ibn ʿIdhari al-Marrakushi narrates the event:
[Uqba] yelled out: ‘Listen, snakes and lions!We are the companions of theMessenger
of God – Peace be upon him. So leave us, for we are settling here and whomever we
findafter this,we’ll kill!’ Thepeople thenwitnessedanastonishing thing, as the lions
cameout of the scrub carrying their cubs in obedience, and thewolves and the snakes
likewise carrying their young. The people of Ifriqya then lived forty years without
seeing a single snake, scorpion or lion.22
The other event which shows ʿUqba as a victor in North Africa that has subsisted
in the popular imagination is his arrival at the Atlantic shore. ʿUqba rode his horse
into the ocean as far as he could, calling upon God to witness that he had gone as
far as humanly possible to spread his religion.23 The fact that his westward conquest
could be stopped only by an impassable ocean underscores the divinewill behind his
endeavor. According to Ibn ʿIdhari al-Marrakushi:
[ʿUqba] went on until he reached the ocean, and he entered it until the waters
reached his horse’s belly. He then raised his arms to the sky and said: “O God! Had
the sea not prevented me, I would have continued on through the country unto the
pass of Dhul Qarnayn [in the Quran, a figure who reached the setting place of the
sun], defending Your faith and fighting whoever did not believe in You!”24
Such accounts of ʿUqba’s glorified triumph over the North African environment
serve to present the conquest as divinely sanctioned and emphasize the legitimacy
of annexing North Africa to the Arab world. The westward spread of Islam is thus
conceived as a Manifest Destiny, confirmed by divine signs – springs foundmiracu-
lously, obedient lions, etc. – and therefore inevitable. From this perspective, whereas
historical narratives have tended to view the spread of Islam to the Maghreb chiefly
as the Islamization / Arabization of Northern Africa and its Amazigh indigenous
populations, Chraïbi, like Robinson, views the process as one where the indigenous
populations affected the religion, “Africanized” it, and shaped their ties to the Arab
world. Furthermore, in Chraïbi’s literary take on the subject, Islamic identity in the
Maghreb aswe think of it today – and indeed the very reason for the endurance of the
religion in the region – is more Amazigh and less Arab than is generally perceived. If
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the imposition of the “ArabWorld” label on North Africa has been contested inMo-
roccan literature, it hasneverbeenas evident as inDrissChraïbi’sLaMèreduprintemps
(Mother Spring), a novel published in 1982 and translated intoEnglish in 1989 byHugh
Harter.25 By then, Chraïbi had already had a tremendous impact on Francophone lit-
erature in theMaghreb – indeedhe shaped anddefined it inmany respects following
the publication in 1954 of his first novel, LePassé simple,26 a book of such groundbreak-
ing importance of that its publication can be considered a landmark even from a
non-literary standpoint.27 With his reputation already established, Chraïbi started
showing a more explicit inclination towards topics regarding Islam and Morocco’s
Amazigh identity in the 1980s. LaMère du printemps, in which the author relates the
story of ʿUqba ibn Nafi’s arrival at the western edge of North Africa from a purely
Amazigh point of view, is part of Chraïbi’s so-called “Berber Trilogy” that explores
the Arab conquest of Africa and Spain in the seventh century CE. Central to the tril-
ogy is the fictionalizedAmazigh clanofAït Yafelman, fromwhoseperspectivehistory
is retold.
The question of which novels make up the trilogy, however, is open to debate.
Many critics, including Carine Bourget,28 see the trilogy as consisting of the novels
Une enquète au pays (1981), LaMère du printemps,29 and Naissance à l’ aube (1985) because
they focus on the Aït Yafelman Amazigh clan, share some thematic elements, and
have a few common characters whose descriptions are sometimes even copied verba-
tim fromone novel to the other.However, although the Aït Yafelman are introduced
inUne enquète au pays, that novel does not constitute a re-telling of Islamic history in
theway the other twodo. Rather, an important difference between this novel and the
others is thatUne enquète au pays is the debut of l’ inspecteur Ali, an important char-
acter for a different phase of Chraïbi’s work, whom the author revisitsmany times in
later novels. Other evidence aswell suggests thatUne enquète au pays is not part of the
trilogy: in a publisher’s foreword to Naissance à l’ aube, the novel is called the second
rather than the third volume of a novelistic fresco (“une fresque romanesque”) that
started with LaMère du printemps.
If LaMère du printemps andNaissance à l’ aube are indeed part of a trilogy, it would
bemore appropriate to pair themwith a later work, L’Homme du livre (1995), which is
a fictional biography of the ProphetMohammed. This novel was announced to be in
preparation when Naissance à l’ aubewas first published in 1985, and was then going
to be entitled L’Emir des croyants, but came out only ten years later.30 This delay, as
well as the fact that L’Homme du livre was published by Eddif and Balland, whereas
Une Enquète au pays, LaMère du printemps, andNaissance à l’ aubewere all published by
Seuil, may have impacted opinions on which novels constitute the trilogy.
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LaMère du printemps, however, is particularly important because this novel is the
exemplar of a fictional account of the way in which North Africa was annexed to
the Arab world following the Islamic conquest of the seventh century CE. While, as
mentioned above, Chraïbi reminds readers in awarning note at the beginning of the
novel that this is awork of fiction, not ahistorically accurate account, his inclusionof
ʿUqba as a charactermakes a bold statement. As Bourget notes, the historical compo-
nents in Chraïbi’s work constitute a form of demystification of official histories that
promote an Arab and Islamic culture at the expense of indigenous populations.31
The novel starts with a brief passage in the present day, with the character Raho
Aït Yafelman pondering topics such as the past and destiny of Amazigh peoples and
Islam in theworld. The readers are then transported to themouthof theOum-Er-Bia
River in Morocco in the seventh century CE, just before the arrival of the Arabs.
This is the setting of most of the novel, which centers on the life of the Amazigh
protagonist Azwaw Aït Yafelman and his strategies to avoid the extinction of his
people as the Arabs gradually approach. After ʿUqba’s successful conquest of all of
NorthAfrica toward the endof thenovel, Azwawconverts to Islam;here thenarrative
mode of the novel changes, with Azwawbecoming the narrator as ImamFilani. This
dual identity is ambiguous. While remaining antagonistic to the Arabs, he is also
sincere in his new religion. However, he uses the Islamic call to prayer to send coded
information to other Amazighpeople, and thenovel endswithhimbeing discovered
doing so and having his tongue cut out in punishment.
Fundamentally a story of cultural conflict, La Mère du printemps is a re-telling of
theArab conquest ofNorthAfrica fromanAmazighperspective.32Thenovel climaxes
whenAzwaw finally encounters the conquering ʿUqba at themomentwhenhe rides
into the Atlantic waters on his horse. As Violeta Baena Gallé notes,33 the Arab army
in LaMère du printemps is always defined in terms of its horses:
The horsewas everything: the friend, the brother, the father and themother, the son
and the ancestors. It was the pupil of the eye. The horse was taken care of first, before
and after any battle.Whether in bivouac or at a halt, it was by his side thatmen slept.
He was the most beautiful of all Creation: short ears, just like the pasterns and the
tail; neck, legs, hips, and stomach long; the forehead, breast, and hips, wide.34
This attention to horses that accompanies descriptions of the Arabs in the novel
offers a portrayal of the conquerors as “cowboys” riding into the sunset – literally
into the “FarWest,” considering that this is precisely how theMaghreb is referred to
in Arabic – and taming the “natives.”Not surprisingly, Chraïbi dedicates his novel to
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theNative Americans (among other people), thereby solidifying this analogy. In this
audacious parallel between the Arab conquest of Africa and the annihilation ofmany
Native American peoples that accompanied European settlement in the Americas,
the author assigns an evil role to the Arabs as colonizers, which enables him to
question thehegemonyof Arab accounts and their impact on theMaghreb.Here, the
portrayal of ʿUqba stands in sharp contrast to the conventional historical accounts
that memorialize him as a victor, such as Al-Bayān al-mughrib fī akhbār al-Andalus wa
al-Maghrib by Ibn ‘Idhari al-Marrakushi, where the Arab conqueror is, to all intents
and purposes, celebrated for his Berber-killing skills.35
In the eleventh chapter of Le Monde à côté,36 the second volume of his memoirs,
Chraïbi relates briefly his initial interest in writing a fictional account of history
in La Mère du printemps. While he gives us in his memoirs a clearer understanding
of the novel’s genesis, his laconic description is more indicative of his peculiar id-
iosyncratic style and quirky persona. He cryptically mentions the Islam of Ayatollah
Khomeini and the socialism of French president François Mitterrand as the back-
drop to a “vital” need he felt to look to the past to understand the present better.
Chraïbi compares thisneed todistantmusic callinghimback fromhis ownpast, that
of the Oum-Er-Bia River that flows into the Atlantic Ocean by the town of Azem-
mour, which is quite near his own home town of El Jadida (previously known as
Mazagan):
I felt the vital need to go back in time, as far back in time as possible, in order
to give a corporeal meaning to words and understand the present. It was like a
throbbingmusic that calledme from the depths ofmy past, that of the remembered
Oum-Er-Bia, Mother of Spring … It is there and nowhere else that I set the action
of my next novel, in the year 680CE, at the very moment when, starting from the
Tripolitanian desert at the head of the horsemen of Allah, the general Oqba IbnNafi
would appear, genuine messenger of the new religion.37
The name of the river, Oum-Er-Bia, meaning “mother of spring” in Arabic, gives
the novel its title. Although Chraïbi had already decided that the novel would be set
by that river, and that it would be about ʿUqba’s arrival from the east, he explains
in Le Monde à côté that he was faced with writer’s block. As he was struggling with
this project, he went to bed one night after his wife had played a recording of Omar
Naqishbendi playing the lute, only towake up in themiddle of the nightwith a case
of insomnia. It was only after trying to go back to sleep by drinking several glasses
of single-malt whisky that he realized, in a drunken epiphany, thatmusic should be
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central to this novel. In fact, in the novel a character namedNaqishbendi plays a lute
as ʿUqba and his troops reach the Atlantic.
The importance ofmusic in this novel, and in thework of Chraïbi in general, has
been discussed by Stéphanie Delayre in Driss Chraïbi, une écriture de traverse.38 Accord-
ing to Delayre,39 Chraïbi explains that although in Le Monde à côté the inspiration
for LaMère du printemps is attributed to Naqishbendi, as just noted, it actually comes
from a piece entitled “La Mer” played by the Iraqi lute player Mounir Bachir. One
importantmusical aspect of LaMère du printemps is the inclusion in the novel ofmu-
sical notes on a staff, not only as the character Naqishbendi accompanies the arrival
of ʿUqba on a lute, but also to render the Chanson de la Pèche, a fishing song whose
lyrics were forgotten by the Amazigh character Yerma Aït Yafelman, and which be-
came a wordless melody.
Music, then, as a mode of expression beyond words, takes on a new meaning. It
not only serves to unlock the author’s writing block, but also provides a metaphor
for the continuation of an Amazigh voice after it is silenced by the Arabs’ arrival.
In addition to the symbolism of Yerma’s forgetting the words to her song, a literal
manifestation of this silencing occurs when Azwaw’s tongue is cut out after his
conversion to Islam, and he is reduced to wordlessness when he is discovered using
the call to prayer to send codedmessages toAmazighpeoples allied against theArabs.
Azwaw’s heavily symbolic aphasia reinforces the notion that the Amazigh voice in
North Africa’s Islamic history and present identity has been silenced. Yet La Mère
du printemps makes the point that both in early Islamic history and in the present,
Amazigh presence is stronger than one cares to hear.
In the opening chapters of La Mère du printemps, Amazigh people in the present
day are shown to understand their own practice of Islam to be inadequate and
not quite as thorough as it should be. Raho Aït Yafelman considers that there is a
hierarchical structure within Islam: “There were two Islams, one of the privileged
and the other …”40 Raho clearly considers himself to belong to the “other” Islam. He
blames his own uncivilized pagan forces when he declares that he has blasphemed.
At the same time, he attempts to improve by self-discipline:
[Raho] spit [sic] between his feet, to root out the Middle Ages that survived in him
despite generations of Islam. He was not at all a Muslim worthy of the name, that’s
the truth of it! He still had to master his pagan forces …41
Raho’s acknowledgement of his situation as aMuslim not quite worthy of the name
reflects the common derogatory views of Islamic religious practices in Africa in
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general, which imply that a singular, necessarily Arab, religious culture is valid,
while all others are naïve and perpetually in the process of seeking to measure up
to the ideal version of this imported system of belief.
Nevertheless, later in thenovel and somecenturies earlier,whenRaho’shomony-
mous ancestor warns his clan of the danger of the approaching Arab army, Azwaw
accepts the inevitable with an odd serenity, “Yes, indeed, let the Arabs come! Stand-
ing in his boat, Azwaw awaits them. Everything is peaceful around him and inside
him.”42Rather than see the conquest as a defeat, Azwawhas the serene assurance that
time is onhis side. Through this character, Chraïbi reveals some of his theoretical in-
sights into the repercussions of the Arab assimilation of North Africa to the Islamic
identity of the region.
Earlier in the novel, Azwaw justifies his serenity upon hearing the news of the
westward advance of the Arab conquerors by noting that they are only the latest
of many waves of conquerors, including the Romans and the Phoenicians, who had
failed to overcomeAmazighpeoples in anypermanentmanner.43Yet, he realizes later
that these new invaders are unlike earlier conquerors because they are driven by a
religion:
The other conquerors were interested in the earth and the riches of the earth, and I
assure you that these Arabs are interested first and foremost in man, in what he is,
and inwhat he can bring to them. They interminglewith the Berbers, in their blood,
to found one single same tribe, the Oumma, as they call it.44
Azwawremains serenenonetheless.He is confident thatwhenArabs acceptAmazigh
converts into their religious community, it is the Arab community more than that
of the new converts that is affected. He supports this argument with a botanical
metaphor: weeds, representing Amazigh peoples, in the long run take over a field
at the expense of other seeds, which represent Arabs:
We are going to occupy time’s terrain. We are going to get inside these new con-
querors, inside their very soul, into their Islam, their customs, their language, into
everything that they know how to do with their hands and to say with their hearts.
Into everything that is youthful, strong, and beautiful. We will slowly sap their
vigour and then their life.45
In spite of an apparent Arab victory and the conversion to Islam that would ensue,
the Amazigh will prevail because through miscegenation, both literal and cultural,
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these Arab colonizers will be assimilated into the people that they colonize rather
than the other way around. Azwaw tells his clansmen:
The Arabs may be happy with us, once we become Muslims like them. They will let
their guarddownandwill let us live andprocreate.Wewill doubtlessly never be their
equals. It is the law of domination that makes things go … Our sons will join with
their daughters, and our daughters, with their sons. Every child that is born will be
a Berber in blood and heart for us, even if he [doesn’t carry] the name of his father …
As for our land, you all know it. You are its sons. It loves only its children. It is savage
and beautiful, and very strong, stronger than all the invaders that wanted to domi-
nate her in the past. She has been their cemetery. The Arabs will fatten it with their
cadavers and the cadaver of Islam one day soon, in a few centuries. Their last descen-
dants, if there are any, will only turn toward the past of their ancestors, and that day,
we, the Imazighen, we will be the future.46
Therein is the novel’s contributionnot only to IslamicNorthAfricanhistory but also
to postcolonial theory. While historians have tended to quantify Amazigh contri-
butions to the Arab victories in North Africa in terms of conversions and military
deputation, Chraïbi sees these contributions rather as Arab losses, and gives credit
to the Amazigh for Islam as we know it today in the Maghreb. If we view this from
a postcolonial perspective, it is tempting to recall the well-worn concept of hybrid-
ity (especially in view of Chraïbi’s choice of a botanical metaphor), and possibly view
Amazigh Islam, at best, as a frail attempt at adopting an imposed Arab culture in
which the colonized Amazigh “mimic” the colonizing Arabs by adopting their reli-
gion, language, andmores. Certainly, Chraïbi’s portrayal of Raho praying reveals his
viewthatpresent-dayAmazigh Islamisperceivedas ameek imitationof an imagined
genuine article, necessarily different from it, and, in this case, undoubtedly inferior
to it.Nevertheless, in Azwaw’s outlook (and the source of his serenity), this imitation
is declared as the transformation of the victor, effectively disarming the would-be
conquerors. Affirming that the Amazigh will prevail within Islam implies that the
Arabs will not.
The way that Chraïbi presents this process thwarts simplistic postcolonial read-
ings of Islam’s spread through the Maghreb. Instead of seeing the incorporation of
an Amazigh component into a broader Islamic imperial project as the victory of Arab
colonialism inwhich the colonized Amazigh inherit a crossbred cultural identity, he
sees it as precisely the opposite: the ultimate continuation of an indigenous North
African character through the inclusion of Amazigh elements within Islam. If the
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arrival of Islam inNorth Africa is an Arab colonial enterprise, annexingNorth Africa
to the Arabworld, then it constitutes a complete incorporation of the colonized sub-
ject’s identity into the ideological discourse that dominates him – in this case the
supremacy of Islam and Arab culture. This goes beyond the mere physical occupa-
tion of his land, because it is not erased by subsequent national or colonial projects
such as French occupation. This dimension of the novel is particularly important
because it complements historical scholarship, in which researchers have portrayed
the assimilation of Amazigh peoples and their role in securing an Islamic presence
in North Africa – namely in the settlements in Kairouan as well as in subsequent
campaigns, including the conquest of Andalusia –mainly in terms of conversion and
recruitment into Islamic armies,47 rather than in terms of cultural contributions and
transformations.
Chraïbi could be criticized for his essentialist representation of Amazigh peoples
in La Mère du printemps and his other novels centering on Amazigh characters, and
possibly for appropriating and trivializing Amazigh aspects of Morocco’s cultural
heritage, particularly considering that the emergence of French andArabic language
literatures in North Africa in the last century relegated Amazigh literatures, which
mostly exist in the realm of oral expression, to a lesser standing. Nonetheless, in his
treatment of Amazigh characters, Chraïbi brings out the significance of an insuffi-
ciently addressed dimension in the Islamic identity of North Africa. A good example
of this debate can be found in an interview with Kacem Basfao that appeared in a
special Chraïbi issue of the bilingual literarymagazine Lecture/Qirāʾāt published af-
ter the author’s death in 2007.48 Kacem Basfao, professor at Aïn Chock University in
Casablanca, a leading scholar on Chraïbi and longtime personal friend of the author,
was asked about a possibly “occidental” perspective in novels such as Une enquète au
pays, where small rural villages in Morocco are described as if they are isolated from
the rest of the world.49 In answer, Basfao argues that Chraïbi’s description does not
portray rural Morocco in an essentialist way, but that through his Amazigh char-
acters he attempts to address humanist themes. Moreover, Basfao claims, Chraïbi’s
descriptions are not very far from a certain reality, as some rural areas in Morocco
were in fact neglected by the political administration in the 1980s whenUne Enquète
aupays is set, and somevillages in these areas suffered froma formof isolation similar
to that portrayed in the novel.50
Although Chraïbi’s use of Amazigh characters could indeed be read as a form of
essentialism – be it an essentialist, reductionist view of Amazigh peoples, Morocco,
the Maghreb at large, or Islam as a religion – it remains mainly an attempt to free
North African identity from amarginalizing, Arab-centric view on Islam. Certainly,
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in viewof the fact thatMorocco’s literary scene is too often reduced to two,mutually-
exclusive linguistic spheres, one Arabic and the other Francophone, when Amazigh
peoples are portrayed as anti-Arabs, especially by an authorwhowrites in French, the
picture that emerges can be read as anti-Arab, serving Arabophobe agendas. How-
ever, La Mère du printemps is also a literary attempt to rectify official North African
histories that largely overlook the importance of Amazigh peoples, a crucial issue
for revivalist cultural movements that, as Bruce Maddy-Weitzman has pointed out,
prioritize memory work.51 Through the inversion of official history, and a narration
fromanAmazighperspective, Chraïbi reconstructs a cultural, national, and religious
Amazigh element in an attempt toundermine thehegemonyof theArab component
ofNorthAfrica’s identity and reflect the complexityof the region. “Amazigh,” then, is
used conceptually as an indigenous African and pre-Islamic character, and put forth
to validate a crucial aspect of North Africa not simply insofar as it is contrapuntal to
an exogenous (Arab) religion, but as a factor in shaping the destiny of that religion
in the region.
As the portrayal of the Islamization of North Africa in La Mère du printemps em-
phasizes an Africanization of Islam (or rather, to be precise, its “Amazighation” in
this case), it reminds the reader that Islam inNorth Africa, which is thought of as ex-
clusively Arab, is in fact largely Amazigh as well and remains engaged in a dynamic
of ongoing configuration. The value of the Amazigh portrayal in La Mère du print-
emps, then, is its reminder that although the arrival of Islam inNorth Africa resulted
in the region’s being defined chiefly as a part of the Arab world, it is not exclusively
Arab, as pre-Islamic and pre-Arab elements are in effect a crucial component of the
character of North African peoples and are presented as fundamental to the vitality
of the religion in the area.
By validating a non-Arab Islam, Chraïbi contributes to the formation of a Mo-
roccan identity that remains relevant in circumstances of North African deviation
from the Arab world. Such deviation can occur as a result of political events, such as
shifting international alliances since the mid-Twentieth Century CE in contexts of
the Cold War, oil crises and embargos, post-9/11 tensions, and conflicts in the Mid-
dle East. From a literary perspective, the rejection of imposed Arabic standardswhen
they do not validate North African varieties of the language – incidentally, an is-
sue particularly relevant to Chraïbi as well as to other authors from the Maghreb
who write in French – can also foster anti-Arab sentiments. In these cases of North
African deviation from the Arab world, the necessity of retaining Islam remains, if
not because religion is foundational to national identity, or to avoid the real dangers
of the legal and social repercussions of apostasy, then only out of sincere and genuine
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faith. From LaMère duprintemps (and otherworks such as L’Hommedu livre), it appears
that Chraibi seems to lean towards the latter reason. Thus, he fits in the tradition of
Muslim historians chronicling the Westward expansion of the religion, embellish-
ing that narrative with his version of horse-back rides into the waves of the Atlantic,
andmarveling at the destiny of the land.
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chapter 2
Cultural Encounter inMoroccan Postcolonial
Literature of English Expression
Mohamed Elkouche
Introduction
Ever since the publication of Edward Said’s ground-breaking work Orientalism and
the subsequent rise of postcolonial studies and discourses, literary scholars have
applied his theory to variousWestern texts that represent or speak about the Orient.
The vast majority of these studies have confirmed Said’s central thesis that the East
is in fact “Orientalized” and depicted negatively in these Western discourses – a
systematic negative representation whose ultimate aim is the West’s exertion and
consolidation of its cultural and political hegemony over its Oriental Others.1
In this essay, however, the focus will be conversely on showing how the West or
Occident is represented inEasterndiscourses. Thiswill be done throughabrief study
of somepostcolonialMoroccan texts that dealwith the themeof cultural encounter –
that is to say, direct contact or meeting between Westerners and Easterners and the
tensions or clashes that often ensue as a result of their belonging to two different
civilizations with different sets of values and distinct worldviews. This chapter will
attempt to raise and answer a number of pertinent questions including the follow-
ing: What kind of images of the West and Westerners do Eastern writers produce?
Are these images almost always uniformly negative, as is the case with the Oriental-
ists’ representation of the Orient and Oriental people? If so, can this practice be seen
as a form of “writing back”; a counter-discourse that is intended to subvert or in-
terrogate the constructions of Orientalist discourses? In other words, to what extent
can these Eastern representations be stigmatized, by the same token, as Occidental-
ist? Do these “Occidentalist” discourses have any value or practical effects, especially
when comparedwith the immense hegemonic function of Orientalist texts? Is there
anywayoutof bothOrientalist andOccidentalist discourses – a third alternative that
can promote cosmopolitanism and fruitful intercultural dialogue between Eastern-
ers andWesterners?
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Before answering these questions, it may be worth shedding some light on the
discourse of Orientalism so as to provide the background for the exploration of what
appears to be its stark antithesis: Occidentalist discourse. Accordingly, this study
will be divided into two parts. The first attempts to define the term Orientalism
and show how it operates discursively to construct its Others. The second focuses on
discussing and illustratinghowMoroccan postcolonial texts dealwith the questions
of Otherness and cultural encounter.
Orientalism and the Ideology of Otherness
In the first pages of Orientalism, Edward Said provides three definitions of the phe-
nomenon he sets out to explore; he also puts these definitions in a nutshell in the
following extract from his famous essay “Orientalism Reconsidered”:
As a department of thought and expertise Orientalism, of course, refers to several
overlapping domains: first, the changing historical and cultural relationship be-
tween Europe and Asia, a relationship with a 4000-year-old history; second, the sci-
entific discipline in the early nineteenth century, one specialized in the study of
variousOriental cultures and traditions; and third, the ideological suppositions, im-
ages and fantasies about a currently important and politically urgent region of the
world called the Orient.2
Orientalism, Said explains, usually conceives of “the East” and “the West” as two
separate and monolithic entities; and this essentialist distinction is not so much “a
fact of nature” as “a fact of human production” that can be well labeled “human
geography.”3 This means that the Orient spoken about in Western texts is a mere
linguistic creation and ideological construct that should by no means be associated
with theOrient of concrete andobjective reality.Given thatdiscourse, asMichel Fou-
cault puts it, has the power to produce rather than represent the things it speaks
about, Orientalism can thus be seen as a discourse that characteristically constructs
theOrient asOtherwith the aim of “dominating, restructuring, and having author-
ity over [it].”4
Western literary texts have substantially contributed to this hegemonic Orien-
talist discourse. As a matter of fact, by systematically producing the image of the
East or Easterner as a backward, inferior or savage Other, these texts have, in one
way or another, helped to promote the West’s colonial enterprise. The discourses
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that most readily come tomind as an illustration here are perhaps those of Rudyard
Kipling, the British creative artist who can be considered an exemplary Oriental-
ist. His famous poem “The Ballad of East and West” opens as follows: “Oh, East is
East, and West is West, and never the twain shall meet, / Till Earth and Sky stand
presently at God’s great Judgment Seat …”5These lines support and highlight quite
superbly Said’s notion of Orientalism as a discourse that is based on the dichotomy
between the East and theWest as two opposite worlds that seem to run parallel with
each other. In his poem “The White Man’s Burden,” he bluntly urges his “White”
(British/Western) people to venture out to “civilize” their cultural Others, described
as “sullen peoples/Half devil and half child.”6 The ulterior motive of such so-called
“civilizing mission” is of course the colonial domination and exploitation of these
allegedly “inferior” people.
If one goes as far back as Shakespeare’s age, one cannot also fail to find abundant
literary texts that convey such ideology of Otherness. In his play Othello, the Moor
of Venice, Shakespeare himself portrays his Moorish hero as a bestial Other who
threatens to ruin and contaminate the Venetian social order through his decision to
getmarried toDesdemona. The jealous Iagowarns the latter’s father in the following
words:
Iago: You’ll have your daughter covered with a Barbary horse – You’ll have your
nephews neigh to you, you’ll have coursers for cousins, and jennets for
Germans.
Brabantio: What profane wretch are thou?
Iago: I am one, sir, that comes to tell you your daughter and theMoor are making
the beast with two backs.7
Apart fromthenegative cultural connotationof thewordBarbary –which refers here
to Morocco and North Africa in general – this passage abounds in animal imagery
that powerfully strips Othello of humanity, suggesting that he is a mere “horse”
or despicable “beast.” What is more, the passage implies that Desdemona herself
will “go bestial” if she mates with him, and their children will turn out to be, and
will behave like, animals! The underlying idea here is that there is something quite
unnatural in this love relationship between theMoorish Othello and the fair Italian
Desdemona, and that is why this relationshipmust be broken at all costs, lest it lead
to the disruption of the normal and “human” conditions of the whole society.
In American literature too, one can find obvious traces of such Orientalist ideol-
ogy that denigrates the Oriental Other and constructs him in the image of a savage
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and primitive creature. For example, in Paul Bowles’ novel The Spider’s House, which
is set in Fez, the youngMoroccan boy Amar is thus described from the perspective of
the American tourist Polly:
She sat there … and stared at him … A complete young barbarian, she thought, the
antithesis of that for which she could have admiration. Looking at him she felt she
knew what the people of antiquity had been like. Thirty centuries or more were
effaced, and there hewas, the alert and predatory sub-human, further fromwhat she
believedman should be like than the naked savage, because the savagewas tractable,
while this creature, wearing the armor of his own rigid barbaric culture, consciously
defied progress.8
Needless to say, such words and phrases as “barbarian,” “predatory sub-human,”
“naked savage,” and “rigid barbaric culture” are highly expressive of howAmar – as a
representative Moroccan native – is “othered” and “racialized” in Bowles’ discourse.
The reference to “the people of antiquity” and to the “thirty centuries or more” that
separate Amar from contemporary civilization also stresses the immense, unbridge-
able gap that exists between the civilized Westerners and their Eastern primitive
Others.
The examples above reveal clearly how Orientalism functions as a discourse of
Otherness. The East and the Easterner are systematically perceived as “Others” who
can never be equal to the “self ” (i.e. the West or Westerner). The two can also hardly
meet because of the civilizational gap that separates them. If they evermeet, it is just
in an attempt on the part of the benevolentWesterner to bring light and civilization
to the helpless primitiveOther. Butwhen it comes to other kinds of relationship like
marriage (as in the case of Othello and Desdemona) no good results can be expected.
As one of Bowles’ characters in Let It Come Down has put it, “only bad things can
happen when Nazarenes andMoslems come together.”9
Encountering the Other in Postcolonial Moroccan Texts
It is quite noticeable that theWest and theWesterner(s) are conspicuously present in
Moroccan texts written in English. Indeed,many of these texts dramatize situations
that show different kinds of cross-cultural interaction and relationships between
Moroccans and their Western counterparts, and the main setting for such encoun-
ters is either Morocco itself or some place in the Western world. But while it is true
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that the West/Westerner is usually perceived and represented as a cultural Other, it
is important to note that its/his image is not characteristically negative, as is gener-
ally the case of the image of the East/Easterner in Orientalist literature. One can in
fact find an amalgam of images that range from very positive to very negative repre-
sentations, even if nearly all of these discourses remain fundamentally ambivalent,
as will soon be illustrated.
TheWest often figures inMoroccan texts as an “other”worldwhich is contrasted,
whether directly or indirectly, with Morocco as a homeland. This world is clearly
desired and sought out, whereas the native country is sometimes conceived of as a
prison from which the protagonist(s) wishes to escape. For instance, in his autobio-
graphical work entitled Rewind, Driss Temsamani writes: “I longed to flee my home
country … I left home to Miami, Florida; I knew I was gone for good … In the USA,
I had a window of opportunity, and I climbed through it.”10 Thanks to its promis-
ing prospects, America is readily accepted by the author, who wishes to stay there
forever; in contrast, Morocco is abandoned and rejected because he regards it as “the
land of no opportunity,”11 the land of hungry children where there is “no future, no
tomorrow.”12 Likewise, in his travel book Alien … Arab … and Maybe Illegal in America,
Mohamed Fandi describes how the United States has fascinated him to the extent of
his over-staying his visa and attempting to reside there for good. In his view, Amer-
ica is “the land of freedom, the land of business, the landwhere every day around the
country many people become rich, millionaires …”13 It is, in short, “the best country
of theworld,” and certainly “more thanhalf ofmy country (and each country around
the world) would be ready – anytime – to visit or stay in the States.”14
Like the United States, Europe is also envisioned as a promised and promising
land towhich someMoroccanswish to emigrate at all costs. InKhalidChaouch’s play
Humble Odysseys, for example, Abdou encourages Raghib to go to Spain, confirming
that “in that country, it’s so easy to get a job… that country is a real paradise.”15 Lured
by this vision, Raghib decides to get there even without having the necessary legal
papers. Similarly, in Laila Lalami’sHopeandOtherDangerousPursuits, a groupof young
people take the risk of travelling illegally to Europe in an overcrowded inflatable
boat. They all believe that if theymanage to cross to this otherworld, theirmiserable
lives will soon be transformed into ones of comfort, freedom and prosperity. Just as
countless people from all over the world have crossed to the United States with the
aim of tasting and enjoying “the American Dream”, these emigrants also believe in
the existence of “the European Dream”16 in which they can equally share.
Such views about both Europe and America are obviously positive, and they
contribute to painting a rosy picture of the West as a cultural Other. Nevertheless,
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one can notice in nearly all the works mentioned above a certain ambivalence that
tends to undermine, or at least besmirch, the positive quality of the image reflected.
Most emigrants fail to feel completely at ease in the land of the Other, as they
often become disillusioned or nostalgic after some experience there. Temsamani,
for instance, cannot help feeling nostalgic despite his former extreme enthusiasm
about the Americanway of life. He explicitly expresses this feelingwhen he remarks,
“I became nostalgic and started to reconnect with my roots, my home, Morocco.”17
What is more, he has now grown fed up with thematerialistic and “crazy lifestyle”18
of the United States, as one may infer from his statement, “We left our country to
find abetter life, butwhatwegot is a gold-plated identity and a lot of debt.”19Henow
realizes that real happiness cannot be achieved far away from one’s native home and
society: “The hell with the plastic life: give me one day with my family and friends
and I will be happy for life.”20
In Laila Lalami’s novel, the characters who manage to make it to Spain are also
disillusioned when their expectations fail to materialize. Faten has even found her-
self obliged to barter her virginity to be allowed to enter Spanish territory. She lets
herself be defloweredby a Spanish officer, thengoes on earnher living as a prostitute.
Amongher Spanish clients,Martin seems themost humane, as he appearswilling to
establish a special friendly relationship with her. But she soon discovers that he just
wants to satisfy his sexual desire and exotic whims, and thus no room is left for any
significant friendship between them.
In contrast, in Ahmed Radi’s Changing Times, Mobile Landscapes, the protagonist
Said – a Moroccan scholar who probably represents Radi himself and who goes to
Wales to pursue his studies – succeeds in developing a real andmeaningful relation-
ship with a Western girl named Sarah:
He was also lucky to come across and befriend a Scandinavian young girl. Despite
their different colors and races and despite the huge distance separating the freezing
north from the warm south, they were passionately in love with each other … “You
are my Ali Baba and my Andalousian knight.” She made him feel proud of being an
Arab, and also an Africanwith his brown skin, so different fromher snowwhiteness,
yet so complementary.21
This is a highly symbolic cultural encounter, wherein an Easterner and a Westerner
seem to “complement” each other, despite all their differences. Yet Said soon realizes
that this relationship cannot last long, as Sarah is motivated by passionate and
romantic love,without ever thinking about the possibility ofmarriage. Said explains
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this in terms of the difference of perspectives between Easterners and Westerners:
while the latter have a tendency “to enjoy to the full the ephemeral moment,” the
former rather “tend to establish somethingmore solid and communal in the formof
a social contract, with its obligations and responsibilities.”22 Thus their relationship
seems doomed to sudden disruption from the very beginning.
In AnouarMajid’s Si Yussef , however, the love and marital relationship between
the Moroccan protagonist Si Yussef and the Spanish Lucia proves to be lasting and
apparently successful. As a matter of fact, they have already been together for many
years and their four children have already reached adulthood. This couple’s love
is reciprocal and very profound: while Lucia feels that “the meaning of her life
was related to Si Yussef,” who “gave her the satisfaction which no other person or
institution had given her,”23her husband also believes that he ismarried to “the best
woman in theworld”24who “has given [him] the love of a thousand years.”25 Si Yussef
prefers this Spanishwoman to any fromhis home country because he does not want
to entangle himself with the complexities of Moroccan customs and social bonds.
As he confesses to Lamin, the narrator, he prefers to be free from “the whole mass of
tradition and families that our women carry with them. Aman here doesn’tmarry a
womanbut awhole tribe.”26But in spite of all the comfort, happiness and satisfaction
which hismarriage to Lucia has offered to him, Si Yussef still feels that he ismissing
something vital in his life – namely, religious faith. Because of his Catholic Spanish
wife, he has not only failed to perform his Islamic faith, but he also seems obliged to
speak only Spanish in his home:
And this is why I regret not having performedmy prayers …My good life didn’t help
me for any encounterwithmy creator. And this leads to the issue ofmymarriage to a
womanwhonever accepted our faith. Aman likemeneedsmore than a goodwoman;
he needs a Moslem. I mostly spoke Spanish at home; the pleasure to speak my soul
was deniedme all these years. As you know, the soul of man lives in his language.27
This passage really problematizes the question of cultural encounter between East-
erners andWesterners. Although Lucia is portrayed very positively, it is clear that she
has engendered an identity crisis for her husband. At bottom, he feels guilty of sacri-
ficing bothhis religion and language, a factwhich implies that he has partly lost two
important components of his national and cultural identity. Since Lucia has retained
her Catholic faith and imposed –whether directly or indirectly – the use of her Span-
ish language in their home, one can say that she appears symbolically as a dominant
colonizer, while Si Yussef is the dominated and alienated colonized subject.
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In his novel A Chance, Abderrahmane Sghir tells us a different story of such
cross-cultural relations between aMoroccan and aWesterner. The narrative revolves
around the sufferings of a young Moroccan man, called Brahim, who goes to work
in America. He has already been working in a hotel in his native town and liv-
ing happily with his native wife, but he is seduced by an American tourist named
Amanda to travel with her to the United States. While there, Amanda does her
best to prompt Brahim to renounce his wife and become her own lover, but in
vain. When she gets desperate, she devilishly traps him in a bank problem that
causes him to be imprisoned for ten years and causes a tragedy for the whole fam-
ily.
Although this novel is very simple – or even simplistic – in its treatment of
both theme and narrative techniques, it serves to cast some light on the kind of
relationship that can exist between aMoroccan and aWesterner.Here, theWesterner
is represented very negatively: Amanda is the image of a scheming, heartless and
jealous lover who tries selfishly to “appropriate” another woman’s husband.
In “AWoman FromNewYork,”MohamedMrabet presents uswith another neg-
ative image of Americans. A group ofHippiemen andwomen travel to Tangiers, and
El Rifi – the youngMoroccan protagonist, who may represent Mrabet himself – has
some occasion to interact with them and witness their curious habits and behav-
ior:
SeveralNazarenemenwith longhair sat nearby. SomeNazarene girlswere squatting
on the floor as they cooked something … El Rifi looked at the Nazarenes. The men
had dandruff in their hair, and their skin was grey with dirt. Some of them had lice
crawling in their beards. The girls had pimples and smelled stale, and their clothes
needed to be washed and mended. A Moroccan had been cutting kif in the café that
day, and they were smoking what he had thrown away.28
In this descriptive passage,Mrabet severely criticizes this group of American tourists
and pokes fun at their unusual appearance and strange practices. Although, histori-
cally speaking, the Hippie was the latest mode at that time of the late 1960s, Mrabet
raises the pertinent cultural question: How can such dirt, bad smell, and animalistic
way of life be compatiblewith the ethics of a so-called civilizednation like theUnited
States?
When El Rifi discusses thematter with one of these tourists (namely theWoman
fromNew York referred to in the story’s title), this American woman tries to defend
the group, and she gets angry when theMoroccan criticizes her personally:
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She was very angry. And you! She cried. Who are you? It’s got nothing to do withme.
I’m aMoslem. The poorest Moslem is cleaner thanmost Americans … For instance, I
think I’m better than you because I wash five times a day.29
Despite its simplicity and directness, this piece of dialogue is highly significant
as it establishes a direct opposition between Islamic and Western civilizations. It
suggests thatMoslems are superior andmuchmore civilized thanks to their Islamic
religion which teaches them to be clean, both physically and spiritually. In contrast,
American civilization is both implicitly and explicitly ridiculed and shown to be
associated with dirt, bestiality and disease.
In “What Happened in Granada,” Mrabet writes about another confrontation
between him and some Westerners during his short visit to Granada. The story
contains a number of significant scenes in which Mrabet openly clashes with these
culturalOthers, attempting to show themthathe is not inferior, but rather superior,
to them. For example, when he is offeredwine during a family reunion, he decidedly
refuses it in a conscious desire to stress his identity as aMoslem: “I don’t drink, I said.
I’ll take aglass ofwater.”30Once, he even threatens anEnglishwomanbybrandishing
“an Arab sword” and saying to her angrily: “I’m going to finish you off. You and your
race! … You’re only an English whore and I’m a Riffian!”31 In another scene, Mrabet
is surrounded by a crowd of protesting Spaniards who want to blame him for his
reckless and dangerous driving of a rented car. He responds, “I yelled at them: I shit
on your ancestors and yourwhole race! I keptwalking along, pushing through them.
Barkingdogs don’t bite, I told them. A very fatwoman cameby. She calledme amoro,
and I called her a Christian pig.”32 In another scene,Mrabet even resorts to the Arabic
language to insult some Spanish people by saying: “Inaal din d’babakum (God damn
your father’s religion).”33
In a less provocative counter-hegemonic stance, Abdellatif Akbibwriteshis travel
book Tangier’s Eyes On America to question someWestern Orientalist stereotypes and
suggest that the West itself can be easily made the object of an Easterner’s criticism
and ridicule. The title itself warns that America – and the whole Western world,
by implication – is now subjected to representation under Tangier’s Eastern eyes.
The traditional roles are now subverted because it is no longer the West that is
representing the East, but the other way around.
LikeMrabet, Akbib engages in a number of confrontations with different Amer-
icans, whom he represents as cultural Others. His technique consists in staging a
series of encounters between him, as protagonist, and some Americans like the offi-
cer at theNewYork airport whomhe skilfully represents as ignorant on the grounds
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that he is unable to speak any other language except his own. This ignorance is fur-
ther stressed by his meeting with the American illiterate woman who stupidly asks
him: “Whereabout is Morocco in the United States?”34 While discussing with some
Western intellectuals, the author is surprised at their ignorance andmisunderstand-
ing of the Others’ culture and social reality, despite their academic background. One
of the things he discovers, for instance, is that “Everything they knew about Islam
was either exaggerated, distorted, or altogether wrong.”35 Akbib also recounts the
story of his encounter with an angry American man who nearly kills him with his
revolver. After narrowly escaping, the author says ironically that in America “the
survival [is] for the quickest”36 because there “weapons [are] sold like a gastronomic
commodity.”37
Such face-to-face encounters give Akbib the opportunity to express direct criti-
cismof America and its people.He puts these latter in the position of cultural Others
and depicts most of them as ignorant, shallow, or savage, just as the Oriental Other
is depicted in Western hegemonic and Orientalist texts. These open confrontations
between the protagonist and those Others permit himnot only to subvert the tradi-
tional subject/object (or self/other) dichotomy but also to challenge many Western
prejudices against Muslims or Orientals and to correct those misconceptions and
cultural prejudices. In this way, it can be said that Akbib has succeeded in “writing
back” to theWest and problematizing its discourse of power and its ideology of Oth-
erness.
The discourses of postcolonial Moroccan writers thus differ quite noticeably
from the Orientalist ones. While the latter usually represent the Oriental Other
negatively, these Moroccan texts include both positive and negative images of the
West/Westerner as Other. In the majority of cases, they are ambivalent in their atti-
tudes towards Otherness: the image is neither totally positive nor totally negative.
Some writers tend to problematize this question of cultural Otherness. Anouar Ma-
jid chooses the third space of Tangiers to show that identity is unstable and that
the forces of hybridity usually work to negate all notions of purity and fixedness. He
also raises some problematic questions concerning the inevitability of cultural in-
teraction between East and West. His narrator Lamin notes that, “There is nothing
wrong if we are Europeanized or Americanized – up to a point. For wasn’t the West
also Orientalized? … Their historians say that for ages they had borrowed our skills
and knowledge. So what’s wrong?”38
Some discourses like Akbib’s andMrabet’s are so extreme in their negative repre-
sentation of Otherness that they can be categorized as Occidentalist. They are obvi-
ously counter-hegemonic and counter-Orientalist. Yet, at least in the case of Akbib,
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this subversive strategy is used only as a means to an important end: to warn West-
erners that Easterners are capable of “writing back” andproducing the same cultural
stereotypes against Westerners. This is what he implicitly means by stating that, “It
is amisconception to suppose that only theWest is capable of nourishing stereotypes
vis à vis the East. We are capable of that, too. But as it is our duty to stem the tide of
such negative attitudes, we can’t afford to deal with the other by adopting what we
want him to get rid of,”39 His “tit for tat” strategy is therefore only ameans to amu-
tually profitable end: the creation of a cosmopolitan inter-cultural dialogue which
is fit tomake us all transcend the ethnocentric ideology inherent in such binary cat-
egories as Occident/Orient, West/Rest, or Center/Peripheries.
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Intersections: Amazigh (Berber) Literary Space
DanielaMerolla
The interaction of artistic productions with several languages, literary markets and
media is crucial in the Amazigh literary space. Focusing on writers who use the
Amazigh (Berber) language, this study addresses contemporary directions in Mo-
roccan Amazigh (Berber) artistic works set against the historical and literary back-
ground of the Maghreb as well as the Amazigh diaspora in Europe. It also discusses
Amazigh elements in Dutch novels and short stories published by writers of Riffian
heritage. The term “Berber” will be used throughout this essay to indicate the his-
torical continuity of the field of study.
Amazigh (Berber) Literary Space
As in the past, manifold genres, languages, and media constitute the Amazigh (Ber-
ber) literary space of today. Writers since the beginning of the twentieth century CE
have contributed to a contemporary literature written in one of the Amazigh lan-
guage variants, while other authors of Amazigh heritage have published novels in
FrenchandArabic.1Novels andplays published inDutchbywriters originating from
theRif have received public acclaim,while someBerber authors have started towrite
in Spanish.Newwaves ofmigration andmigration patterns have producedworks by
Berbers in Italian and English as well.
This is not to say that literacy was unknown in the past. The contemporary de-
velopments inwritten literature are not isolated frombroader innovations in the lit-
erary market; some Amazigh writers, storytellers and singers were and are involved
in multiple circuits of written and oral literary production. If most narratives and
poetry until the last century were orally created and transmitted, Amazigh speakers
since antiquity have known forms of script (Lybian, Tifinagh) while traders and reli-
gious leaders werewell versed in the area’s dominant languages.2Collections of tales
andpoems allow readers to enjoy elaborate oral literary traditions. Though someoral
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genres seem to disappear along with their contexts of production, new forms have
also arisen. Increasingly, the overwhelmingly varied and enormously popular genre
of “modern songs” incorporates “classical” musical styles with inspiration and in-
struments from around theworld. For example, the songs ofHindi Zahra, who sings
in English, and Chleuh Berber incorporate Chleuh sounds with blues, jazz, Ameri-
can folk, Egyptianmusic, and the influence of African singers such as Ali Farka Touré
and Youssou N’Dour.3 Another example is the music of the Tuareg band Tinari-
wen whose members play teherdent (lute), imzad (violin), tinde (drum) and electric
guitar. Morgan4 argues that they merge the Tuareg style of assouf (“solitude” or
“nostalgia”) with influences from Kabyle Berber contemporary songs, Malian blues,
Algerian urban raï andMoroccan chaabi, pop, rock and Indianmusic.5
Another examplemay be seen in the revitalization of folktales in family settings
and schools through films, novels, children’s books, and cartoons. Not only are folk-
tales documented in past collections, but they also represent a still vigorous oral
heritage responding to the new contexts of school education and exposure to var-
ious media.6 Thanks to international attention, storytellers again narrate folktales
andperformcomicpieces in townplazas. For example,Djamaa el-Fna Square inMar-
rakesh, where storytellers gather, was added to the UNESCOWorld Heritage List in
2001, while researchers, journalists, photographers and tour agencies have drawn at-
tention to Arabic and Berber Moroccan storytelling in public squares and markets.7
Told, sung, written, video-recorded, and spread online,8 Amazigh oral literature is
taking on a new life.
The notion of “literary space” can help us to understand long-term as well as
more recent developments, which include multilingual, multimedia productions
that intersect and interact with literatures produced in one of the vernacular forms
of Amazigh (the Berber language).9Across languages of creation and variations in in-
dividualpositions,we seenumerousoral andwrittenworksmarkedby their authors’
family language and by scenes and characters (partially) set in Amazigh environ-
ments. The nationalist critique in Morocco and Algeria10 and the debate over the
literary use of languages other than the author’s “mother tongue”11 notwithstand-
ing, we see that the new political and intellectual climate of the Maghreb is leading
to acceptance of the multilingualism that has resulted from long-term processes
of expansion and migration. By recognizing the creative process that has resulted
from interaction with other literatures and “literary spaces,” the umbrella notion of
“Amazigh (Berber) literary space” transcends the distinction between “Amazigh lit-
erature” – i.e. created in one of the Amazigh vernaculars – and literaryworks in other
languages.
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Tamazigh/ Amazigh/ Imazighen in theMaghreb
Some notes on the denomination and geographical spread of the Amazigh (Berber)
language may be useful at this point. Since the 1990s, the term “Amazigh” (or Ama-
zigh language) has seen widespread use.12 It has gradually replaced “Berber” in daily
use; and it is accepted in academic discourse.13 Amazigh is used in the names of
the institutes created to study the Amazigh language and culture in Algeria (Haut
Commissariat à l’Amazighité, 1995) and in Morocco (Institute Royal de la Culture
Amazighe, 2001).Other terms suchasTarifit, Tachelhiyt, Takbaylit andTamashekde-
scribe some of the language variations spoken locally fromMorocco to the Egyptian
oasis of Siwa, along the Libyanborder, and from theMediterranean coast toMaurita-
nia,Mali, Niger, Burkina Faso andnorthernNigeria. InMorocco people speak Tarifit
in theRifmountains, Tamazight in theMiddleAtlas, andTachelhiyt (orChleuh) fur-
ther south in the Souss region. Amazigh people are estimated to number between
12 and 25 million, which makes Amazigh the second language of the Maghreb af-
ter Arabic.14As a consequence ofmigration, there are Amazigh (Berber) communities
in France, Belgium, Spain, Italy, the Netherlands, Canada and the United States. An
estimated two-thirds of Moroccan immigrants in the Netherlands speak Tarifit or
come from a Berber-speaking region.15
We can speak of related Berber “languages” on account of the scattered nature of
Amazigh linguistic communities in theMaghreb, the peculiarities of local variants,
and because only a few speakers in the past were conscious of the linguistic unity of
Amazigh. At the same time, scholars use the term Berber “language” to denote its
unity at the meta-linguistic level and to indicate extended inter-comprehension.16
Today, the termsAmazigh and Imazighen indicate anewawareness amongAmazigh
speakers of their linguistic unity and cultural specificity.
The present position of the Amazigh language in the Maghreb varies widely.
Though their language is recognized as a national language in Mali and Niger, the
once nomadic Tuaregs have borne the brunt of the creation ofmodern nation-states
and their insurmountable borders.17 The 2012 Tuareg-led rebellion and declaration
of the independent state of Azawad inNorthMali are linked to long-standing socio-
economic marginalization.18 In Kadafi’s Libya, there was no room for language mi-
norities, and the current situation remains far from clear.19 More open attitudes
have prevailed inMorocco andAlgeria,where academic institutes have been founded
committed to the study of Amazigh and Amazigh courses of study have been open at
majoruniversities. InMorocco, thepilot projects of alphabetization inAmazighhave
been launched by the Moroccan Royal Institute for Amazighity, and the Amazigh
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language gained official status in the new Moroccan constitution of 2011. Never-
theless, Amazigh is not yet fully integrated into mass education, and contradictory
policies affect government recognition ofmultilingualism.20Recent demonstrations
in theMoroccan Rif in favor of economic, democratic and language rights have been
met bymilitary force.21Although the demonstrationswere part of a broader national
movement for democratization, they also revealed the enduring difficulties experi-
enced by regional minorities within centralized states.
Amazigh Literary Space inMorocco and the Netherlands:
Novels and Short Stories
References to Amazigh languages and communities appear in the French and Arabic
works of renowned Moroccan writers such as Mohamed Khair-Eddine, Mohamed
Choukri and Ahmed Toufiq.22 Most known for its Chleuh setting is Khair-Eddine’s
Légende et vie d’Agoun’chich.23 In the first part of this novel, the narrator discovers
and describes an impoverished region and its inhabitants whoseminority culture is
threatened by colonial and post-colonial economic and political systems.24 The nar-
rator’s deep attachment to the Chleuh language and land takes form in a narrative
that reconstructs a forgotten past from the perspective of a Chleuh outlaw villager.
The recreation of tales andmyths in a poetic and oneiric style questions the homog-
enizing andmanipulative vision of cultural identity promoted by centralized power
andpolitics.25The initial narrator’s voice recollects long-termcontinuity and“métis-
sage” in Africa, while the narrative is marked by violence, local and international
conflicts, and loss of personal and social identity.26
The tales of storyteller and painter Mohamed Mrabet present a particular form
of oral-written interaction and take on an international, multilingual, and urban
form in Paul Bowles’ English translation and “recreation”.27 Mrabet’s memories of
the Rif and his attachment to his heritage are narrated in the first chapter of his au-
tobiographical work with Eric Valentin.28 More recently, we find elements of Khair-
Eddine’s oneiric approach in Mohamed Nadrani’s visual representation of social
and historical themes in the cartoons “The Sarcophagus of the Complex: Enforced
Disappearances,”29 on political repression in Morocco under King Hassan II, and
“Emir Abdelkrim,”30 on the Republic of the Rif, claiming independence from Spain
and theMoroccan Sultan in 1921.
A number of authors from the Rif have achieved public and critical acclaim for
their works in Dutch, including Abdelkader Benali, Khalid Boudou, Said El Haji,
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and Mustafa Stitou. Benali received major literary awards including the Geertjan
Lubberhuizen Award in 1997, the Libris Prize in 2003, and the Best Foreign Novel
in 1999 for the French translation of Bruiloft aan zee (Wedding by the Sea).31 Khalid
Boudou won the Gouden Ezelsoor Prize in 2002 forHet schnitzelparadijs (The Schnitzel
Paradise),32 while Mustafa Stitou received the prestigious VSB Poëzieprijs in 2004 for
his poems Varkensroze ansichten (Pink Pigs Postcards).33
The written production in Amazigh has grown in recent years thanks to Chleuh
and Riffian writers. Although academic institutions do not yet consistently support
them, cultural associations across the territory have supported the publication of
poems and novels in Amazigh.34 Two of the oldest associations, AMREC (Association
Marocaine de Recherches et Échanges Culturels) and ANCAP – Tamaynut (Associ-
ation Nouvelle pour la Culture et les Arts Populaires – The New One), as well as
the Agadir Summer University (AUEA), have played key roles in organizing cultural
meetings for artists, activists, and scholars to discuss linguistic and literary themes.
Since the 1970s, both AMREC and Tamaynut have published periodicals such as
Amud (Seeds), Anaruz (Hope), Arraten (Documents), Tamunt (Togetherness), and Tasa-
fut (Torch).35 Nevertheless, contemporary written literature involves acute problems
of marketing given the size of the reading public. Whereas theater and stand-up co-
medians are able to bridge the communication gap and attract larger audiences,36
Amazigh novels and short stories are often self-financed and scattered across the
small or ephemeral periodicals of cultural associations.
Chleuh
The first contemporary novel written in ChleuhwasMohammed Akunad’s Tawargit
d imik (ADreamandaLittleMore)published in2002.37 It addresses a “classical”dilemma
of Islamic preaching in the Chleuh area: the need to use the language of the villagers
to communicate religious ideas and values.38 But unforeseen consequences explode
when the cleric Si Brahim begins to preach in Chleuh. The villagers want him to
speakaboutgovernment land-grabbingandcorruption.Understanding the sermon,
women do not recognize themselves in the feminine images derived from classical
texts and ask him to preach about their actual lives and present needs. Si Brahim,
under pressure from political and religious authorities, faces a new dilemma: give
up his initiative and preach in Arabic or abandon his position as fqih of the village.39
By focusing on individual experience and avoiding didactic discussions of language
rights, the novel joins a streamofMaghrebianworks that explore the rural world. In
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contrast to the works of Khair-Eddine and Ahmed Toufiq, Tawargit d imik focuses on
the contemporary time and world.
Before Akunad, Mohamed Moustaoui, Hassan Id Belqasm and Ali Sedki-Azayku
and others had published collections of poems in Chleuh in the 1970s, while Ali
Mimoun Essafi published the first Chleuh play in the 1980s.40 According to several
members of the writers’ association Tirra (Writing),41 there are discernible differ-
encesbetweenolder andyoungergenerationsofwriters. Earlier authors,whousually
began writing in Arabic and later switched to Chleuh, were influenced by Chleuh
manuscripts and traditional poetry and rhythms. Younger generations tend towrite
in “standard” Amazigh, often in Latin or in Tifinagh characters, andmake use of ne-
ologisms as well as the other Amazigh language variants of Morocco and Algeria. As
there was no school curriculum in Amazigh, the acquisition of a “standard” written
language is one of the effects of the remarkable activism of cultural associations that
offered courses and information across the country. These younger generations do
not necessarily follow Chleuh styles and rhythms, even though the language ques-
tion is central in theirwork. The choice towrite prose can also be seen as a significant
departure fromprevious publications.One of the long-termdebates onAmazighhas
concerned the kind of language that could or should be used for literary, academic,
and factual writing: a unified (non-existent in the spoken form) Amazigh, a stan-
dardized vernacular “purified” of loan words from Arabic and French (replaced by
neologisms and outmoded terms), or a relatively standardized literary form close to
the spoken language. The discussionbecomes evenmore complex in the case of artis-
tic expression since “working on the language” and innovation are themselves part
of the literary project. Akunad’s ADream and a LittleMore seeks a difficult balance be-
tween vernacular and standardized literary forms.42
Currently there are some fifty novels and collections of short stories published
in Chleuh, including Muzya43 and Amussu numalu44 by Lahacem Zaheur, Ijjigen n
tidi by Mohamed Akunad,45 Ijawwan n tayri by Brahim Lasri Amazigh,46 and Igdad n
WihranbyLahoucineBouyaakoubi.47 Someof the titles seemtoexpress, consciouslyor
unconsciously, a position in the languagedebate since thewriters chooseneologisms
and obsolete terms.48 Bouyaakoubi suggests that the titles of the younger generation
more generally signal literary intervention as they innovate on daily language use.49
If the language debate continues to inform chosen titles and themes, as in Aku-
nad’s first novel, new writers, under the influence of international poetry and phi-
losophy, focus on urban life and topics.50 For example, Brahim Lasri Amazigh’s “The
Siroccos of Love” treats the social censure of sexual relationships out of wedlock and
the consequences for a young woman, symbolically named Tilelli (Freedom), when
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she gets pregnant and looks for someone to shelter her in the months preceding
childbirth.51 Bouyaakoubi explains that this subject, when spoken of openly, is usu-
ally off limits in Amazigh literature. Moreover, the language of sexuality and the
body used by Lasri is both upsetting and a renewal; instead of using classical Arabic
or French, he uses Chleuh terms for the body that are only used in private.52
Tarifit
Migration, travel, and memory are central themes in Riffian novels. There is signif-
icant continuity between the Rif and the diaspora in France, Belgium, Spain, and
the Netherlands, with the first novels and short stories written in Tarifit appearing
in Morocco, the Netherlands, and Spain. In the Netherlands, writers from the Rif
who publish in Dutch have won public recognition, while those who choose to or
are able to write in Tarifit are known among the activist circuit or in the larger Mo-
roccan migrant community when they combine writing with theater and music. A
number of short stories and collections of songs have appeared in Spanish thanks
toMohamed Toufali.53 Many Riffian artists, in particular singers andmusicians, are
active in Melilla, the multilingual and multicultural Spanish outpost in Morocco.54
Institutional support for Amazigh language, literature, and music is however lack-
ing in Spain, which seems to indicate ignorance of, or disinterest for, the historical
richness of reciprocal influences and the more recent colonial past.55
While Fouad Azeroual, theater-maker fromNador, wrote seven plays and a novel
in the mid-1990s, the first novel published in Tarifit was Mohamed Chacha’s Re.z
.t.tabu ad d teffegh tfukt.56 Chacha also published another novel and four collections
of short stories and poems.57 Mustafa Ayned, musician, singer, actor, and writer,
brought out ironic and tender short stories in Re .hriq n tiri.58 Other writers have
produced both novels and theater pieces, includingMohamed Bouzaggou, Jar u jar,59
and Said Belgharbi, A.swa .d yebuyeb .hen!.60 Several collections of short stories have also
been published in Arabic script by BouzianMoussaoui andMohammedOuachikh.61
Among women writers, Fatima Bouziane has published several short stories in
Arabic,62 while Tasrit n we.zru by Samira Yedjis63 is the first novel in Tarifit written by
a woman.64 Its title refers to an oral tale, the story of a young bride kidnapped by
the jinns and transformed into a rock. This is largely a story seen through women’s
eyes though it also contains elements of a family saga spanning three generations.
The first part concerns the village life and difficultmarriage ofHniyya, the young fe-
male protagonist. The second describes the fighting spirit andmilitary resistance of
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Hniyya and her family during the war against Spain. The third part closes on amore
optimistic note, following the difficulties experienced by the protagonist in adapt-
ing to urban life andher pain of separation fromher children and grandchildren due
to migration.65
Dutch
As mentioned above, authors of Riffian heritage have won critical acclaim in the
Netherlands. Tarifit is present as a literary element in some of the works of au-
thors such as Abdelkader Benali, Khalid Boudou, Said El Haji, and Mustafa Stitou.
For example, “The Days of Satan” by Said El Haji addresses the lack of historical con-
sciousness in the Rif.66 In a satirical dialogue between Satan, the village imam and
elderly immigrants from the Rif, the reader is made to understand that they have
never heard of the Berber King Juba II or other figures of ancient history and that
they have also forgotten Abdelkrim El-Khattabi,67 the founder of the Republic of the
Rif. “Nobody knew these names – and that said enough”, concludes the scene.68
Abdelkader Benali’s first novel Weddings at Sea takes on Rif migrants who try to
cement their ties to their land of origin through marriage.69 The main character,
Lamarat, is a youngmanwho goes to the Rif for thewedding of his sister and uncle.70
His young uncle flees to a nearby town, and Lamarat is sent by his father to bring
the bridegroom back, but the bridegroom’s temporary refuge in the local bordello
irreparably wounds the pride of the bride, Rebekka, leading to a paradoxical end.
The story iswoven around an intricate sequence of events, past and present, narrated
during Lamarat’s taxi ride from the house by the sea to the town. The inter-related
themes that organize the narrative are introduced at the beginning of the novel:mi-
gration and the return to the “land of origin,”71men’s fear ofmarriage, impoverished
and degrading villages, and the cultural distance of returning migrants from their
native villages represented by Lamarat’s tourist-like gaze.72 The family house built
by Lamarat’s father deteriorates over the course of the narrative; its final collapse co-
incides with the failure of the wedding and the impossibility of recovery from the
consuming consequences of emigration/ immigration.73 Different literary styles –
childlike in some episodes and a stream-of-consciousness mode in others – submit
the Dutch language to various forms of deterritorialization.
In Benali’s novel, the stereotype of the Rif ’s backwardness is a recurrent theme
treated with light irony. Lamarat’s birth and the love story between his father and
mother are reminiscent of rural folktales.74 When Lamarat goes to Morocco, he dis-
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covers that he is the only one who does not understand his Tarifit-speaking grand-
mother, and is therefore the ignorant (“illiterate”) one in the family. The narrator
playfully recollects a meeting between Lamarat and a Dutch salesman who wants
to sell him plastic chairs. The vendor addresses Lamarat in a rather offensive mix of
Berber, Arabic and Dutch, because he “knows” that he must address Berber high-
landers in a “rustic” way. With Lamarat speaking standard Dutch and the Dutch
salesman speaking coarse Arabic and Berber, the scene offers another ironic subver-
sion of the expected ignorance of Riffian characters.75
As these examples show, the references to the Rif and the Amazigh language
are not part of folkloric presentation, regionalism, or didactic teaching. These ele-
ments are involved in the narrative of contradictory pulling forces through plays on
words, irony, and an often phantasmagorical style, while the characters construct,
de-construct, and re-construct their social and personal lives in the Netherlands as
well as theirmemories from an elusive “home country”. If deep “horseradish” roots76
counter the estrangement of migration, in these texts Morocco tends to become a
place for summer holidays.
Conclusion
The rich and diversified literary production included under the umbrella notion of
“Amazigh literary space” gives us a glimpse of a world in transformation. Thanks
to cultural baggage developed in the multiple languages learnt at home, school
or in emigration, Amazigh writers develop their artistic creativity and give poetic
form to the difficulty of daily living in rural and urban contexts; they portray, mix,
and reconstruct socially and individually scathing issues. A common trait is that,
whether the setting of the works is an Amazigh region or not, the reference to
the Amazigh language is not ethnographic or didactic, but rather integrated in
the characterization and the narrative. The main difference occurs when migrant
writers, such as those writing in Dutch, adopt a tourist gaze. Within the Amazigh
literary space, there is a definite effort to create a written literature in Amazigh.
Writers build on the experience of their predecessors, whether they used Amazigh,
French, or Arabic. As the production of novels in Amazigh becomes increasingly
“normal,” the language question is less and less explicitly treated. We also see that
artistic effervescence – the myriad of cultural, journalistic, and academic activities
together with the personal effort of diffusion – encounters difficulties known to all
literary writing in Morocco.77 However, these difficulties are made more acute by
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the extreme limitation of audience and the scarce funds for Amazigh publishing
houses. In this respect, the situation does not appear to have changed over the last
decade: songs and theater in Tarifit are widespread at the popular levels, and while
the increasing use of new media – whether radio, television or the Internet – is
certainly important, it does not yet fully support the publication of artistic writing
in Amazigh.
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chapter 4
Writing in the Feminine: The Emerging Voices
of FrancophoneMoroccanWomenWriters
Touria Khannous
Despite extensive scholarly work on Francophone women authors, little has been
written about Francophone women writers from Morocco. While authors such as
Fatima El Bouih and Malika Oufkir are well known outside Morocco, since their
work has been translated into English and other languages, authors such as Siham
Benchekroun, Touria Oulehri, Houria Boussejra, Rita Al Khayat, and Noufissa Sbai,
among others, lack a wider audience. Their novels have been published only in Mo-
rocco and thus have yet to be exposed to a larger audience. Francophone Moroccan
literature has existed since the 1960s, but it is only in the early 1980s that a newwave
of Francophone women writers has emerged onto the literary scene. Early authors
of this generation include Halima BenHaddou, Aicha Le Rebelle (1982); Farida Elhany
Mourad, La Fille aux Pieds Nus (1985); Badia Hadj Nasser, Le Voile mis a nus (1985); the
second group of writers beganwriting in the 1990s and includeHouria Boussejra, Si-
ham Benchekroun; Touria Oulehri, Malika Oufkir, and Aicha Chenna. Their works
encompass fiction such as novels, plays and poems, as well as non-fictional testi-
monials. The thematic links between their fictional and testimonial works are clear,
since they both constitute a literature of protest and resistance.
Recognizingnewdevelopments in feminist consciousness and feminist activism
in Morocco, the present study encompasses select examples of novels and testi-
monials written by Francophone Moroccan women writers. Authors whose work
is analyzed here include Siham Benchekroun, Houria Boussejra, Touria Oulehri,
and Malika Oufkir. Drawing on works published between 1999 and 2004, I exam-
ine these women’s texts as engaged implicitly or explicitly with social and political
concerns – the common concerns of the Habermasian public sphere of challenging
prevailing patriarchal ideologies and questioning national politics. I thus situate
these women’s texts within the socio-political reality of Morocco, which necessi-
tates a vigorous critique of the socio-political issues facing the country. The authors’
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socio-oriented work reveals a harsh critique directed not only against socio-cultural
patriarchy, traditions and practices that have denied women agency within rigid
gendered stratifications, but also against the larger political system and the eco-
nomic asymmetries which characterize Moroccan society. Their multi-faceted cri-
tique is understandable given the political landscape of Morocco at the time they
wrote their novels.
In his book Ecritures féminines auMaroc: continuité et evolution (Female writers inMo-
rocco: Continuity and Evolution), Najib Redouane argues that the Francophonewomen
writers who burst upon the literary scene in Morocco in the 1990s have been an in-
fluential force, decryingwomen’s conditions inMoroccan society: “The literaryword
constitutes for these women a militant act, an original form of commitment, and
a re-appropriation of oneself in a society in which women are reduced to silence.”1
What emerges most powerfully in their texts is the desire to construct self-defined
images of womanhood, a breaking away from fixed notions of gender identity and
feelings of inferiority imposed by a patriarchal society with its accompanying reli-
gious and legal restrictions.Despite the fact that thesewritersmayhave little knowl-
edge of feminist theories produced in academe inAfrica, Europe, or theUnited States,
their narratives demonstrate important feminist principles.
Valerie Orlando argues that FrancophoneMoroccanwomen’s writing falls with-
in a tradition described by Sartre as engaged literature: “Like Sartre and the activist
engagés authors writing on the French left in the aftermath of Europe’s decimation,
Moroccan authors feel that it is their duty to write and produce for their society in
order to effectuate change.”2 Moroccan critic Farida Bouhassoune explains that this
revolutionarybent lies at the root of the feminist strategies deployedbywomenwrit-
ers, and explains their desire to attackmasculine structures of power, and oppressive
cultural icons of femininity such as motherhood. Such resistance is also manifested
in their rejection of the political system and their call for reform. Thus, their texts
are socially engaged narratives, entangled with questions of gender within a broad
socio-political context of egregious violations of women’s rights by the institutions
of power that are controlled by men.3 Female Moroccan writer Siham Benchekroun
argues along the same lines as Farida Bouhassoune when she asserts that Moroccan
women’s literature is a literature of revolution: “Mywriting is clearly myway of en-
gaging inmilitant actions … to defendmy values … to fight against what I question:
extreme poverty, injustice, violence against women, social hypocrisy, and the glo-
rification of money and appearances.”4 Such revolutionary writing emerges from a
radical feminist stance which seeks irrevocable change not only in gender relations
but also in the political sphere.
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Subversive Feminine Writing
In her essay entitled “ÊTRE Une Femme, ÊTRE Marocaine, Ecrire,” Siham Benche-
kroun addresses the common questions she receives from journalists about how
women can fit into the writing tradition, given the fact that literature has been
dominated by men until recently. While she insists that she is a writer first and
foremost before being a woman writer, she admits that gender remains a major
component of her writing. Benchekroun describes Moroccan feminine writing as
transgressive in many ways because it unveils the private and what is taboo. The
unveiling of such taboos provokes the experience of shame caused by the public
exposure of writing: “The sense of shame provoked not only by a woman’s act of
writing, but by any kind of expressions of self, as soon as they extend beyond the
private, domestic sphere, to be visible, audible, legible, within the public sphere.”5
Writing therefore ismore problematic for the female writer whose work exposes her
to untenable public scrutiny. When taboos are unmasked, the public is shocked by
the authors’ deliberate subversions of social convention. To Benchekroun, feminine
writing is a violation of the prevailing ideologies that regulate masculine and fem-
inine behavior: “Indeed, writing is a mere breach, among others, of an atavistic rule
that confines women to a cloistered, supervised space. This is the reason why their
act of speech in public space … their writing intervention can be perceived, in the
collective unconscious … as a transgression.”6 This breaking of taboos is relevant not
only towriting, but to other professions held bywomen aswell. Benchekroun draws
parallels between women writers and the professional groups of women lawyers,
politicians, and doctors who are conquering public space. She compares producers
of female culture through art and writing with those engaged in the production
of services for the broader society in education, health, politics, and administra-
tion:
The development of women’s literature in Morocco corresponds to the growing
role assumed by women in the public arena. It partakes of the same evolution, the
same change of behavior, of status and public relations: some women hold posi-
tions of responsibility and power; they assume roles which were exclusively male in
times past, while other women contribute to society’s development through their
writing.7
Thus, the act of writing becomes a hallmark of women writers’ self-assertion and
intervention in the public sphere.
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Radical Critiques of Patriarchy
The novels studied here, in which the female voice is an important part of the narra-
tive, signal a notable change in the representation of women’s relationship to patri-
archal power. For thewomanwriter inscribing female characters outside patriarchal
hierarchy entails reinventing language andnarrative strategies for the purpose of ar-
ticulating femininity outside phallocentric discourse. Writing itself is appropriated
as a liberating strategy to inscribe women’s subjectivity, and to explore the female
body and the self as they relate to writing and language. These writers’ attempt to
draw on female power and subvert male abuse of power through their writing is
closely connected to theories of l’ écriture féminine developed by Hélène Cixous and
Luce Irigaray,whoboth espouse a feminist aesthetic outside the symbolic patriarchal
order. Because of her concern with the exclusionary dynamics of institutionalized
forms of power, Cixous suggests a strategy that implies the disruption of dominant
institutions and forms of power. Such a strategy can be realized through the revolu-
tionary practice of writing, which is embodied in the feminine text: “A feminine text
cannot fail to be more than subversive. It is volcanic … If she’s a her-she, it’s in order
to smash everything, to shatter the framework of institutions, to blowup the law, to
break up the ‘truth’ with laughter.”8 Such subversive feminine writing “is precisely
the very possibility of change,”9 because it dares to change conventions and norms.
Moroccan Francophone women writers follow Cixous’ dictum since they use their
writing as a means to effect change within their community.
The writers’ use of the female body as a site of knowledge is another strategy of
resistance. While control of the female body is located within the private sphere,
male dominance is also perpetuated in the public realm in a country that sub-
jects its women to discrimination and legal subordination. Some novels have as-
pects of allegory in the sense that the female protagonist conceptualizes the public
realm in terms of the projections of the schizophrenic self. Novels such as Siham
Benchekroun’s Oser Vivre, Touria Oulehri’s La Répudiée, and Houria Boussejra’s Le
Corps Derobé emphasize the protagonists’ journeys towards psychological growth,
and expose the limitations patriarchal society imposes on their struggle for auton-
omy.
Oser Vivre (1999)
Benchekroun’s novel Oser Vivre centers on Nadia, who marries her husband Ali out
of love only to realize that her patriarchal marriage does not guarantee liberty and
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reciprocity. Her marriage also means adherence to societal conventions that often
keep women from having an equal say. The novel begins with the protagonist shed-
ding one identity and assuming another. Travelling by train, she describes how in
the middle of the noisy train, “the memories of my very long life with A. flood my
mind. My thoughts collide, and internalize the racket.”10 The train trip initiates a
symbolic journey throughmemory. The transmutation of the protagonist from je (I)
to elle (she) is indicative of her change of identity upon hermarriage to Ali. The shift
to elle (she) is also indicative of the juxtaposition between the narrator’s construc-
tion of the self and themodels of appropriate gendered behavior society provides for
her. It is thus symptomatic of the juxtaposition between the feminine self and the
outside world. Such connections between point of view and questions of identity al-
low us to read the protagonist’s voyage into the past, told in a third person focalized
narration, as indicative of the fragmentation and isolation experienced by the pro-
tagonist as well as her alienation in her community. The third-person narrative also
carries a sense of disenchantment and crisis. The end of the novel, narrated in the
first person, is indicative of a more unified subjectivity.
Nadia’s identity is produced in different ways at differentmoments in the novel.
She is aware of the extent to which her identity lies in the gaze of others: “Their gaze
has since set to infuse inme, inexorably, duties and constraints. From thatmoment,
I stopped growing.”11 Nadia is subject not only to patriarchal gaze but also to the
gaze of other women, who carry from generation to generation the same values that
degrade them. These women project onto her all the negative traits associated with
female sexuality, submission, fear and acquiescence to male domination: “A little
girl on the verge of becoming a suspect, I struggled under inquisitive and obscene
gazes. In my nightmares, the verdict was threatening: watch out, pubic hair and
incipient breasts. Imminent sex. Danger!”12 The women set out to brainwash the
protagonist with patriarchal values, thus contributing to her false consciousness:
“Thebrainwashingprocesswas about tobegin…Womenareborn to suffer…Women
are made to be submissive … Women are at the service of men.”13 Nadia pins her
hopes on her future husband, Ali, who promises her freedom from stifling social
restrictions while maintaining the status quo. Her status, however, will change
upon marriage to him. She has to give up her independence and become a wife, a
daughter-in-law, and a sister-in-law in her new home. Nadia is full of dreams and
ambition, but her husband and his family express unease at the prospect of her
finishing her studies and pursuing a career. To protect her marriage, she is obliged
to put aside her studies and aspirations, and to find justifications for her husband’s
control, angry outbursts, and withholding of affection.
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Early in the narrative, Nadia describes her relationship with Ali as characterized
by fear. Such fear substitutes itself for her fear of the mother, the first other: “My
fear is an old skin … stemming frommy relationship withmymother … And then it
becamemore structured, evenmore institutionalized, sincemy husband.”14The fact
that the protagonist associates her fears with her mother shows that such fears re-
side in the unconscious and reflect her repressed desires. Luce Irigaray compares the
unconscious and the female bodywith language, when she asserts: “Are women not,
partly, the unconscious? … is there not in what has been historically constituted as
the ‘unconscious,’ somecensored, repressed elementof the feminine?”15Thearticula-
tionof theunconscious and the femalebody clearlymanifests inwomen’swriting. In
the novel, the desire underlying the protagonist’s feminist commitment lies in the
unconscious emerging ofwhat is expressed in language. In articulating her fear, Na-
dia defines herself in relation to the other, especially the masculine other. Irigaray
has pointed out elsewhere that “the matter for a woman is one of interposing be-
tween the other and herself, a negative that cannot be overcome.”16 Nadia feels like
a stranger to herself. She realizes that she is only one among the women of her com-
munity who has insight into her predicament as a woman. Her narrative, therefore,
becomes ameans of articulating the truth she is discoveringwithin the community:
“Nadia wished she could have explained to her husband that she was not seeking to
denigrate anything, that the most important thing to her was to be able to choose
her own truths, whether they belong to the Orient, to the Occident or whatever
civilization.”17
Nadia refuses to submit to the idea that a stifling patriarchy should determine
the course of her life. As she follows a path of increasing estrangement from patri-
archal society, she blames conventional women, who uphold the rules of patriarchy,
for their own unhappiness. Ultimately a feminist notion of truth gains power over a
patriarchal one. She reflects on traditionalmotherhood as the source of women’s op-
pression and concludes that having children is ameans of enslavingwomen: “Some-
times one wonders if we can serve humanity in other better ways than to expand,
so stupidly, in small family cells, reproducing to infinity.”18 The protagonist’s idea
ofmotherhood resonates with some feminists’ view that women’s reproductive role
is the cornerstone of their oppression. American radical feminist Shulameth Fire-
stone advocates a biological revolution in which women seize control of the means
of reproduction to achieve liberation.19For thenarrator-protagonist inOserVivre, it is
patriarchy which forces women to be mothers. Reproduction is therefore character-
izedby compulsion. Seeking to empowerherself,Nadiadecides to leavehermarriage,
even if it means losing custody of her children. She is now “free to leave home with-
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out an alibi or permission … Free to come back at a time that is suitable for her. Or
not to come back. Free to go off on a journey … to an infinite number of forbidden,
illegal places. To leave without being accompanied, surveilled or protected.”20 Even
though the reader knows that a free femininity cannot ever find full social expres-
sion, there is the sense of a vague utopia in the background. Thus, the shift back in
point of view to je (I) signifies the beginning of a new truth, as well as the birth of a
new subjectivity.
Le Corps Derobé (1999)
Like Siham Benchekroun, Houria Boussejra tackles head-on the problems women
face in patriarchalMorocco. Her first novel, Le CorpsDerobé (1999), is based on the real
life story of the author’s tumultuous relationship with hermother, which led to her
strugglewithdepressionandeventual suicide in2001. In thenovel, the extremephys-
ical and verbal abuse of the protagonist is not an isolated event, but rather symp-
tomatic of a society that determines individual behavior and condones the use of
violence against women. In her essay “Les écrits des femmes duNouveauMaroc: Les
Romans de Houria Boussejra,” Valerie Orlando argues that Bousserja’s style of writ-
ing is reminiscent of canonical authors such as Marguerite Duras and Marguerite
Yourcenar, who ceaselessly “cherche à approfondir, connaître et déterminer le rôle et
la place de la femme dans le monde” [seek to deepen, know and determine the role
and status of women in the world].21 According to Orlando, Bousserja’s novels are
works of existential philosophy that feature concepts associated with existentialism
such as desire, knowledge, self-realization and alienation.22
In Le Corps Derobé, the protagonist describes her experience of abuse as includ-
ing alienation from her own body. Thus, her anonymity signifies the loss of her
identity. Jacques Lacan has argued that alienation is associated with the mother’s
absence in language. Alienation also becomes ameans for the child to distance him-
self from the pain and from the experience of the self.23 Leila is born into a set of
societal expectations that decreases her true experience of self. According to Andreas
Hussein, “It is male vision which puts together and disassembles a woman’s body,
thus denying woman her identity and making her into an object of projection and
manipulation.”24 As a woman, Leila does not learn how to express an authentic self
because she has to adhere to the cultural values and norms of her society. She is
defined as an object not only by the biological fact of the female body but also by
patriarchal society:
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She has understood, for a very long time, that as a woman she could claim no life, no
will. The path was all traced by time perennially. She was only recognizable by her
body-object which had to be used for a while until the community decrees its death
at the moment where it reaches sainthood by the divine power of motherhood or
when years will have left their wake. It is the lot of every woman. Even in the great
illusion of modernity, she remains a slave to her master.25
The novel shows the many ways in which women uphold patriarchal values and
participate in their own subordination. Women are perpetrators of violence and
aggressors in abusive situations. By depicting women as violent, the novel calls into
questionour conceptionof femininity andmasculinity, reveals the limits of feminist
ideology, and overturns the ideological structures involving gender that govern the
Moroccan experience. In one instance, the narrator tells of her rape by a womanwho
threatens to kill her to coerce her into submission and silence:
The woman took her by the hand and walked to the door. They crossed the corridor.
Leila foundherself in a small, dark room. She didnot knowwhatwas happening. The
other loweredher pants, the culotte, to the knees…put her finger inher private parts
andmoved it back and forth… She felt terrible pain; It was dark. As shewas standing,
a hot liquid flowed between her legs. She could not scream.
While in the emergency room, Leila feels dissociated from her body: “An unbearable
view. Leila was elsewhere, detached fromher body; she did not feel it anymore. From
now on it was not part of her anymore.”26 Through the rape scene, the author writes
thehistory of the subjected andviolatedbody.Despite the violence andbrutality that
Leila experiences, she is able to resist her oppressors through a politics of the body.
She is also aware of the distinction between her body and the cultural meanings as-
signed to it by her oppressors. By leaving her body behind, Leila manages to survive,
since her bodyless femininity becomesher resistance to violence. Even though Leila’s
body is marked by rape, she is able, through her bodyless self-identification, to em-
bark on a journey of critical self-consciousness: “It has been a long time since she no
longer existed. Only her shadow dragged her along the different spaces from incom-
prehensible times that moved before her.”27
Leila feels dissociated not only from her own body, but also from the commu-
nity of women, because of the absence of female role models who do not adhere to
traditional or acceptable “feminine” behavior. The absence of female role models
in the home and in the community promotes her feeling of self-alienation. Thus,
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the novel shows the author’s vacillation about and distrust of feminism as an effec-
tive strategy for challenging patriarchy and Morocco’s dictatorial political system.
It hints at feminism’s failure to recognize female violence and calls for the need to
“challengenotions of homogenous aggressivemasculinity andpassive femininity.”28
The author also hints at the double standards in the Moroccan feminist liberation
movement,wherewomen espousemodernismwhen it suits their ideals and endorse
tradition when it suits them: “Leila could not be friends with women, because, for
her, despite their feminist struggle, they all end up selling themselves in one way
or another. They continue to impose traditions when it suits them and to demand
liberty and equality when the circumstances are favorable.”29
Leila also sees through the hypocrisy of her mother’s modern life. Despite the
fact that her mother typifies the modern, liberated, career woman who dresses in
Western-style clothes, she is stuck in a backward, anti-modern, and paralyzedmode
of thinking with regard to sexuality: “Her husband had to pay her each time he
took pleasure from her body.” The mother’s choice to commodify her sexuality is
attributed to the fact that under patriarchy she is taught that sex is what she is for.
Women choose to sexualize their own subordination, since they have been brain-
washed to believe that they are worthy only when their rate of exchange is high.
Leila’s mother may wear modern clothes, but what is important is that her men-
tality has not changed; when even educated women like Leila’s mother are stuck in
outdated mentality, any hope for gender equality is but an illusion. Here, Houria
Boussejra points to the failure of Moroccan women to fulfill feminist and liberatory
ideals of the feministmovement. The authornot only advocates overturningdecades
of patriarchal institutions that discriminate againstwomen, but also seeks to change
the actual mentality of an entire generation of Moroccan women.
La Répudiée (2001)
Like Benchekroun’sOser Vivre and Boussejra’s Le Corps Derobé, Touria Oulehri’s novel
LaRépudiée30denouncespatriarchy andadvocates its subversion.Thenovel centers on
Niran, an educated middle-class woman who grew up in Fez and has been married
for 15 years only to find herself repudiated because of her sterility. Oulehri published
her novel in 2001, before the 2004 Moudawana took effect and before repudiation
and polygamy were restricted.31 From the very outset, the female protagonist gives
the reader an insight into the complexity of “schizophrenic” Morocco. Through
the characterization of Niran’s mother and sister-in-law, who live in Al Hajeb, a
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rural Berber area, the author represents the dichotomy between rural and urban
women. The mother and sister-in-law are introduced as traditional women who
incite Niran’s husband to divorce his wife for the sole reason that she is sterile. Less
thanhalf ofMoroccanwomen can be characterized as rural now as the result of rapid
urbanization. The official statistic is 35%, but many areas are semi-urban (i.e. on
the outskirts of the major cities), and most of these areas are traditional. Yet, not
all women residing in urban areas can be called modern. According to Moroccan
scholar Fatima Sadiqi, “Rural andurbanwomen relate differently to language, space,
traditions, household economy, and education and, hence, develop different ways
of resisting patriarchy.”32 Sadiqi argues that in terms of space, rural women do not
use the private/public space dichotomy in the same way urban women do. The
novel addresses this public/private division during Niran’s trip to Fes El Jedid, a
commercial district in Fes. Within the traditional, male-dominated space of Fes El
Jedid, the protagonist felt uncomfortable: “I felt fragile in my femininity; my lips,
full of make-up, seemed to me indecent before these men and especially women,
most of whom dressed in jellabas, their hair covered with a scarf.”33 The narrator
describes moments when she and her female friends transgressed male dominated
spaces: “We find ourselves, from time to time, in this noisy district that is full of
life, but mainly occupied by men. We were happy to invade their formerly reserved
spaces.”34 WithinMoroccan feminist discourses, the idea of gendered space has been
very influential. Fatima Sadiqi refers to public space as men’s space where social
norms are dictated.35 For FatimaMernissi, this dichotomy is in accordance with the
Arab-Muslim tradition, which explains the entrenchment of patriarchal power and
“social institutions designed to restrain [women’s] power: namely segregation and
legal subordination in the family.”36
Niran’s life story is a tantalizing example of such legal subordination. Confident
that he has rights which give him alternative choices, Niran’s husband proposes to
her that she find him anotherwife: “Nomatterwhat uterus… provided thatwe have
a child; the baby will be yours”37 His characterization of woman as a uterus is a ver-
bally explicit representation of old-entrenched attitudes that degrade the role and
status of women as mere sexual objects and reproductive machines. Niran’s repu-
diation papers arrived as soon as she refused to consent to her husband’s right to
polygamy: “The same day I received the official notice of repudiation. A traitor and
a coward. He understood that I would never accept the injustice of polygamy.”38 The
protagonist experiences intense pain at her husband’s betrayal. Her internal psycho-
logical conflict following repudiation stems from the meshing of her self-identity
and the broader image of herself as a married woman. She considers her role as wife
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an important part of her self-identity, but once her relationship with her husband
ends, she experiences a crisis in her public image. Thus, she refuses to reveal her in-
ner distress to her family, and keeps her private life from the public realm in order
to avoid the public circulation of gossip or scandal:
I live by myself since the separation because of the shame brought by the public
image of abandonment. Evenmyparents do not knowaboutwhat happened. I rarely
see them, invoking, as an excuse, work and writing projects. My mind is pained by
these questions that continue to hauntme: ‘Why?’ Why did he so brutally leaveme?
Why did society and the law give him the right to repudiate me with impunity, by
simply invokingmy sterility, while they forbid me to do the same?39
Even worse, the repudiation caused a deterioration in her body. The novel associates
the body with forces in nature, since it implicitly draws parallels between the repu-
diation that destroyed her body and mind and the earthquake that resulted in the
total destruction of the Moroccan city of Agadir in 1961. The narrative is punctuated
by real-time reports of the natural disaster unfolding in Agadir and by eye-witness
accounts of the event. Just as she cannot do anything about her situation, the inhab-
itants of Agadir could do nothing about the earthquake. There is no going back to
the way things were before it happened. Niran’s repudiation is as destructive as an
earthquake since it shook herwhole being. Yet, just as after an earthquake things are
built back stronger and better than theywere before, the narrator is going to emerge
stronger from her experience:
I knew that, for themoment, fragile and abandoned, I could perceive the world only
through the eyes of a victim; yet I had the desire to reconstructmyself stone by stone,
to reformulate my conscience, my being, to create new markers, new values, new
methods for a different existence.40
An abrupt rhetorical shift in the narrative turns repudiation into an opportunity for
regaining a feminist consciousness, self-knowledge and a mature identity: “For the
first time in my life I will be ‘adult.’ ”41 While repudiation has shattered her world
and identity, it also offers the potential for personal growth alongside the opportu-
nity to build a stronger feminine and social identity that challenges the patriarchal
conception of womanhood as married and reproductive. She feels determined to re-
sist the stereotypes of a society that stigmatizes sterile women as deficient and a
threat to the patriarchal order. In defiance of societal norms, the protagonist feels
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comfortable with her body, celebrating her sterility rather than hiding it: “My body,
not having succumbed to any pregnancy and having maintained its slimness, gives
me great pleasure to adorn it and live in it.”42 Niran’s celebration of her body sym-
bolizes her independence. She wonders whywomen needmen to acknowledge their
essence and their intelligence. She refuses to be reduced to a sexual object, resists as-
similation into themale order and remains immune from feeling desire for themale
other: “I refuse to be viewed as merely a reproductive body that brings pleasure to a
male.”43 The protagonist’s emerging subjectivity and voice threatens to remake pa-
triarchy.
The novel mediates the protagonist’s reconstruction of her female identity not
only at the level of identity reconstruction but also at the level of space. The tradi-
tional hammam (Moroccan public bath) offers an opportunity for Niran to appropri-
ate space, and thus becomes a means for self-discovery, self-healing and introspec-
tion in a simple setting:
It is the only place where I become reconciled with my body as well as with my
femininity because women there, being removed from the male gaze and social
pressures,movewith a kind of natural ease, evenwhen fat or old. There is no sense of
shame because women exhibit their nude bodies with decency. At times odors from
sweat and vapors pollute the air, forcing the newcomers to wash with water.44
The visit to the hammam is a time of pleasure where the protagonist can reconcile
with her own body. Her journey to Casablanca, later in the novel, is also a journey of
self-discovery, where she realizes that she can achieve a sense of self and autonomy
only on her own.
Documenting Human Rights Abuses
In addition to their fierce denunciation of patriarchy, FrancophoneMoroccan wom-
enwritershave also eitherused fiction to relate pasthumanrights violations (Houria
Boussejra) or relied on their own experiencewith imprisonment and torture towrite
more autobiographical accounts (MalikaOufkir). These texts are situatedwithin the
context of the period known as “Sanawat Arasas,” “Les Années de Plomb” (the Lead
Years)–a time of coups, political trials, torture, rebellion and severe repression last-
ing from 1963 to 1999.
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“Poème de prison” (1978)
Saida Menebhi was a member of the national students’ union “Union Nationale
des Etudiants du Maroc” (L’UNEM) and the Marxist-Leninist organization “Ila Al
Amam.” She was arrested in 1976 and sentenced to seven years’ imprisonment for
her political activities. She died in December 1977 at the age of 25 during a collective
hunger strike to demand the release of political prisoners. During the first two years
of her imprisonment, Menebhi composed a series of poems andwrote several letters
that were first published in Paris in 1978. In the following poem, Menebhi describes
the ugly reality of the prison where she was being held. Images of torment and
punishment run througout the poem:
La prison, c’ est laid
Tu la dessines, mon enfant
Avec des traits noirs
Des barreaux et des grilles
Tu imagines que c’ est un lieu sans lumière
Qui fait peur aux petits
Aussi pour l’ indiquer
Tu dis que c’ est là-bas
Et tumontres avec ton petit doigt
Un point, un coin perdu
Que tu ne vois pas
Peut être la maîtresse t’ a parlé
De prison hideuse
Demaison de correction
Où l’onmet les méchants
Qui volent les enfants
Dans ta petite tête
S’ est alors posé une question
Comment et pourquoi
Moi qui suis pleine d’ amour pour toi
Et tous les autres enfants
Suis-je là-bas?
Parce que je veux que demain
La prison ne soit plus là.45
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[Prison is ugly
You draw it, my child
With black lines
Its bars and gates
You can imagine that this is a place without light
That scares children
Also, to indicate it
You say that over there
And you show it with your little finger
There is a spot, a lost corner
That you do not see
Perhaps the woman has told you
About the hideous prison
About the house of correction
Where we put the wicked
In your little head
You then wonder
How and why
Me who is full of love for you
And for all children
Why am I here?
Because I want in the future
That prison is longer here]
La Prisonnière (1999)
In addition to poetry, political prisoners used memoirs and other genres of fiction
to explore pain in equal detail and with comparable effectiveness. Malika Ouflir’s
autobiography LaPrisonnière (Stolen Lives)46 evolvedwith co-authorMichelle Fitoussi
andhas been translated fromFrench into nineteen languages. The author, the eldest
daughter ofGeneralMohammedOufkir,was adopted duringher parents’ lifetime as
companion to the royal princess Lala Amina. She was thus well-placed to know the
privileges of an absolutist king and the punishments for incurring the monarch’s
displeasure. When her father was executed for treason by order of the king, and she
along with her mother and siblings were imprisoned andmade to suffer for twenty
years, she had an insider’s knowledge not only of imprisonment but also of who had
ordered the punishment of herself, her mother, and her siblings.
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The author’s view is somewhat limited by gender in a male-dominated power
structure. Thenarrative brings out gendered themesdealingwithmother and father
figures. Hassan II is depicted as an absolute and patriarchal tyrant, whom the au-
thor comes to resent, but she never reproaches her father General Oufkir for his coup
d’ état against the King. Against the backdrop of the palace, the author foregrounds
hermother Fatima as an all-powerful and influential figure in her life. The narrative
foregrounds themother-figure as a speaking subject who refuses to submit to patri-
archal constraints rather than a passive sufferer. In laying claim to her own voice, the
author, for her part, refuses the role ofmarginal other andproclaimsher authority as
a speaking subject. She acknowledges that she is a good storyteller and uses this gift
to distract hermother and siblings during their long imprisonment.Writingwith a
collaborator in France, once shewas in happier circumstances, she used the same gift
for other purposes inhermemoir. The author’s desperate need, as victim/survivor, to
keep the reader fixed on her story of imprisonment and pain makes for disruptions
in the narrative and avoidance of facts about her father’s past. Oufkir provides testi-
mony to the story of her torture and imprisonment within collective human rights
discourse and against the patriarchal, collective tradition which would silence her.
She admitsher loss ofwordswhenever shewants todescribe thehorrifyingprisonBir
El Jdid, where she and her family spent ten years: “In this death camp…we had been
pariahs, cast out by theworld, waiting for the end thatwas so slow in coming.”47The
author, who not only suffered the death of her father, but also permanent removal
from her community through imprisonment, metaphorically tells the story of her
death: “I had mourned the death of my father. Now I was mourning my own life.”48
She later realizes that death is being forced upon her against her will: “All the time
we were being pushed back down towards the dead, when we so desperately wanted
to stay among the living.”49
Read more than a decade after its publication in French and English, the book
deepens understanding of absolute monarchy and the current rejection of dicta-
tors in an ongoing “Arab Spring.” The book has contributed to the rise of politi-
cal consciousness in Morocco and to the curbing of royal despotic powers. It has
had a great impact on a present monarchy different from the one that preceded
it. The book is also part of more general testimony for a Truth-and-Reconciliation
process (similar to such processes in other nations, notably South Africa) that por-
tends greater democratization in Morocco. Morocco’s present king, Mohammed VI,
has learned from his father’s intransigence and has tried to balance maintaining
stability with the process of democratizing and having Morocco emerge as a mod-
ern multi-ethnic state, with equal rights of citizenship for women and men, and
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women’s representation in government. He must please both the impatient and
the traditionalist, while retaining support from the privileged (even if that category
includes the “corrupt”).
Les impunis, ou les obsessions interdites (2004)
Houria Boussejra’s novel Les impunis, ou les obsessions interdites (2004) shows, however,
that not much has changed in society and politics in the last decade since KingMo-
hammed VI ascended the throne in 1999. The novel was published posthumously
after Boussejra’s suicide in 2001. The events are narrated from the viewpoints of dif-
ferent characters. The novel oscillates between the “Lead Years” era and the present,
when corruption and abuse of power are still rampant. Multiple viewpoints give
the author much more flexibility in narrating instances of abuse of power in both
past and present situations. The author introduces twomale characters who abused
political power during the era of Hassan II, and who are still engaged in abuse in
the present era, which shows thatMorocco’s Equity and Reconciliation Commission
has not really addressed the human rights abuses of the past. Anouar Azzedine is an
official who engaged in the torture of Bouchra, while mocking her involvement in
politics: “Tu veux faire de la politique, dis? … Tu es faites pour … donner des enfant!”
[You want to do politics, right? … You are made for … bearing children.]50 Azzedine
Anouar’s torture of Bouchra gives him erotic pleasure: “Azzedine sentait son sexe
dourcir sous les coups de laquelle le lanières qui lacèraient le dos de Bouchra le long
du corps de laquelle du sang dégoulinait.”51 [Azzedine felt his penis harden from
the blows inflicted on Bouchra’s lacerated back, and on the body from which blood
gushed forth.] The torture of prisoners like Bouchrawas carried out in the erotic reg-
ister of rape, bondage, and control of female prisoners’ bodies. Youssef, a friend of
Azzedine, was himself a witness to suchmonstrous torture. He is shown in a differ-
ent narrative thread offering bribes to seek out and kill his enemy, and to win elec-
tions. Despite the fact that political figures like Azzedine Anouar and Youssef were
involved in corruption cases and criminal acts during the “LeadYears” era, the extent
of their corruption continuesunabatedunder thenew regime: “Youssef, avec l’ appui
de son ami Azzedine Anouar, ne ratait plus aucune occasion pour s’ enrichir. Il délo-
geait les paysans endettées et achetait de nombreuses terres. Devenu entrepreneur,
il construisait des immeubles d’une laideur étonnante qu’ il revendait aux prix fort,
profitant de la crise du logement.” [With the support of his friend Azzedine Anouar,
Youssef missed no opportunity to enrich himself. He evicted indebted farmers and
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boughtmore land. Being a contractor, he built astonishingly ugly apartment build-
ings which he sold at high prices, taking advantage of the housing crisis.]52
By depicting characters who are involved in violence, either as perpetrators or as
victims, the novel shows that violent and abusive personal relationships are symp-
tomatic of the political violence and corruption pervading Moroccan society. The
author places male violence against women and children and the mechanisms so-
ciety develops to push it out of sight within the context of the human rights abuses
ofMorocco’s past, thus burying these violent acts in the collective unconscious – the
realm of the unknowable. And if these violent acts are thus buried there, then do
they really exist? Similarly, women and children, as fully sovereign beings with in-
dividual and collective agency in their own right, do not exist. They are insteadmere
objects to be used and abused at will – precluding any need or necessity for remorse
or reform.
At the outset, the author represents the dark side of Morocco, where a large
percentage of children are homeless: “Abandonnés, ils travaillaient le matin dans
l’ enceinte de marché, se faisaient mendicants l’ aprés-midi et erraient le soir à la
recherche d’ ivrognes assez affaiblis pour être délestés des quelques dirhams oubliés
au fond de leurs poches.”53 [Abandoned, theyworked in themorning insidemarkets,
as beggars in the afternoon, and roamed the streets at night looking for drunkards
weakened enough to be robbed of the few remaining dirhams at the bottom of their
pockets.] Khalid is one example of such children. He is repeatedly raped by Fadel,
who offers him shelter only to sexually abuse him. Children, however, are not the
only victims of violence, for women suffer from the effects of abuse as well. While
the novel describes women as victims of rape within the institution of marriage,
it also depicts them as survivors and resistors who defy the marriage institution
and break away from their abusive husbands to seek self-fulfillment. The author’s
critique of marriage as legalized prostitution attests to her feminism and her belief
in women’s right to control their own bodies. To exact revenge against a husband
who rapes her as a means of exercising his marital control, Rahma stabs him, and
puts his body in a bag. After placing the bag in the car trunk, she disappears into the
night, and drops the body into the sea. She later puts her children into an orphanage
and resorts to prostitution to support herself. Ilham, another female character in the
novel, is also subjected to marital rape by her husband Farid, a modern intellectual
who publishes articles on “les droits de la femme au Maroc” [women’s rights in
Morocco],54 and who once organized a conference on “modernisme dans le monde
Arabe” [Modernism in theArabWorld.]55 Ilhamdiscovers that her husband’smodern
life-style is but a façade: “J’ avais cru trouver en Farid un homme different de tous les
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archetypes de la société. N’avait-il pas fait des études en sciences politiques? J’ avais
été séduite par ses discours qui me paraissaient extraordinaires.” [I thought I had
found in Farid a man different from all the archetypes of males in society. Has he
not studied Political Science? I was seduced by his speeches that appeared to me to
be extraordinary.]56 Out of a desire for vengeance, Ilham began taking new lovers:
“It was then that I realized that I never knew what it was like to enjoy my body,
to experience sexual pleasure, and to experience the ecstasy of self-oblivion.”57 The
novel depicts abusive marriages as part of the violent past of Moroccan society. Not
much has changed inMorocco politically. What has changed is women’s response to
marital abuse. The authormentions Aicha Chenna, aMoroccanwriter andwomen’s
rights activist,who founded the self-helporganization “Solidarité Féminine” to offer
support to single mothers and their children. The novel, however, does not discuss
Chenna’s work.
In conclusion, this study attempts to link Francophone Moroccan women writ-
ers’ demand for change to their use of different genres to inscribe the gender no-
tions of hierarchy that they contest. These are the notions that deny women free
agency by defining them only in relation to their social location within the private
sphere. While Moroccan women have achieved a lot on the socio-economic and cul-
tural levels, the limitations on their agency often lie in forces that are beyond their
control. Despite these hurdles, womenwriters are changing the context of howMo-
rocco is read and viewed in the twenty-first century. In the coming decades, it will
be fascinating to see to what extent future generations of women will benefit socio-
culturally and politically from thewritings this generation of femalewriters has left
them.
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Tactile Labyrinths and Sacred Interiors:
Spatial Practices and Political Choices in
Abdelmajid Ben Jalloun’s Fí al-Tufúla
and Ahmed Sefrioui’s La boîte à merveilles
Ian Campbell
Twenty-first-century CE editions of travel guides to Morocco include maps of the
city of Fez that differ in an important respect from maps in twentieth-century CE
editions. The new guides contain detailed maps of the old city of Fez, founded in
the eighth century CE and long one of the cultural capitals of the Maghreb. In 1912,
the French formally colonized Morocco,1 and with their typical enthusiasm for The
Civilizing Mission, they began to rationalize lands that had nominally been under
one Muslim dynasty or another for over twelve centuries. In other parts of the Arab
World, suchasCairo, old citywalls through labyrinthine townsweredemolishedand
replaced withHausmannian boulevards. However, inMorocco, the French typically
built a new city alongside the old, as in the case of Fez: a new French city, mappable,
designed from a plan, just across a narrow valley from the labyrinth of the old
Moroccan city.
The travel guides used to advise visitors that there was no sense in providing
a detailed map of the old city in Fez. Such maps as existed generally showed the
two main routes through it, several notable plazas and culs-de-sac, the Qarawiyyín
mosque-university, and the gateways to the mappable city outside the old city’s
walls. The rest of the old city was filled in on the maps with grey halftone. With
the advent of satellite photography, however, mapping the old city has become
commonplace, and newer travel guides contain detailed maps.2
This represents a last step in a long process of dominion over theMaghreb by the
Western gaze of legibility andmappability; there is no longer even one place, even at
the center of the high culture that once sustained Fez, that cannot be brought un-
der the gaze of the Western reader. In another way, this represents a small triumph
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of the old city’s resistance to the Western gaze; after all, it’s the center of a boom-
ing tourism industry that has helped to develop the region’s moribund economy.
Mapping the old city did, however, putmany of the local, human guides out of busi-
ness.
This study examines two semi-autobiographicalnovelswhose childprotagonists
experience the labyrinth of old Fez directly: for each of them, learning to map the
labyrinth is an important part of his coming of age. Abdelmajid, the narrator of
Abdelmajid Ben Jalloun’s Fí al-Tufúla (In [My] Childhood),3 comes to Fez in late child-
hood, having grownup inBritain,where a very different organization of urban space
holds sway. He finds the labyrinth bewildering and alien, and he ultimately adapts
by learning to map the strange culture of his “homeland.” In Ahmed Sefrioui’s La
boîte à merveilles (The Box of Wonders),4 the narrator Mehdi grows up in Fez and thus
finds the labyrinth less troubling. Yet as Mehdi grows up, he learns that his family
are strangers to Fez: they are Amazigh or “Berber” people who have come from the
mountains to the city to make a better life.
Both novels were published in the period when Morocco, after years of increas-
ingly violent struggle, succeeded in wresting independence from France.5 Both nov-
els are set in the 1930s, before the struggle had begun in earnest; neither undertakes
any significant discussion of colonization or its effects. Both novels make a num-
ber of political choices in their portrayal of colonial Fez and its spatial practices:
both show a tension between Western notions of legibility and mappability and
the organization of space in traditional Moroccan culture. Both come out firmly
on the side of modernity and Western spatial organization, though Fí al-Tufúla is
significantly more open about this than La boîte à merveilles. If these novels repre-
sent an embryonic “national literature,”6 rather than atomistic works of personal
remembrance, the nation they portray looks to the West, though it is grounded in
traditional culture. It should be noted that narratives of childhood are common
in Moroccan literature: Ben Jalloun and Sefrioui inaugurate a long tradition. Au-
thor, editor and political prisoner Abdellatif Laâbi and essayist and academic Fa-
tima Mernissi have both published accounts of their childhood in Fez, for exam-
ple.
Labryinthine Space in Fí al-Tufúla7
Fí al-Tufúla describes in great detail first Ben Jalloun’s childhood in Britain, then
the difficulties he had adjusting to his “native” Morocco, then his gradual embrace
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of that culture through his secondary studies at the Qarawiyyin. Much of the sig-
nificance of the text stems from the autobiographer’s status as an outsider. This
enables him to provide a critical ethnography of traditional culture in colonial Mo-
rocco.
Subsequent critics have pointed out the elitism inherent in his critique. Hamid
Lahmidáni,writing in 1985,8 argues that the use of Ben Jalloun’s childhoodpersona is
at best disingenuous.9 Young Abdelmajid finds the ordinary practices of traditional
culture and itsmaterial poverty alien and troubling: Fí al-Tufúla thus represents the
point of view of a narrow, Westernized elite. Muhammad Berada, whose 1987 novel
Luʿbat al-Nisyán (The Game of Forgetting)10 is one of the finest achievements of Arabic-
language Moroccan literature, writes in his Arabic translation of Abdelkébir Khat-
ibi’s Le romanmaghrébin (TheMaghrebian novel)11 that: “The dominant perspective, the
interpretations and the commentaries that thewriter’s adult awareness presents are
a romantic, nationalistic point of view …”12
Young Abdelmajid’s perspective on urban spatial organization echoes the work
of the French cultural geographer Henri Lefebvre on abstract space. Lefebvre’s pri-
mary interest in his writings on space lies in the relationship of spatial practices,
which “structure lived reality, include routes and networks, patterns and interac-
tions that connect places and people, imageswith reality, workwith leisure,”13 to the
social practices of (sub)cultures. Lefebvre argues that inWestern Europe spatial prac-
tices underwent a transformation from space structured by monuments to abstract
space,whereinnatural features andhuman interactionswere subordinated to an ab-
stract grid. The dominant feature of abstract space is legibility: the city is open to the
gaze of anyone who is able to read it. For Lefebvre, this transformation and all spa-
tial practices serve the needs of political power: the transition to abstract space went
hand-in-hand with the increasing domination of capitalist modes of production.14
In Manchester, Abdelmajid experiences abstract space first-hand:
Whenwe rode the streetcar, I took to staring out thewindow, contemplating the city
whose energy andanimationgrewandgrewasweadvanced through the commercial
and industrial avenues. It could really give one the idea that the city itself had also
awakenedwith its inhabitants, formy eye could not rest anywhere except on tireless,
ever-increasing activity that really temptedme to get up andmove around, to work;
but I didn’t knowwhat I might devote myself to.15
The gridlines of the city are open and readable to Abdelmajid: he “reads” these
avenues and is inspired to get up andwork.Manchester’s spatial practices transform
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him into an abstractworker on an abstract grid. This abstraction is further echoed in
the language of the passage: when he writes “It could really give someone the idea,”
the Arabic text uses theword al-marʾ, not a personal pronoun like “me” or “you,” but
an impersonal nounusedwhere anEnglish speakermight say “one.”16But later, once
Abdelmajid “returns” to Morocco, his tendency toward abstraction is challenged by
the significantly different urban practices of colonial Fez:
We quickly entered the city to pass through its narrow streets … Is this the city
that my uncle had been saying from the first day that it exemplified the truth of
the country? The people must not be able to walk in the street without bumping
shoulders. We entered at night, and saw the pale, sad streetlamps as if they were
lamps left in place after a funeral.17
Abdelmajid cannot “read”Fez; the streets are too labyrinthine andnarrow, thebuild-
ings present neither façade nor windows, and the light is too weak. People are forced
to bump shoulders personally rather than become abstractworkers. TraditionalMo-
roccan cities are organized according to the principles of what I call labyrinthine
space:
– A resistance to legibility and mapping, arising from the lack of central urban
planning or a bird’s-eye viewpoint
– The need for cultural or linguistic competency rather than literacy: in order to
find one’s destination, a guide rather than amap is needed
– Reliance on the tactile and on amore direct link to the human body, rather than
on the visual and an abstract link to a mathematical grid
– The presence within the labyrinth, hidden from view except to those who have
earned the right to guidance, of a sacred interior space subject to the gaze of all
who can enter
In Fí al-Tufúla, the sacred interior space is the Qarawiyyin, the only place in the
whole city that impresses Abdelmajid.18 He matriculates at the university, but he
does not stay long as a student of the traditional curriculum. Rather, he becomes
tangentially involved with a group of nationalists, and from there with a group of
nationalist poets andwriters.He createswithinhis family’s home a sacred interior of
his own; this in turn enableshimto create a “map”of theMoroccanwriters ofhis day,
which he publishes as an article in an Egyptian journal. Applying the principles of
abstract space to writers raised within the labyrinthine gives Abdelmajid discursive
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and even political authority among his peers: he becomes the man one needs to
impress in order to become a notable writer. I argue that this is in effect an act
of colonization: by rendering the space of Moroccan writers legible and mappable,
Abdelmajid is applying abstract space to his “native” land and thus gaining power
for himself. At the same time, however, he creates from a group of individual writers
an embryonic Moroccan national literature, and thus indirectly serves the cause of
unifyingMoroccan resistance to European colonialism.
The Sacred Interior in Fí al-Tufúla
The sacred interior is a space where the gaze prevails: in the family home, everyone
can see the garden or fountainwithin from their balcony, and anyone on a balcony is
visible to everyone else. The sacred interior is legible space, especiallywhen compared
to its labyrinthine exterior. It is possible to view and read people in such a space
because they have already passed the test of belonging to the tactile labyrinth.While
the prevailing logic of the sacred interior is visual, there are also other senses, such
as hearing, smell, and touch, involved in the sacred interior; the gaze is less one of
reading than one of mutual recognition, and often of family relations.
The twin spaces of the tactile labyrinth and sacred interior are not without
precedent in the study of Moroccan literature. The critic Abdelkebir Khatibi, in his
influential 1967 work Le roman maghrébin,19 proposes the labyrinth and the grotto as
two of the spaces that define Moroccan literature in the post-independence period.
Writing on the work of Algerian novelist Kateb Yacine, Khatibi argues:
Kateb makes use of two spaces that mythology makes use of: the grotto and the
labyrinth, and one sociological space: the street. Against the rigid compartmental-
ization of the colonial city, Kateb reacts by a powerful theatricalization of the Arab
street. A tragic space par excellence, it is the spectacle of violence, the foyer of revolu-
tion. If the familial space consitutes a refuge of values, the street by contrast activates
a series of explosive behaviors.20
For our purposes, however, two spaces serve quite adequately to mark off the social
practices of the Moroccan city. In the autobiographical narratives of personal, ur-
ban, and national history examined in this study, the settings are entirely urban, so
the grotto is too naturalistic a space to be entirely relevant. While the sacred inte-
rior within the Moroccan labyrinth has many naturalistic aspects, and informs and
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is created by social structure, it is an arranged naturalism that exists within an ur-
ban interior; furthermore,manyof the sacred interiors encountered inMoroccohave
at best tenuous links to nature. As for the distinction Khatibi makes between the
labyrinth and the street, themythological and the sociological, upon close examina-
tion thesewill be seen to collapse into a single space. The street of the old city is itself
the labyrinth.
Moreover, the tension between abstract space on the one hand and traditional
spaces on the other is one that goes back to the very beginnings of Arabic literature
and geography. The French scholar André Miquel, writing in 1967,21 traces in great
detail the changes in the understanding of geography and the impact of this un-
derstanding on human culture during the third and fourth Islamic centuries. An
extremely reductive summary of Miquel’s argument would state that in the third
Islamic century, al-Jáhiz and other writers imported more or less uncritically the
Greek concept of klima (iqlím in Arabic) directly into their writings on geography.
The Greeks divided the Northern Hemisphere into seven “climes” based solely on
latitude and claimed that the varying degrees of solar radiation in each clime were
the determining factors in shaping the human cultures of that geographical area.
As time passed, however, and the Islamic empire became increasingly Persianized,
writers began to shift the meaning of iqlím until it came to have the same meaning
as the Persian word keshvar, which denoted a city and its surrounding hinterlands.
Human cultures became understood less as a result of insolation than as one of par-
ticular geographical circumstances: within the new iqlím, people shared linguistic
and cultural unity. More than a thousand years ago, the imposition of an abstract
grid fromwithoutwas resisted by amore localized pattern of localities that required
acquaintance with local conditions in order to understand them. It is no accident,
argues Miquel, that geographical works increasingly incorporated travel narratives
as time passed.22 In the Modern Standard Arabic of Fí al-Tufúla, the word iqlím cor-
responds to the English “region,” i.e., a locality rather than a cell in an abstract
grid.
Labryinthine Space in La boîte à merveilles
Before analyzing the sacred interior space in both novels, let us first explore the
tactile labyrinth of Fez as depicted in La boîte à merveilles.23 In this quotation, young
Mehdi, following his mother and her friend, momentarily loses them in a crowded,
narrow street.
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Unknown arms lifted me from the ground, made me pass above heads, and I finally
found myself in a free space. I waited for a good time before I saw surging from the
crowd the two immaculate haïks. The scene renewed itself several times during this
trip. We crossed streets without names or particular aspects. I was attentive to the
advice of my two guides; I applied myself to staying away from the donkeys, and
inevitably bumped the knees of passersby. Each time I avoided an obstacle, another
one presented itself.24
The extent to which the urban environment of Fez structures itself around illegibil-
ity and anonymity is evident in the language of the passage as well as in the events
it describes. Instead of “people lifted me from the ground,” Sefrioui has Mehdi say,
“Unknown arms liftedme from the ground.” Thismakes use of the French partitive
article to describe an indeterminate number of arms, disconnecting these arms from
the individuals whomight have used them and transforming the arms into anony-
mous liftingmachines, then further emphasizing this by describing the arms as in-
connus (unknown). After passing over equally anonymous heads, Mehdi finds himself
in “a free space,” a bit of irony that only serves to underscore the crowded, tumul-
tuous spectacle of the very narrow street. This free space is not a public square or a
broad avenue,marked off by street signs and sidewalks, but rather a temporary zone
where the density of people and donkeys is low enough for him to have a moment
where he isn’t about to be trampled underfoot.
When he looks back for his mother and her companion, he does not see the two
women, or the two individuals, emerge from the crowd, but rather les deux haïks im-
maculés (The two immaculate haïks). Thewomen have been replaced by their garments,
the sort of all-concealing drapery familiar in Western images of the Muslim world,
garments which are immaculate, devoid of signifiers that might differentiate one
woman from another, which is of course precisely the point of such drapery. In Mo-
roccan public space, the purpose of the spatial practice of full drapery forwomen is to
implement the social practice thatwomen aren’t to be gazed at by anyone other than
their intimates. The very word haïk, a French transliteration of the colloquial Arabic
word hayk, provides an encapsulation of this trope of illegibility and anonymity, for
the word is foreign to Sefrioui’s French audience, marked off in italics, and wouldn’t
mean anything at all without the context that surrounds it. The word would be
foreign and to a certain extent unsignifying to even a reader familiar with both col-
loquial Arabic andMoroccan social and spatial practices – the plural of hayk in Arabic
is huyúk25 – and Sefrioui’s pluralizing of theword in the Frenchmanner by adding an
S only serves to illustrate the unreadability of this passage.
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Similar scenes are repeated several times, varying iterations of the same unread-
able conclusion. The streetshaveneithernamesnor architectural characteristics that
make them stand out as readable. Whereas the streets of a Western city operate ac-
cording to a logic of visibility, with clear lanesmarked off for pedestrian and vehicu-
lar traffic, the streets of Fez are narrow,winding, and filledwith allmanner of traffic;
they are a shared, crowded space in which the inhabitants are largely unreadable to
one another. Instead of a clear gaze out through broad avenues, Mehdi is confronted
with one anonymous obstacle after another.
What allowsMehdi to make it to his destination in one piece is the presence of a
guide, here in the person of his mother and her friend. Even from underneath their
anonymizing haïks, the women are able to navigate the streets because the way is
familiar to them; their knowledge allows Mehdi to get to the tomb, whose location
is on no map. In the Moroccan city, to find the true path a stranger must consult
with one of the locals, who will in turn guide the stranger to a destination, as in
this scene, where Mehdi, his mother, and her friend go to visit Si El Arafi, a fqih or
religious scholar, in an unfamiliar quarter of their own city:
We had hardly any trouble finding the house of Si El Arafi. The people of the Seffah
quarter, proud to be the neighbors of such an illustrious man, pressed forward to
give us information. A child of my age was offered to accompany us. He guided us
through a labyrinth (un dédale) of streets increasingly narrow, increasingly dark,
increasingly burdened with piles of trash and stray cats. We finally ended up in a
small plaza drenched in sunlight. The child who accompanied us pointed his right
index finger toward the central door, stuck the left index finger into his nostril and
went away without saying anything.26
At first glance, it might not seem that foreign to a Westerner simply to find the
right neighborhood and ask for directions; indeed, such a scene plays itself out in
Western cities many times every day. But there’s a fundamental difference between
the spatial practices and social structures that sustain the Moroccan city and the
spatial and social practices of the Western city. In Fez, there is no map: whereas a
visitor to a Western city could use a good map, a telephone directory, and literacy
skills to find a spiritual advisor at a particular number on a particular street without
needing to ask anyone, the visitor to Si El Arafi must ask the residents of the Seffah
quarter to guide him.27 And just as the Western system implies a host of spatial
and cultural practices – from literacy in a standard dialect, to the use of an abstract,
bird’s-eye view to represent the city, to the set of cultural practices that make it
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seem advantageous to register one’s self or business in the directory – the system
used by Mehdi’s mother to find her way also entails a set of cultural practices that
find resonance in the spatial practice of the city. The visitor needs to speak the
local dialect of Arabic, something that requires assimilation to the urban culture
of Fez; Mehdi’s mother is a montagnarde and thus most likely a Berber and not a
native Arabic speaker at all. The visitor needs to be someone who can approach the
locals without antagonizing them;without their guidance, the visitor would be lost
in the maze of streets (dédale de rues). The visitor needs to be someone whom the
locals consider worthy ofmeeting the fqih; if it were French soldiers, or bureaucrats,
or Catholic priests, the locals might simply pretend not to know where the man
who is the pride of their neighborhood resides – or pretend not to understand the
question.
Wecan see the anonymity and illegibility of theurban streetscapeof theMaghreb
not only in the cultural practice of guiding that is derived from it, but in the lan-
guage of the passage, as well. Sefrioui describes the neighborhood as a labyrinth,
yet even in doing that he has to use a Western word, derived from Dædalus, the
mythical inventor of the labyrinth – a man who was able to build himself wings
to give himself a bird’s eye view of Crete and a clear line of flight away from the
island. This need serves to emphasize how foreign even the act of verbally map-
ping out the twisting pathways of the quarter of the Moroccan city can be. This
is underscored further by the repetitive vagueness of the passage; the streets be-
come narrower and narrower, more and more shadowed, more and more full of
obstacles that block or threaten the anonymous path for the decidedly ailuropho-
bic Mehdi. Though Si El Arafi’s house itself is well-lit, the path to it can only be
drawn by the guide, who can only engage in a bit of silent sign language before he
departs.
The Moroccan city, like any city, requires literacy to find one’s way, but in a Mo-
roccan city, a cultural literacy is required, based not so much on absorbing the right
signsbut rather onpresenting themcorrectly. The tactile nature of the labyrinth and
its connection to the body is further emphasized by the mute actions of the child
pressed into service as a guide; rather than tell the visitors where to go, the child
uses one finger to point and sticks another one up his nose, using not words but
gestures to indicate the path. The body, not the abstract gaze, is what traverses the
tactile labyrinth.
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The Sacred Interior in La boîte à merveilles
TheFez inwhichMehdi growsup containsnot only tactile labyrinths but also sacred
interiors. Throughout the narrative, Mehdi describes a number of sacred interiors
that help to shape his social development. He already has the cultural competency
to gain access to some sacred interiors, such as his family home, by virtue of his birth.
He gains access to others, such as the tomb of a local saint, through the guidance of
his parents. Yet other spaces, such as the schoolroom, provide himwith the cultural
competency to go further, and one space – the titular box of wonders – he creates for
himself to ease the stress of adaptation to his social and spatial environment.
Moroccan spatial and social practices pervade young Mehdi’s life. His family
becomes “more Fassi,” more urbanized, by purchasing a newfangled kerosene lamp
to light the house: “All the ‘best’ people see by the light of oil,”28 hismother says. The
resulting brilliant light sustains the household by drawing mother, father, and son
together over the dinner table:
The seer who was called ‘Auntie Kanza’ came up to admire our new acquisition, and
wishedus all sorts of prosperities.Mymother glowedwithhappiness. Shemust have
found the life worth living and the world peopled with beings of infinite goodness.
She crooned, fed with tenderness a stray cat foreign to the house, laughed about
nothing.29
Hismother’s social transformation from a rural immigrant to a proper Fassi woman
is complete with the spatial transformation of the family’s dark apartment into a
sacred interior. Sefrioui’s text further emphasizes this transition by having Mehdi’s
mother shine with happiness, mirroring the new lamp that has brought her such
status that the seer comes tograce themwithherpresence.Mehdi’shome, an interior
to which he has access because of his status as a family member, is now a sacred
interior, providing him with that much more comfort with respect to his status as
an inhabitant of Fez.
As a young boy, and an only child at that, Mehdi demands a great deal of his
mother’s attention.Hismother, however, has a number of pressing emotional needs
of her own, not least of which is the anxiety produced by being a foreigner among
the ladies of Fez. When the pressures of daily life get too much for her, she goes
with her Fassi friend Lalla Aïcha to the tomb of the local saint, Ali Boughaleb,30 in
order to pray. Since Mehdi’s mother has nobody else to watch him while she is out
with her friend, she somewhat reluctantly brings Mehdi along; he follows them
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through the labyrinthine streets of the city until they arrive at the tomb and pass
through its gates:
Wesoon foundourselves in a courtyard that seemed immense tome. At the center sat
in state four clay urns filledwithwater. Beyond this courtyard the zaouia opened up.
On each side was a square room that led to the bier of the saint, two doors leading to
the pilgrims’ rooms…Arriving in front of the bier, Lalla Aïcha andmymother began
to call with great cries for the saint to come to their aid. Each was unaware of the
other’s words, each exposed to him her little miseries, struck the wood of the bier,
whined, pleaded, wished ill upon her enemies. The voices rose, the hands struck the
wood of the bier withmore energy and passion. A sacred delirium took over the two
women. They counted all their ills, exposed their weaknesses, asked for protection,
claimed vengeance, admitted their impurities, proclaimed the compassion of god
and the power of Sidi Ali Boughaleb, in calling for his pity.31
It is evident in this quotation that the function of the sacred interior is to perpetuate
a societal consensus throughagathering of those qualified to enter the space.Moroc-
can cities such as Fez have few large, open, publicly-accessible spaces, which makes
the courtyard seem so large to Mehdi. By its very nature as a saint’s tomb, the space
serves as a holy site and links the mundane to the transcendental; the intercession
by the saint on behalf of the petitioner serves to contain death and provide conti-
nuity between the lost Golden Age and the present. The process of praying to the
saint unbinds the individuality of each woman. Each is taken over by a sacred delir-
ium, brought out of herself and into an eternal consensus by her spatial relationship
to the tomb of Ali Boughaleb.
WhenMehdi begins to go to themsid, or Qurʾanic school, the entire educational
paradigm is centered around the shining light of the instructor and the undifferen-
tiated murmurings of the students who are rote-memorizing the verse of scripture
themasterhasgiven them.This educational paradigm, thehalqa or circle of learning,
hasmany of the attributes of the sacred interior. Themaster appears to be dozing, yet
he reaches out and whacks a few students more or less at random when he hears a
voice in the chorus mispronounce one of the words of the sacred text; this arbitrary
discipline reinforces the students’ cultural credibility by picking out – at least in the-
ory – thevoice of the stranger and singling it out forpunishment.Onlywhen reciting
their verses correctly do the students belongwithin the sacred interior of the school.
Later, the master tells the students that as part of the celebration of the lu-
nar New Year, “Our msid must be lit at midnight.”32 The students work hard over
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several days to whitewash the walls of the schoolroom and to place small oil lamps
around the walls and ceiling. On the night of the New Year, the students and their
parents, all in their best clothes, gather in the illuminated schoolroom to cele-
brate:
I was no longer the unique prince in the vest; I was becoming a member of a con-
gregation of young lords, all richly dressed, singing under the direction of a king of
legend … This morning, themost ordinary objects, themost deprived beings, mixed
their voiceswithours, demonstrating the same fervor, abandoning themselves to the
same ecstasy, claiming with the same gravity as us, the grandeur and the compas-
sion of God, creator of all living things … After the recitation of the Qurʾan, we sang
hymns. The parents of certain students sang with us. They had come to accompany
their children. They perhaps didn’t have the same task as we: they were celebrating
the Achoura at themsid like they did in their own childhoods.33
This ritual not only forms the children into agroupwithin thenowevenmore sacred
interior of the schoolroom but also brings the generations together in a consensus
of tradition and worship. Because the children have passed their oral examinations
by successfully reciting the Qurʾan without standing out from their peers, they
are allowed the fine clothes and parental admiration that transforms them into a
congregation of young lords instead of a diverse group of children of tradesmen
and immigrants. The social boundaries between them are erased by the bright light
of the many lamps; the resemblance to the newly-illuminated apartment after the
purchase of the kerosene lamp is no coincidence.
Further extending the status of the schoolroomas sacred interior is the collective
effort that has been undertaken to transform it for the holiday. The oil for the lamps,
a considerable expense for any of these poor families, was brought in bowls and
bottles by the students from their parents’ kitchens. The chalk for thewhitewashing
wasbroughtbyoneof theparents,whowas awhitewasher by trade, and the students
had taken a collection to put new straw mats on the floor for the occasion. Gaining
the cultural competency and credibility represented by the memorization of the
Qurʾan, then, is not the only factor involved in gaining access to the sacred interior;
the very process of creating the sacred interior involves the sort of consensus and
cultural competency that structures it.
Mehdi is a rather nervous child whose mother is too busy to assuage all his
anxieties. In her absence,34 Mehdi hits upon a rather novel solution that makes use
ofMoroccan space and spatial practices. He accumulates a number of shiny objects –
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buttons, beads, a glass bottle-stopper – and stores them within a small box that
he keeps in his bedroom. This is the titular box of wonders: whenever Mehdi feels
anxiety and can’t get his mother to pay attention to him, he retreats to his room,
opens the box and holds the objects therein up to the light. He has created a sacred
interior for himself, one that serves as a kind of fetish that takes him away from the
anxiety of being a child in a world of adults.
At night, the house fell back into silence. I took outmy Box, emptied it on a corner of
themattress, looked atmyobjects one by one. This evening, they didnot speak tome;
they lay inert, sulky, a little hostile. They had lost theirmagic power and had become
cagey, secretive. I put them back in their box. Once the cover was back on, they woke
up in the darkness to give themselves over to fastidious and delicate games. They
did not know in their ignorance that the insides of my Box of Wonders could not
resist my contemplation. My innocent glass stopper grew, enlarged, attained the
proportions of a palace of dream, ornamented with light and precious drapery. The
nails, the porcelain buttons, the pins and the beads were changed into princesses,
slaves, young men; they went into this palace, played sweet melodies, fed upon fine
treats, had a go at the swings, flew into the trees to snack on the fruit, disappeared
into the sky on the wing of the wind in quest of adventures.35
Mehdi’s experience in this rather furtive and erotic exploration of his box ofwonders
subtends a hybrid spacewhose attributes come fromboth the sacred interior and the
space of fairytales that interestsMehdi. Before his gaze illuminates them, the objects
inMehdi’s box lay, or in French, gisaient, the word used for a corpse lying in a tomb,
relating back to what he has seen of the saints’ tombs and how his mother and her
friend invoke the saint as a guide. Mehdi has absorbed the storytelling conventions
of his culturewell enough that he’s able to people a sort of storywith the dreamed-of
elements of his box of shiny wonders.
The Façade in La boîte à merveilles
A fundamental transition toward the role of storyteller takes place whenMehdi and
his mother pass the façade of the French colonial office:
To our left stood amonumental gateway decoratedwithnails andhammered bronze
of very fine work.
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– Wow! Tell me whom that house belongs to?
– It’s not a house; it’s an office for Christians.36
– I see Muslims going in.
– They work with the Christians. The Christians, my son, are rich and pay well
those who know their language.
– Will I speak the Christians’ language when I’m bigger?
– God preserve you, my son, from all contact with these people whomwe don’t
know.37
The gleam of the façade attracts Mehdi, who wants to know more about whoever
might exhibit such a wonderful spatial practice – in a traditional Moroccan city,
buildings typically turn inward, presenting blank walls, usually entirely without
windows, to the street – but his mother turns him away from this. For Mehdi’s
mother, the façade, like the French, is something to be avoided; for Lefebvre, it is the
Westernmeans of organizing space in a nutshell:
A façade admits certain acts to the realm of what is visible, whether they occur on
the façade itself (on balconies, window ledges, etc.) or are to be seen from the façade
(processions in the street, for example). Many other acts, by contrast, it condemns to
obscenity: these occur behind the façade.38
This is the only mention of the French in La boîte à merveilles, but we can see the
effects of the French and of Western spatial practice on Sefrioui himself, who in
this autobiographical narrative describes his own origins as a montagnard child in
Fez in the late colonial period. While there’s nothing overtly nationalistic at all in
Sefrioui’s narrative, the effect of Western culture is most evident in the fact that
La boîte à merveilles is written in French rather than in Arabic, and Sefrioui was
indeed paid well by French patrons, if not necessarily by the French government.
To further understand the extent to which Sefrioui’s identity was influenced by
Western, abstract spatiality, just look at his conception of his childhood subjectivity:
“My memory was a blank slate (une cire fraîche, “a fresh wax”) and the smallest
events were there engraved in unerasable images. I still have this album to brighten
upmy solitude, to prove tomyself that I haven’t yet died.”39 The spatial relationship
of author/narrator to subject is here theWestern trope of legibility; once the events of
his childhood engraved themselves upon the fresh tablet of his memory, this tablet
would thenbe readable – and itwould also replace the tombas a symbol of the absent
presence of death. He canmap himself out from a bird’s-eye perspective, something
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which is not at all native to Moroccan culture and which allows him to view his life
from a perspective that makes him a narrator in the Western sense.
The Sacred Interior in Fí al-Tufúla, Again
Abdelmajid’s young life is not entirely structured by the abstract urban grid. His
family is Moroccan and Muslim, and while his father has molded himself into a
Western businessman, he remains fundamentally Moroccan, especially in structur-
inghis family life. Thismanifests itself inhis spatial practices and the social practices
they engender. Early in the narrative, Abdelmajid’smother grows ill and dies, yet de-
spite his son’s obvious pain, his father refuses to let him see his mother’s body. The
Petronous family, their neighbors and Abdelmajid’s caretakers throughoutmuch of
his mother’s illness, cause a conflict when they insist that five-year-old Abdelma-
jid be taken in to see his mother’s corpse lying in state, even though it goes against
traditionalMoroccan sociospatial practices. That he has been allowed to enter into a
forbidden spatial relationship renders his father and nursemaid tá’ih,40 a word that
means “lost,” or “distracted,” with the more poetic implication that they have be-
come lost in a tíh, or labyrinth. His transgression of normative spatial relationships
has caused his Moroccan family to react in amanner he expresses spatially, in terms
of blockage. Because his family is so confused, Millie Petronous takes him outside to
the park, under the light of the full moon, and tries to console him:
Its light filtered along the branches and lit up the lawn. The lofty shadows of the
trees spread out underneath them on the ground. The scene seizedmewith its glory
and tranquility, but Millie turned me away from it with her speech. I heard her say:
‘Don’t be sad, little one. This is life; yourmotherhasn’t gone away, andwon’t go away,
because shewas agoodwoman. So she’ll remainwithus in spirit, andGodwill reward
her for her goodness and she’ll live in the Blessed Gardens. Don’t fear for her, and try
not to be sad. Look at the sky; heaven is there, behind themoon and behind the stars.
If you want to see her, just wait for the full moon, then look at it. Don’t you see her
there, looking down at you, smiling, happy? Look; don’t you see her’?41
Essentially, Millie adapts Abdelmajid’s spatiality to a Western context by moving
his perspective from the particular and tactile to the abstract and visual. In the first
movement of the scene, Abdelmajid leaves the house in order to experience his grief
in a naturalistic setting. He has essentially inverted the sacred interior of Moroccan
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space by moving out to the English lawn, creating something closer to Khatibi’s
grotto in the circle of trees. He has performed a kind of hybridity between Western
andMoroccan space by creating a spacewhere the tactile bodies of the trees and their
capacity to block the light of the moon generate a labyrinth on the lawn. Millie’s
repetition of the verbs rá’á, “to see,” and nazara, “to look/gaze,” underscore the extent
towhich themother in themoon as a source of solace depends on a clear line of sight
to themoon above. Abdelmajid’s fullmoon takes the place of the reader of themap of
the city, looking down from a bird’s-eye view to help himdecodewhat is a confusing
text for a child of any nationality: the culture of adulthood.
Before Abdelmajid can step into a soothing place, however, he meets the influ-
ence of Millie, who instead imposes Western spatial practices upon him. She has
him concentrate on the abstract gaze of themoon rather than the tactile trees, using
language to turn him away from the space he has created. She emphasizes the link
between the moonlight and his mother’s gaze, no less abstract since his mother is
dead, and continues to emphasize the lines of sight and the visual, mapping aspects
of this manifestation of grief. Thus, Millie’s speech to a certain extent replicates the
violence ofWestern colonization of theMaghreb; though of course she is only trying
to help a young boy for whom she cares assuage the grief brought on by the death of
his mother, it is undeniable that she imposes her own, Western spatiality upon the
hybrid copingmechanism into which he has transformed the grove of trees.
Political Spaces inMoroccan Literature
As noted above, for Lefebvre, sociospatial practices are essentially political in nature;
a close reading of Miquel’s argument would demonstrate that this was true in the
Abbasid era as well. The spatial organization Abdelmajid imposes on the confusing
streets of Fez and on the writers he has become acquainted with is essentially an
act of colonization, imposing Western abstract space on the labyrinth of colonial
Morocco.
An analogous argument for La boîte à merveilles is a little less direct: perhaps
the text concerns itself only with Mehdi’s boyhood since there are no colonists or
politicians in the novel. La boîte àmerveilles is nevertheless a deeply political text, not
only in its use of space but in its very presentation. When Mehdi sees the façade of
the colonial bureau, he’s deeply impressed – and this is even before he learns that the
French paywell those who know their language.We knownothing of what happens
to Mehdi the character after the text of La boîte à merveilles comes to a close, but
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Sefrioui the authorgained fameand fortunebypublishinghis semiautobiographical
novel in French. His main audience was not Moroccan at all, but rather readers
in metropolitan France: La boîte à merveilles was published in Paris, not Morocco.
Sefrioui is therefore mapping the old city: he exposes old Fez to French readers who
are curious about what life might be like in these distant, soon to be independent
colonies. This is evident from the first page of the text:
I saw, at the bottom of an impasse that the sun never visited, a little boy of six years,
setting a trap for catching a sparrow, but the sparrow never came. He so desired this
little sparrow!Hewouldn’t eat it, normartyr it.Hewanted tomake it his friend…We
lived in Dar Chouafa, the house of the seer. On the ground floor lived a seer of great
reputation. From faraway neighborhoods, women of all conditions came to consult
her.42
From the start, Sefrioui is an object of his own storytelling. He views himself not
only from the sort of elevated perspective characteristic of abstract space but also as
a benevolent colonist: he wants to cage the sparrow only to make it his companion.
Moreover, his family lives in the traditional Fassi style, a groupof apartments center-
ing in a courtyard, in a house named for the seer, al-shawwáfa, derived from Arabic
sháfa, “to see/look,” the colloquial counterpart to the formal verbs rá’á and nazara,
those used in the citation from Fí al-Tufúla when Abdelmajid looks at the moon.
From its very beginning, the text of La boîte à merveilles is entirely wrapped up in the
abstract gaze, even if it never leaves Fez nor discusses politics. As such, it presents us
with amap, in aWestern language, of a labyrinthine space from an abstract perspec-
tive, and it is, like Fí al-Tufúla, a colonial text.
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Monstrous Offspring: Disturbing Bodies in
FeminineMoroccan Francophone Literature
NaimaHachad
Mythical Silence and Audible Words
Because of their attachment to the historical and social realities of Moroccan wom-
en,1 Francophone Moroccan literary works by women, since their first appearances
in the early 1980s,2 have habitually been underscored by critics for their testimonial
function. For example, JeanDejeux identifies the use of the autobiographical “I” as a
reflection of the authors’ desire to put an end to the socialmarginalization ofwomen
and to communicate the experiences of women to the reader.3 Even if Dejeux recog-
nizes that the use of first person narration does not represent a compilation of raw
documents, but is rather constituted byf “re-arranged” memories,4 he nonetheless
suggests thatwomen’snarrativesheavily rely on autobiography, something also em-
phasized byMarc Gontard in his various studies on this literary corpus.5While these
studies emphasize different ways in which the autobiographical genre has been ap-
propriated by the authors, they also tend to discuss these works as testimony by
native informants. Indeed, Rachida Saigh Bousta also describes a “deep desire to bear
witness”6 and equates the female author’s text to a work of sociology, alluding to the
fact that writing is a secondary activity for the majority of these women, many of
whomwork primarily as sociologists, anthropologists, journalists, or psychiatrists.7
Emphasis on the autobiographical dimension is thus imposed, whether it is recog-
nized or denied by each author.8 This aspect is directly linked towhat is often read as
the desire to give voice to the experiences of women and to inscribe these voices in a
national history traditionally dominated bymen.9
Exposing women’s silence and silencing is thus central to female Francophone
Moroccannarratives and their criticism; themorewomenwrite, themore the theme
of silence is emphasized, leading to what Suellen Diaconoff calls “the myth of the
silent woman.” To challenge this myth, both Diaconoff and Redouane insist on the
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important involvement and visibility of women throughout the history ofMorocco.
For Redouane, women’s literary and intellectual production in the last three decades
has even given new directions to research.10 Furthermore, Diaconoff regards the
persistence of “the myth of silence” as a paradox, saying:
So, we have to ask, silent women? Passive women? Repressed women? … Indeed, re-
gardless of various laments, Moroccan women have neither been silenced, nor are
they totally silent about their ‘I.’ It is important to declare this, because somany con-
temporary Moroccan women repeat the mantra that, given the kind of instruction
of the non-‘I’ they receive as girls, women either cannot speak, or that if they do, they
can only tell stories of their own subjugation. The result of such lamentation about
women’s lack of voice, or lack of effective voice, despite the evidence of the contrary,
is ‘the myth of the silent woman.’11
Diaconoff cites the works of Rita El Khayat, FatemaMernissi, and AbdallahMdarhri
Alaoui in order to reaffirm a long tradition of women’s expressing themselves either
through the written text or orally.12 She adds that the image of the silent woman
“ismisleading and ultimately both treacherous and collusive in the insidious effects
that it produces.”13To her, such an image, even though propagated bywomen them-
selves, fails to account for women’s acts of speaking.
This essay proposes to look at the very dynamics of the contradiction that lie
behind this paradox, as well as the intricate demarcations between the autobio-
graphical (here, defined as the report of eventswitnessed in the surrounding society)
and the fictional (which may include the way in which these events or facts are re-
arranged), from a larger perspective that exceeds the authors’ respective histories or
women’s history. It ultimately seeks to move past gender differentiation and bring
out the testimonial beyondautobiography. ForMoroccan authors there exists a com-
plex relationship between silence and speech corresponding to the distinct periods
of Hassan II’s reign, which beganwith a repressive period referred to as the “Years of
Lead”14 and moved toward a relatively free period in the final years of his reign. The
three novels analyzed – L’Arganier des femmes égarées (The argan of the lost women) by
Damia Oumassine,15 Le Corps dérobé (The stolen body) by Houria Boussejra,16 and Céré-
monie (Ceremony) by Yasmine Chami-Kettani17 – epitomize some of the complexities
of the last years ofHassan’s II reign, a pivotal periodmarkedby gradual liberalization
and returning ghosts from a traumatic past. In these novels, experiences of women
from various ethnic and social backgrounds are related within a larger perspective
that translates movements and struggles of a transforming society.
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Each of these novels can be seen as a distinct example of the dynamics that per-
petuate “Themyth of the silent woman.” This essay will explore precisely whatmo-
tivates and what lurks behind this repeated lament. Repetition is indeed important
here since, notwithstanding their originality, the three novels display thematic and
formal continuities18 with prior literary Francophone production by women. The
essay will also look at whether repetition is a sign of limited resonance, due to the
inability to be heard, which is tantamount to silence in many respects, or whether,
through repetition, the lament’s referent could have slightly shifted to emphasize
the dialectic between change and resistance, thus demonstrating characteristics of
a society in transition. Indeed, in Francophone Voices of the “New” Morocco in Film and
in Print: (Re)presenting a Society in Transition, Valérie Orlando19 summarizes Morocco’s
dilemmaas reflected in contemporary cultural productions in the question, “Is there
a future for Morocco?”20 Orlando describes a country “caught between its past and
its future,” displaying “the disparity between rich and poor”21 and the trauma of
“voices that have been effaced by violence.”22 She then concludes, “Transitionhas cre-
ated a schizophrenic state that is continuously contradicting on a variety of subjects,
frommatters of human rights and freedomof thepress to economic reform.”23AsOr-
lando notes, the word schizophrenia is frequently used by journalists writing for the
Francophone newspaper TelQuel and their readers in published comments24 to de-
scribe all aspects of Moroccan society. The three novels analyzed in this essaymay in
fact be described as schizophrenic explorations of the deep contradictions of a soci-
ety that holds its individuals hostage. In spite of slightly different foci, the various
narratives present individuals struggling to realize their desire for freedom, eman-
cipation, and happiness, while violently clashing with mutilating social attitudes.
This confrontation produces a society of bullies and victims and a cycle of repetition
and inevitability that sometimes blurs the distinction between the two categories.
Often death and renunciation prevail, yet the lament is also a cry of revolt and a
transformative subversion of the power dynamics and attitudes that sustain such
a society.
Space and Confinement
L’arganier, Le corps, and Cérémonie each communicate a powerful sense of imprison-
ment, largely conveyed through inescapability from sociocultural and familial ties.
This bind, instead of constituting a supportive network that helps the individual at-
tain self-realization, works as a constraint for the protagonists in their struggle to
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achieve social, economic, and emotional fulfillment. A significant symbol of such a
bind is the return to the familyhome, village, or country, as is the case inCérémonie for
Khadija,25who seems to have no other choice but to return to her childhoodhome af-
ter her divorce. The affirmation “For her, it is the only house possible,”26which opens
the novel, soon becomes amark of confinement, as it turns out to be that which pre-
vents the protagonist from creating alternative spaces of happiness. Instead of being
a refuge for the rejected andwounded Khadija, the family home is slowly exposed as
a cursed site for the female members. The serenity of the past that Khadija is trying
to invoke in order to ground herself and her family after their traumatic experience
(their departure in the middle of the night from an indifferent husband and father
who goes so far as to renounce his rights to his children) is brutally interrupted by
her cousin Malika’s assessment: “While you are calmly walking along, the familiar
ground collapses beneath you, and you are faced with emptiness. And there you are,
honey, hanging above the abyss,where the slightestmovement could be fatal.”27Ma-
lika’s reference to an abyss, symbolizingher cousin’s vulnerable condition, primarily
refers to Khadija’s loss of identity. Paradoxically, the family home becomes a prison
for Khadija because it strips her of her adulthood and independence. In spite of being
an accomplished architect, thirty-seven-year old Khadija is unable to live indepen-
dently with her children; most of all, she has to become a young girl again28 and is
forced to conceal her femininity. Khadija’s cousin, Malika, is a sympathetic observer
of the scene:
Lalla Rita [Khadija’s mother] ceremoniously opens the tissue paper. Malika first sees
the three caftans for the children on top … Malika gasps with real pleasure, but
underneath the three caftans now spread on the bed, she discovers the one meant
for her cousin,made of pink lace, the tender pink usually associatedwith very young
girls. Thepale shimmerof thepearls on the edge emphasizes its fragility. ‘It is a young
girl’s caftan!’ Sheprotests. LallaRita lets a smile appear, unable to conceal her feelings
of both humiliation and anger.29
Khadija’s mother further explains that “it is unnecessary for the moment [for Kha-
dija] to attract attention.”30 Khadija has literally to disguise herself to assuage her
mother’s feelings of humiliation and guilt.31 Not only is Khadija forced to deal with
the brutality of hermarriage and the failure of her love life, she is also dispossessed of
her own story, wounds, and body. She is pressured into renouncing any signs of her
identity as a woman and is encouraged to contract her body in order to fit the image
of “a flowerbud, slender and small; a queen’ships confined invirginal lace.”32Khadija
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is deprived of her experience and her feelings as she is “summoned to take sides
within her own story, her tears are a tribute to the enemy camp.”33 She must hold
them back like so many drops of lead, hollowing out within her the trenches of her
future loneliness. The young woman is thus silenced, and as her livable space liter-
ally and symbolically shrinks, so doher chances to heal. For the first half of the novel,
Khadija is slowly expelled from the narrative and functions as an object of reflection
for other women of the family, primarily Malika and, to a lesser extent, her mother
Lalla Rita. Even when she accesses discourse in a first-person narration halfway
through the novel, Khadija can only ruminate on her failure in a longmonologue, a
failure that thins down as it is slowly absorbed by the many failures that haunt the
family history, turning the family house into a prison and cemetery that has wit-
nessed, among other real or symbolic deaths, Aunt Aïcha’s confinement and agony.34
This sense of inescapability is also conveyed in Maïlouda’s story in L’Arganier.
To protest “the torture [that her husband] planned to impose upon her body and
soul,”35 that is his refusal to let her participate in the village’s celebrations through
dancing and singing, Maïlouda deserts the family home and her children to begin
a journey of wandering in search for independence and pleasure. She first becomes
a cheikha,36 thus satisfying what is often assumed to be a secret desire of women.
Indeed, the cheikha, a symbol of nomadism, rootlessness, freedom, excessive and
licentious pleasure, is at once scorned and envied by other women:
The faces looked up at the stranger and stared at her shamelessly. The stranger, who
surelywas a cheikha, waswearing a green caftan, and her hands and neckwere loaded
with gold jewelry. After a moment of surprise, the housewives assailed her with
inquisitive questions … Maïlouda was watching her with curiosity. She was facing
an actual cheikha! Don’t they say that cheikhates are the only free women in aMuslim
country? No strings, no obstacles, and a life of continuous pleasure.37
Although Maïlouda discovers soon after her escape with the raïss38 that there is no
real freedom for a woman who is not under the protection of a man, her impulsive
behavior testifies to a deep desire to rebel against prohibitions onwomen’s pleasure.
The very contradictions that guide Maïlouda’s experience and emotions while away
from her husband and children provide ironic commentary regarding the impos-
sibility for women to experience both freedom and pleasure. The narration of her
adventures also confirms a similar dynamic. Indeed, it is as if a woman’s decision to
abandon family life for the sake of freedom is inconceivable. The reader is faced with
making sense of the inconsistencies thatMaïlouda is facing: her desire “to live like a
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leaf in thewind, light and free”39 andher remorse andguiltupon leavingher children
and humiliating her parents. The narration of her adventures after her escape starts
with the following observation: “Fifteen years after that cursed day,Maïlouda is still
unable to understand how she was able to let herself be taken in so easily.”40 This
statementnot only erases thebold, rebellious impulse that originally leadsMaïlouda
to protest against injustices of marital life, it also turns her into a passive object in
thehands of themalefic raïss, thus precipitatinghernext departure. These contradic-
tions continue to unsettle the narration of Maïlouda’s journey. Every break of social
restraints and every experience of pleasure is mitigated by a sense of passivity and
guilt:
[The raïss’ hand] sensually caressedher legs and slowlymovedupward. Around them,
everything was silent. The room with its closed windows seemed to invite them to
surrender to pleasure …Her senses were violently stimulated; she abandoned herself
to his trained hands, moaning like a trapped animal. What she was afraid of had just
happened. Itwas real; she had becomehismistress. The hashish helped her forget for
a while, but she was never able to fully embrace her new life.41
Similar to the description of the critical moment of her escape, Maïlouda’s agency
andrebelliousness aremoderatedwithallusions toher regret orher senseofhelpless-
ness. As if notions of freedom and pleasure for women are unacceptable, even their
fictional narration, like Maïlouda herself, must remain veiled by remorse, “a moral
prisoner of the past.”42 This movement back and forth between poignant affirma-
tions of the desire for freedom and painful expressions of regret continue to tear up
the rhythm of the narration until the final and surprising outcome of Maïlouda’s
journey. In an unexpected turn of events, she returns to her husband, who takes her
back after fifteen years of wandering.
Maïlouda returns tired, weakened, and damaged, and this bears witness not
only to inescapability from the socio-cultural and familial milieu but also to the
agonizing renunciations womenmust undergo regardless of the paths they choose.
Their dilemma is powerfully conveyed throughout the contradictions that work
fromwithin the narration and that can be summed up inMaïlouda’s address to the
street she hadmomentarily inhabited in Casablanca:
You never stopped accusingme! And you were right! I admit that I am an unworthy
wife and a bad mother. But everything is not so simple. I nonetheless concede that,
somewhere inmymind, I am happy that I no longer have obstacles tomy freedom.43
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From this statement, one can easily imagine thatMaïlouda’s life after her return
to the family home will be filled with regret and remorse.
If the return to the family home serves to contain any chance of rebellion and
change for Khadija and Maïlouda, the sense of confinement and loss, as well as its
relation to the “tribe,” is even sharper in Le corps. The main characters of the novel,
Leila, and her father, Mohammed, are both unable to leave their house of torments.
Paradoxically, the two characters, often described as orphans or as desiring to be
orphans, are unable to break free from family ties that are abusive and mutilating.
As an adult, Leila keeps returning to the home where her mother physically abused
her daily andwhere she, at the age of five, was raped by another woman, a traumatic
experience aggravated by her mother’s indifference:
Leila got up to leave. Each time she visited the house, she felt like she was losing
herself; she no longer knew how a life could be made. The overwhelming hostility
shut down the hope that rose in her each time she decided to visit her. She thought
to herself that she must be insane to keep going back toward her torturer. But she
didn’t knowwhat else to do.44
The return to the scene of trauma and its narration in the form of flashbacks alludes
to the protagonist’s unconscious and impulsive reenactment of traumatic experi-
ences. It could be read as a process of healing in which, as Van der Kolk and Van der
Hart have explained, the narration of traumatic events brings relief.45 However, in
Boussejra’s novel, the accent is clearly put onanoppressive society, symbolizedby the
mother. The suppression of the individual is inscribed in the novel through Leila’s
extreme physical pain and the psychological violence Mohammed undergoes, both
inflicted by mothers who become epitomes of the patriarchal figure. Their malaise
and suffering come from their confinement in families where, as Leila realizes, “the
‘I’s’ don’t exist.”46
The poignancy of the two characters’ physical andmental struggles is amplified
by themultiplication of the “tribe.” For example, after the remarriage of his mother
when he is thirteen or fourteen, Mohammed leaves the house and is adopted by a
Frenchman who lives a few miles away. The narrator adds, by way of explanation
for Mohammed’s decision to recreate a family environment with the Frenchman,
“Everyone needs to be recognized, identified, and classified because no punishment
can be greater than being ignored by the tribe.”47 The characters’ itineraries are thus
partly determined by a dialectic that consists of their desire to break free from family
ties and the desire to create new ones, failing again and again. After the Frenchman
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tries to abuse him sexually,Mohammed immediately joins the army, another family
substitute. Unable to overcome the feeling of melancholy that continues to inhabit
him in spite ofhis professional success,Mohammed tries to find relief inhis relation-
ships with prostitutes. When hemeets Leila’s mother, he thinks, “With her, I will be
fulfilled; nothingwill bemissing, shewill completeme.”48However, he soon realizes
that the family life he builds is only “a sunny hell”49 that he can no longer bear and
that puts him right back in the cycle of melancholy and wandering:
Each evening, he went to the neighborhood bars. TheMandarin was his favorite. He
never spoke about his mother or his father. Everyone was his family, and he liked
being in this atmosphere. He neither recognized any value he could embrace nor
any fixed system that would enslave him through interdicts imposed by others. He
ignored these interdicts. There, hewas unaware of themeaning of thewords ‘society’
and ‘tribe.’50
Mohammed finally leaves the family home. Despite his love for his children, he
decides to flee the fatherly responsibilities he finds overwhelming, as well as the
violent environment created by his wife, who feels neglected and fails to understand
his thirst for freedom and independence. However, Mohammed’s attempt to escape
is cut short when he decides to move in with yet another prostitute and thus finds
himself caught again in the cycle of repetition. Furthermore, like Leila, who can’t
seem to stay away from her “torturer,” Mohammed becomes tired of his wandering
and futile quest for freedom, andhedecides to respondpositively tohis sons’ requests
that he return to the family home. The inevitable failure of this gesture underscores
his personal failings: Mohammed dies on his way home. Lying on the ground, he
is described as “a man fighting darkness … His last battle’s foam appeared on the
corner of his mouth.”51 Mohammed’s death, then, emerges as his greatest and most
successful act of resistance.
Mother Society, My Torturer?
The parallel between Mohammed and Leila, father and daughter, is both thematic
and formal. Their stories are interwoven, and their suffering and suffocation within
the tribe are contrasted, often with the use of quasi-identical words or expressions.
They both identify themselves as orphans or express their wish to be orphans; they
both express their aversion for the tribe and formal attachments that are not cho-
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sen by the individual; mostly, they both suffer from solitude and alienation. Beyond
these similarities, the emphasis is also put on a liberating alliance between Mo-
hammed and Leila, which is visible in the dialogue the protagonist creates with her
father after his death. Indeed, Mohammed’s death triggers the narrative and allows
Leila to overcome thewall of silence shehas surroundedherselfwith since childhood.
Adult Leila not only succeeds in expressing the brutality and incomprehensibility of
the acts ofmutilation shehas undergone since childhood but also remembers her fa-
ther, the lessons he taught her, and, in saving him from oblivion, initiates a possible
process of healing.
Thus, rather than following in her mother’s footsteps, Leila follows, or is made
to follow, in those of her father. Boussejra depicts a complex situation where it is
no longer simple or comfortable to talk about “a condition of women,” or even a
“feminine writing,” at least not within a discourse that feeds on a radical separation
between the masculine and the feminine. Indeed, Rachida Saigh Bousta not only
indicates elements of continuity between literary texts written bywomen and those
written by male authors,52 but also, with reason, warns against a firm distinction
between “masculine” and “feminine” writing.53 What Bousta refers to as a form of
imitation54 is linked to a woman’s desire to conquer a space traditionally occupied
by men.55 However, the commonalities between female and male authors could
also be explained by social evolutions and the relationship between the figure of
the writer (whether female or male) and these evolutions. Like Bousta, Diaconoff
notices possible differences between men and women even when they are writing
about the same themes.56 She also notices that the possibility for women to invest
in themes that challenge the status quo is related to “the liberalization of the 1980’s
and especially the mid-1990’s onward.”57 The connection between recent changes in
society and the figure of the writer in general is also emphasized by Valérie Orlando:
Since 1999,with their pens,womenhavemorevocally challenged the traditionalmas-
culine privilege and patriarchal traditionalism that impede women’s sociocultural
and political enfranchisement in society. Their works also underscore the fact that
women’s literary production is as much rooted and invested in historical and revo-
lutionary events and contemporary social issues as that of men.58
Although all three novels are subtle illustrations of this statement, in Le corps, Bous-
sejra clearly adopts a narrative form and themes that very clearly assert such a pos-
ture.59 The patriarchal society she exposes victimizes both men and women, fathers
and daughters; furthermore, women participate in its perpetuation. The alliance
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that Boussejra creates between Leila and her father signals not only victimizing atti-
tudes that aggravate gender differentiations, but also the desire to create a dialogue
between men and women to challenge these attitudes. Najib Redouane recognizes
this feature in the work of other female writers:
The implication of women and their ability to speak can only happen in a plural
world: to be truly oneself is to be no longer in confrontation, in conflict, or in op-
position tomen, but in dialoguewith them andwith society.Most femaleMoroccan
writers ‘declare that their work is meant to be a space of dialogue and exchange’ and
affirm the necessity for them to renew their style and keep it in constant movement
in order to create and recreate another writing, one that is true and current.60
Boussejra, too, implicitly states that dialoguebetweenmenandwomen is anecessary
component of any narrative of liberation. Indeed, the father’s story emerges at a
moment of crisis in which Leila brutally hits a deadlock, faced with the hostility
of a society she feels offers no prospect for liberation. Remembering the father is
equivalent to her refusal to be defeated as he is the one who taught her to be free
in thoughts and actions.61
The dialogue Leila creates with her father incriminates a society that crushes in-
dividuality. Thewoman, andmore particularly themother, becomes the symbol of a
society that mutilates.62 Reflecting on her alienation and inability to assimilate, the
narrator concludes, “But women were her biggest enemies. Worshipped, our moth-
ers exercise an absolute power over the life and death of quite a few generations.”63
Leila’s excessive condemnation ofwomen certainly calls for newunderstandings and
attitudes to challenge patriarchal domination in contemporary Moroccan society.
The mother is used both as a symbol (of a murderous society, not only unable to
protect its members, but also literally and symbolically killing them) and also as a
literal referent marking women’s responsibility in the perpetuation of such a soci-
ety. This latter point is also crucial in the other novels, especially in Cérémonie, where
Aïcha’s mother is clearly designated as partly responsible for her confinement and
her resulting death64 or with the exploitation of child-maids by Lalla Najia.65 In Le
corps dérobé, the mother and society are amalgamated and denounced with the same
violence to expose a complex dynamic that is often disregarded in traditional rad-
ical separations of the masculine and the feminine: “Who dared to say that men
are women’s enemies? When we throw ourselves at this immense object of desire
once ourmother society has banished us.”66 The analogy between the father and the
daughter and the dismissal ofwomen as hyper-victims is a provocative strategy, call-
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ing attention to a stagnant society that produces victims, bothmale and female. This
idea is confirmed by the last chapter, inwhich themother directly enters the discur-
sive space and testifies to her own suffering and victimization. Here she describes
herself as a woman who has been forced to lose her humanity, caught between the
appearance of a liberated woman and the constraints imposed upon her as a woman
existing in a society in transition. Despite her education, her marriage to a man she
has chosen, and her prestigious job, she is reduced to a monster under the sacrifices
required by her situation as the oldest daughter of a poor family and as a working
mother.
Mutilation, Death andMourning
These three novels expose a violent and a merciless society in which victims seem
to multiply endlessly and where it isn’t always easy to distinguish clearly between
victimandvictimizer. The expositionof a paramount violencedoesnot claim to erase
power dynamics or to put everyone at the same level, ignoring that some categories
are more vulnerable than others. Rather, it signals a society that produces violence
at all levels. This violence is expressed through the multiplication of wounded,
mutilated, and ill bodies. Physical abuse, especially rape, is overwhelmingly present
in the narratives, further exposing a victimizing society. Indeed, rape is encountered
everywhere and remains the most powerful symbol of patriarchal domination and
the fragility of women. Both L’arganier and Le corps contain explicit scenes of rape,
twoofwhich are committed against children: five-year-old Leila and twelve-year-old
Hafsa. The incommensurable pain that results from the violation of the child-body
is conveyed through the notion of blackout:
His greedy lips moved closer to her neck, then stopped at the nipple of one of her
small breasts. Breathing noisily, he nervously removed her saroual. She fainted.
When she woke up, the feeble light had disappeared … Even more than the pain she
felt in her under-belly, her tainted clothes made her realize what had happened.67
This somewhat elliptical description of Hafsa’s rape reveals both the extreme vio-
lence and the society’s trivialization of the act. Its partial erasure from the narrative
reflects its future erasure by social and familial authorities. It also indicates the vio-
lence that consists in the accusationof the victim,who, in the eyes of society, becomes
as responsible for the act as the perpetrator. Finally, it indicates the perversity that
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diverts attention from the violation of the body to its depreciation in a society that
considers a raped body a tainted one. The stigma turns the body of the victim into
a corrupted, sometimes even criminal, entity that requires punishment. Hafsa’s si-
lence, her subsequent relationship with her rapist, her humiliation and condemna-
tion by the rapist’s wife and by her aunt, and finally hermarriage to an oldman bear
witness to this dynamic. Even at twelve, Hafsa realizes this, and her attention to her
tainted clothes, her silence, and the resurgence of her grandmother’s advice about
the value of virginity indicate her conditioning, as well as her programmed defeat.
Leila’s rape is also first conveyed through the notion of blackout and is narrated
as a non-event, partly lost in a confusedmemory:
Women fromherneighborhoodquickly gathered around theblood thatwaspouring
from her legs. Leila no longer felt anything, no longer saw anything. She felt she
was elsewhere. She felt as if she were watching a film that was showing her own
fate. … The mother never believed her. She told her that it was only an invention,
a hallucination, it could never be true. … She forgot. For many long years she felt
almost normal, equal to herself, but something was there, she felt it deep inside.68
This description constitutes the first fragment of the memory of Leila’s rape and
emerges as an explanation for the character’s alienation. It also inaugurates a long
and painful process of self-exploration and rebellion throughwhich the protagonist
seeks recognition of her open injury. The double trauma – the rape and its omis-
sion by the mother – is inscribed in the very structure of the narration of the event,
through the distance between this first appearance of the rape and the second, some
sixty pages later.69 This physical distance expresses the mental and temporal dis-
crepancy caused by the lack of recognition, thus precluding the possibility for the
initiation of a healing process.
The narrations of both rapes stress the lack of validity of the violated body,
leading to the alienation of each character and her subsequent removal from society.
ForHafsa, the healing process never begins, as she is forced into the events of her life
without ever fully accepting them, until her final fall and suicide. Leila becomes an
“orphan”who finds herself caught in ameaningless quest – the search for the loving
and protective mother – all the while knowing the futility of her endeavor. When
these injuries go unrecognized, the victims are condemned to a fall, announced
progressively in each of the narrations through allusions to madness. Hafsa hears
voices and is unable to sleep. Leila’s extreme distress could also be equated to a form
of madness.
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Violations of the body and the resulting malaise are corroborated by other ac-
counts and allusions to rape. Besides Hafsa’s, other examples in Oumassine’s novel
include the secretary who is sexually and otherwise abused by her boss, a situation
that drives her to quasi-madness;70 Fatima’s repeated rape by a husband she hadn’t
chosen, which leads her to attempt suicide;71 the girl raped by Fatima’s cousin,Mah-
foud, and their forced marriage to each other to avoid a prison sentence for the
rapist.72 In Cérémonie, the author also alludes to the rape of a child-maid by a man
in the family she works for.73 In Le Corps, Leila’s rape is narrated side by side with
allusions to Mohammed’s possible rape. Even though Mohammed’s rape is never
clearly stated, the confusion around what happened between Mohammed and the
Frenchman, and the ambiguous statements referring to the incident that seem to
trigger Mohammed’s departure, as well as the description of his physical and men-
tal state after the incident allude to rape.74 Allusions to incomprehension, pain, be-
trayal, loss of innocence, violence, aversion, destitution, and defeat echo emotions
and feelings encountered in explicit descriptions of rape. This incident’s interpre-
tation as the fact that men and, more particularly, young boys are also victims of
rape is doubtless a valid reading, corroborated by other narratives by Boussejra.75
However, the ambiguity of the narration of this incident, as well as Mohammed’s
subsequent abuse by hiswife, suggests other possible readings, which,without neu-
tralizing the tangible pain of rape, amplify its signification as a transgression of the
integrity of the individual in a society that devours its individuals. Indeed, the expo-
sition of the journeys of victims of rape underscores the interruptive aspect of this
deeply violent act. Rapes, especially perhaps those that are also acts of pedophilia,
constitute losses from which victims never recover, making rape comparable to in-
fanticide. Furthermore, whether they literally die or become socially and mentally
secluded, the isolation of victims of rape points to a progressively collapsing soci-
ety.
The idea of a disintegrating society is corroborated by the novels’ secondary nar-
ratives, also populated with cases of victimization that lead to the individual’s iso-
lation and disconnection from the social and familial networks. The novels’ main
narratives around the victimization ofwomen aremirrored byminornarratives that
inscribewomen’s treatment in the social and cultural fabric, overwhelmingly domi-
natedbydistrust, violence, abuse, and injustice. InCérémonie, Lalla Fatèma’s pain and
helplessness highlight this environment, as she witnesses her son’s taking refuge in
religious fundamentalism as a response to social failure. At a family gathering, she
explains to the audience that her son’s absence is due to what he considers his reli-
gious duty, since henow refuses to have any physical contactwithwomen, including
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hismother. Lalla Fatéma further explains the reason she has lost her son: “My son is
not fulfilled with his life, I know that. He is now nearly forty, alone, without a com-
panion or children. His job, that he left to help his father at the shop, brought him
little satisfaction.”76
Moulay’s isolation is a response to another isolation. His mother describes him
as someone who has lived in the prison of his flesh,77 who now flees for another
prison, “like a man who has fallen to the bottom of a well and only desires to live
in the darkness.”78 Just as Mohammed’s experience parallels that of Leila, Moulay’s
story echoes that of Khadija, who “quivers as she hears her aunt’s words. She, too,
has lived that way for years, as a woman who has fallen to the bottom of a well and
who only desires to live in the darkness.”79 Duplication of corresponding journeys is
the main narrative technique of Cérémonie, and Khadija is also associated with up-
rooted peasants who are forced to leave their homes and live in unfamiliar cities;80
her sense of destitution and ennui is reflected in the mass of unemployed young
men who spend their days aimlessly smoking cigarettes or hashish.81 These paral-
lels that punctuate women’s narratives underscore the idea of generalized malaise
and suffocation. Characters are described as “hallucinating puppets performing ges-
tures that have been emptied of theirmeaning,”82 or held in abeyance above an abyss,
transfixed, “as if any gesture could provoke a collapse.”83These descriptions illustrate
the violence resulting from what both Diaconoff84 and Orlando85 describe as a soci-
ety torn between the past and the present, and facing an uncertain future. Khadija’s
destiny exposes the clash between modernity and a certain idea of tradition made
of gestures that have become obsolete, thus creating estrangement and isolation.
Chami-Kattani’s description of the unemployed and unoccupied youth andOumas-
sine’s depiction of extreme poverty in remote villages also allude to the consuming
violence that works from within a polarized society. Indeed, as recently reported by
NPR analyst Deborah Amos, “the gap between rich and poor inMorocco is one of the
widest in the Arab world.”86
Agony and (As) Revolt
Death is preferable. Pushed by an uncontrollable feeling of panic, she ran towards
the slope leading to the souk. She didn’t see the plastic bottle in her way and tripped,
collapsing on the rocky ground of the cemetery. The man desperately stared at the
red puddle forming around his wife’s small body …Hafsa died without ever waking
up. The child, a light-skinned little girl, did not survive her mother’s death.87
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Pregnant Hafsa’s gesture epitomizes both the ideas of an infanticidal society
and individual acts of revolts. Her gesture cannot be read without thinking of the
acts of Mohamed Bouazizi88 or Amina El-Filali,89 who have become figures of revolt
and revolution in North Africa. While El-Filali and other women protesting the
violence of the status quo in the Arab world have been described as “Bouazizis”
and revolutionary forces by Mona Eltahawy,90 characters in these novels are their
fictional counterparts. Beyond the authors’ involvement in civil society, the creation
of such characters transform female authors in Morocco into agents who anticipate
and provide the catalyst for social change, from the reform of the Moroccan family
code in 200491 to other social protests in Morocco in recent years. As for working
through Morocco’s traumatic past, in their repeated lament against silence, these
authors, and many others since the mid-1990s, helped instigate Morocco’s Justice
and Reconciliation Commission.92 Indeed, Orlando’s study of new voices of Morocco
shows that the line between literature and activism is blurred, as many authors
are also social and political activists, and many contribute to innovations in the
country’s social and political domains. Thus, Hafsa, Mohammed, and Aïcha could
also be read as fictional “Bouazizis” who prefigure in literature the extreme gestures
of revolt that eventually lead to real social activism.
If death and renunciation overshadow the narratives of the three novels, revolt
emerges as a strong counterpart, working from within the narratives of mutila-
tion and silencing. In Cérémonie, Aïcha’s death leads to emotional and psychological
turmoil that prompts Malika to reevaluate her cultural heritage and the familial
and social values that have been transmitted to her. She literally puts these val-
ues to the test by confronting them with Aïcha’s personal agony. To make sense
of Khadija’s situation and save her from death, she recalls the agony of their aunt,
Aïcha, who, deprived of the pleasure of married life andmotherhood, succumbed to
cancer, described as “a djinn [that] entered her left breast, then moved to her right
one, a glutton, it devoured her from the inside.”93 In her curative reconstruction
of Aïcha’s story, Malika links her agony to dysfunctional familial attitudes. She de-
scribes Aïcha’s father’s unusual passion for Aïcha as something that transformedher
into an eternal bride, covered with presents and suffocating attention that covered
her death rattle: “Aïchawas like a queen in the heart of her family. Each one of her ar-
rivals was anticipated like a special event …; but it was something else, her flesh was
birthing death, and no one wanted to imagine her despair.”94 The father’s anoma-
lous love and the silence that sustained it not only killed Aïcha but also turned her
into a murderer. She gave birth to her own death. Moreover, her maternal breast,
deprived of its function, turned into a sinister entity that not only devoured her
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body through a generalized cancer, but also caused her to devour her children in-
side her.95
Aïcha thus becomes the epitome of a society that suffocates its individuals. How-
ever, the memories attached to her produce a chaotic rattling that gives the text its
rhythm. This undetermined subterranean voice emerges as an unpredictable force
that can cause the narrative to disintegrate at any moment, thus interrupting the
cycle of repetition and the transmission of mutilation and suffering symbolized by
the legends that run through the family from generation to generation, testament
to incomplete and failed revolts. The inscription of storytelling and the appropria-
tion and interpretation of the stories being transmitted creates a polyphony of voices
that destabilizes the narration and results in delirious monologues that threaten
its coherence. These narrative strategies emerge as eruptions of words meant to de-
feat silence and cause transformation. In L’arganier and Le corps, these strategies are
echoed by the inscription of impetuous, evenmad gestures, which also interrupt the
state of stagnation and apathy, thus prescribing changes to come. Even though these
gestures, especially those of suicide, indicate the limits of a suffocating society that
is on the verge of imploding and disintegrating, they are also transformative in their
ambiguity as both acts of renunciation and of revolt.
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64 On the relationship betweenmother anddaughter andmaternal violence inCérémonie,
see Marie-Bétrice Samzun, “Cérémonie de Yasmine Chami-Kettani, ou l’ emergence
d’une parole solennelle (Ceremony, by Chami-Kettani, or the emergence of a solemn


























88 This 26-year-old Tunisian man set himself on fire on December 17, 2010, to protest the
confiscation of his wares and official brutality. His act is considered to be the catalyst
of the Tunisian Revolution that led to the fall of president Ben Ali and the wider Arab
Spring.
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89 A 16-year-old Moroccan girl who committed suicide in March 2012 after a judge, in
agreement with her parents, ordered her to marry her rapist.
90 Mona Eltahawy, “Why Do They Hate Us?” Foreign Policy (May–June 2012).
91 King Mohammed VI reformed the Moroccan Family Law in 2004. The new code es-
tablishes more equality between sexes in matters of marriage and divorce, restricts
polygamy, and provides protection for single mothers. For an unofficial translation of
the document inEnglish online, see thewebsite of the international non-government-
al organization Human Rights Education Associates, http://www.hrea.org/
moudawana.html.
92 On January 7, 2004, King Mohammed VI appointed Driss Benzekri, a former political
prisoner (1974–1991), to head the newly formed Justice and Reconciliation Commission.
Like the 1999 Indemnity Commission, the Justice and Reconciliation Commission ac-
cords blanket immunity from criminal prosecution to perpetrators and victims alike.
It concentrates on identifying, verifying, and reporting the process of uncovering the







Hegemonic Discourse in Orientalists’
Translations of Moroccan Culture
Naima ElMaghnougi
From the 1980s onwards, cultural as well as postcolonial turns in translation studies
have had a considerable influence on literary translation and have marked a turn-
ing point in the field. The theory of translation has expanded from normative to
descriptive studies, from dealing with translation as a purely linguistic transfer to
viewing it as a metonymic transfer which involves cultural perspectives. Accord-
ing to Lefevere and Bassnett,1 the study of translation has moved from a formalist
approach toward larger issues of context, history, and convention. Literary transla-
tion, as they explain, has to be established in a certain context; this contextualization
brings culture, politics, ideology, and power into view. In fact, the cultural model in
translation studies has demonstrated that translation is notmerely amatter of a lin-
guistic transfer or a substitution of a source text by another target text, but rather
a more complex cultural transposition of the translated text. Catford has described
literary translation as a complex negotiation between two cultures.2 Subsequently,
all translation theories developed within the cultural paradigm have emphasized
both the textual and extra-textual dimensions of translation; some of these theo-
ries have even highlighted the priority of extra-textual effects on the translator’s
strategies and decision-making in the process of translation. This approach enables
translation theorists to relate translation to the historical, social, and cultural sys-
tems within which it occurs.3 Translation, traditionally considered a secondary ac-
tivity, turns out to have important functions in both the source and target cultures;
translators are seen as powerful agents in the process of translation. The roles of
the translator in cultural mediation, including questions regarding intervention
and impartiality, are more recognized than before. Most importantly, the cultural
turn introduces concepts such as patronage and ideology as major factors that may
interfere, not only with the production and distribution of literary texts, but also
with their rewriting and interpretationvia translation.The cultural approachopens,
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then, newperspectives inunderstanding andanalyzing literary translationby show-
ing how:
Complexmanipulative textual processes take place: how a text is selected for transla-
tion, for example, what role the translator plays in the selection, what role an editor,
publisher or patron plays, what criteria determine the strategies that will be em-
ployed by the translator, how a text might be received in the target system. For a
translation never takes place in a vacuum, never in a void, and there are all kinds of
textual and extra-textual constraints upon the translator.4
On another level, the postcolonial paradigm has widely shaped translation stud-
ies in the last decade and has given birth to a new trend in the field of translation:
postcolonial translation studies. The postcolonial approach suggests that intercul-
tural translations are to a great extent constrained by the manipulation of power
relations between dominated and dominating cultures. Within this paradigm, the
focus is more on the representations this discipline produces, the powers it serves,
the cultural hierarchies it constructs, and the inequalities it consolidates. Accord-
ingly, literary translation is seen as an important discursive means of maintaining
and disseminating the imperial powers. In Sitting Translations: Post-structuralism and
the Colonial Context, the prominent postcolonial critic Tisajwini Niranjana explains
how asymmetry and inequality of relations between people, races, and languages
have been widely maintained via Western literary translation and interpretation:
The rethinking of translation becomes an important task in a context where it has
been used since the European enlightment to underwrite practices of subjectifica-
tion, especially for the colonized peoples. Such a rethinking – a task of great urgency
for a postcolonial theory attempting to make sense of ‘subjects’ already living in
‘translation,’ imaged and re-imaged by colonial ways of seeing – seeks to reclaim the
notionof translationbydeconstructing it and re-inscribing its potential as a strategy
of resistance.5
In 1978, Edward Said’s ground-breaking work Orientalism promoted challenging
views about the Western cultural encounter with the Orient, and Said powerfully
redirected literary criticism and cultural studies.6 Edward Said highlights the rela-
tionship between literary translation and representation of the Other: he explains
that Western knowledge of the Orient relies primarily on the traveler’s and Orien-
talist’s textual construct of the native culture, and he argues that the hegemonic
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discourses that feed such accounts are also reflected in theOrientalist’s textual trans-
lations of local culture.
It is almost impossible to study literary translationswithout considering the cul-
ture of translation and its politics, since they ultimately inform and shape both the
production and reception of literary translation. Moreover, translation is not only a
process of intercultural exchange and understanding between distant cultures but
also a process of manipulation and submission to the hegemonic power of images
and images of power created and nurtured by the Western culture during the colo-
nial era as the only authentic representation of the Other. Drawing on Talal Asad’s
metaphor of “cultural translation,” we can begin to see howOrientalists’ and travel-
ers’ cultural and textual translations ofMorocco are inscribed in a system of homog-
enizing and domesticating Moroccan culture so as to fit the discursive parameters
of the dominant power and its poetics.7 The foreignizing strategy Paul Bowles ap-
plies inhis translationofMrabet’s tales, by emphasizing their exotic nature, doesnot
preserve the foreign characteristics of these stories, but rather domesticates themac-
cording to his romantic representation ofMoroccan culture. Analysis of Paul Bowles’
translation shows that the selection of material that he chose to translate into En-
glish fromMoroccan culture is highlymanipulated to respond tohisOrientalist and
ethnographic conception ofMorocco and its culture. His translation ofMrabet’s oral
stories The Lemon8 and Love with a FewHairs9 demonstrates a hegemonic depiction of
Tangiers and its natives and reflects the same romanticized and exoticized images of
the barbarously primitive and decadent Morocco which Bowles invests in his own
fiction and travelogues.
The Interaction of “Self ” and “Other” in Cross-cultural Translations
Translating from culture to culture means, first and foremost, bringing to the re-
ceptors of translated texts from the target culture new facts and ideas inherent in
the source culture. Accordingly, the receptor’s cultural knowledge of the Other is
significantly enriched, and the ability to comprehend and understand its cultural
difference increases considerably. On another level, Abdessalam Ben Abdel Ali in his
book ةمجرتلايف (OnTranslation) explains that translation not only guarantees survival
and continuity to the translated text, but also assures the survival and the growth
of both language and thought.10 This may also explain why translation increases
substantially during themost flourishing eras of thought and literature, something
evident in both Western and Arab cultural histories. During the eighth century CE,
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translations increased considerably during the rule of the Abbasid’s Caliph of Bagh-
dad, Al Mamoun, who built the famous Bayt al-Hikma or House of Wisdom where
philosophers and scientists translated from Greek and Persian. A similar experience
took place in Europe in the Renaissance Era; George Steiner explains the importance
of translation in a time thatwasmarkedby significant political and social upheavals:
At a time of explosive innovation … translation absorbed, shaped, and oriented the
necessary rawmaterial. It was … thematière premiere of the imagination.Moreover,
it established a logic of relation between past and present, and between different
tongues and traditions which were splitting apart under stress, nationalism, and
religious conflict.11
Similarly, Anuradha Dingwaney’s article “Translating ‘Third World’ Cultures”12
highlights the importance of translation in cross-cultural exchanges and considers
translation as the primary means “by which cultures travel”: translation can open
broaderhorizons for intercultural exchange and avoidus being confined “within the
bounds of our own culture.”13 Anuradha recommends that translation enables alien
cultures and languages to “interrogate” and allow the “Self ” to be affected by the
“Other” and thus “to be transformed and renderedmore open to the claims of other
languages and cultures.”14Translation is then a fertile spacewhere the “Self ” culture
encounters and interacts with the “Other” culture. Anuradha conceives of this re-
ciprocal exchange as a necessary foundation for a successful translation between and
across cultures.15
However, the cultural turn in translation studies has demonstrated that trans-
lation is a constraint-driven process in which different factors interfere at both the
micro andmacro levels. In addition to the difficulties encountered by translators in
the linguistic transposition of a source text into a target text, because of the phono-
logical,morphological, lexical, syntactical, pragmatic, and rhetorical differences that
exist between languages, the cultural transposition of the source text can never be
impartial or objective; rather, it is influenced by the cultural, ideological, and politi-
cal affiliations of the translator and his/her subjectivity. What is more, it is believed
that cross-cultural translation is never innocent and can, indeed, bemanipulated to
reinforce hegemonic discourses about cultures, especially in colonial and postcolo-
nial conditions.
Viewed in this way, literary translation yields enormous power in construct-
ing representations of foreign cultures. The intercultural encounter taking place
through cross cultural translations between theWest and its former colonies is con-
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ceived as the prime domainwhereby the tensions of differing groups aremanifested
throughthedifferentmodesof representationanddifferentdiscourses. It showshow
culturally defined discourses affect translation andhowhegemonic discourses, espe-
cially in their discursive forms, become violent means of demarcating the Self from
the Other. Accordingly, cross-cultural translation must be studied in connection
with the target system and its poetics, with the cultural, ideological, and political
discourses that feed it and have an important impact on the selection of the texts to
be translated. Such a studymay raise legitimate questions like: why are certain texts
selected for translationat agiven timeandothers ignored?WhywasTheThousandand
One Nights translated by Orientalists such as Antoine Galland, Richard Burton, and
Edward Lane? Why did Fitzgerald choose to translate Rubaiyat of Omar al-Khayyam
instead of any other Persian poetry? Why does Paul Bowles translate the oral tales of
marginalized Moroccan story tellers? Edwin Gentzler tries to provide an answer to
these inquiries as he points out:
Subjects of a given culture communicate in translated messages primarily deter-
mined by local culture constraints. Inescapable infidelity is presumed as a condition
of the process; translators do not work in ideal abstract situations or desire to be in-
nocent, but have vested literary and cultural interests of their own, and want their
work to be acceptedwithin another culture. Thus theymanipulate the source text to
inform as well as to conform to existing cultural constraints.16
Edwin Gentzler mentions an inherent characteristic in literary translations, that
the translated texts are strongly embedded in the cultural environment of the tar-
get culture and that the translator necessarily abides by prevailing aesthetics and
ideologies, attempting to domesticate his translations to the needs of the receiv-
ing environment. Instead of domesticating foreign texts, some translators choose a
foreignizing strategy in their translation; their alibi is preserving the foreign charac-
teristics of the text, whether they are linguistic or cultural. The eighteenth-century
German translator and philosopher Friedrich Schleiermacher, as André Lefevere ex-
plains in Translation, History, Culture, defends this strategy of foreignization because,
according to him, if the translator “Moves the reader towards him … his translation
should therefore sound ‘foreign’ enough to its reader for that the reader to discern
the workings of the original language … the culture of which the original was a
part.”17 However, the issue of domestication and foreignization in literary transla-
tions gains further prominence in Laurence Venuti’s book The Invisibility of the Trans-
lator: a History of Translation.18 According to Venuti, the translator’s invisibility is the
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result of a domesticating strategy which the Anglo-American translators apply in
order to “[a]chieve the linguistic and cultural adaptation of the source text in the tar-
get language, and hence produce a fluent and transparent text which will be easily
read by the target public.”19 This domesticating strategy then dissolves the foreign
characteristics of the translated text and makes it read coherently as if it were not
really a translation. Venuti adds that any foreign text, before it crosses the cultural
frontiers of the greeting system, has to submit to a “domestication revision”; this
domestication alsomeans that the selection of any source text has to conform to the
domestic cultural values and aesthetics of the target culture, which usually entails
a process of exclusion or admission of certain texts. Venuti argues that the domes-
tication of literary translations is “[s]ymptomatic of a complacency in British and
American relations with cultural others,” a complacency which he describes as “im-
perialistic abroad andxenophobic athome.”20Most importantly, Venuti believes that
such translations are powerful enough to “[re]constitute and cheapen foreign texts,
to trivialize and exclude foreign cultures, and thus potentially to figure in racial
discrimination and ethnic violence, international political confrontation, terrorism,
and war.”21
Venuti’s negative attitude towards Anglo-American tendencies in domesticating
translations, and his preference for a foreignizing strategy instead, are contradicted,
however, when we read him in a more recent publication, Translation As Cultural
Politics, where he explains his stand clearly:
What I am advocating is not an indiscriminate valorisation of every foreign culture
or a metaphysical concept of foreignness as an essential value; indeed, the foreign
text is privileged in a foreignizing translation only insofar as it enables a disruption
of target-language cultural values, so that its values is always strategic, depending
on the cultural formation into which it is translated.22
Venuti’s focus is on the target culture, therefore, andhis foreignized translation does
not aimatpreserving the foreign text as such, buthisultimate objective is tounsettle
and subvert dominant values and patterns in the target context. Moreover, Venuti’s
foreignizing ethics in translating theOther canbe achievedonly in “domestic terms”
and “domestic discourses and styles”; and “the linguistic and cultural differences of
the foreign text can only be signaled throughdomestic difference into the values and
institutions at home.”23
Actually, the idea of affecting cultural change by means of translating foreign
texts is also highlighted in Edwin Gentzler’s article, “Translation, Counter-Culture,
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and the Fifties in the USA.”24 Gentzler explains that Bly’s creative modern poetry,
which he nourishes with “The trauma of the unconscious” and “The daring, the
sensuousness, and savagery characteristics” of his images, is inspired by his trans-
lation of foreign poetry, and his innovative style in poetry enables him to disrupt
theNorth-American versewhichhe finds “Rational and sterile.”25Most importantly,
Gentzler inscribes “The counter-cultural movement in the Sixties” led by Bly in the
newtradition someAmericanpoets,writers, and translators adoptedwidely in trans-
lating foreign cultures and wonders:
Why does LangstonHughes translate Lorca beforemostwhite Americans have heard
of him? Why is Bly reading Spanish poets in the library at Oslo? What is Merwin
doing in themountains of Spain and Portugal, translating oral tales told bymedieval
juglares and passed on in ballad/oral form for centuries?26
Gentzler notices that the period of the sixties in the United States was marked
by the American translators’ interest in foreign oral cultures, fables, ballads, and
tales which are “[t]empered by a folk tradition.”27 As a matter of fact, it is not a
mere coincidence that Paul Bowles’ translation of Moroccan oral stories happened
in the same period to which Gentzler refers in this article, as well as in his book
Contemporary Translation Studies, in which he argues that the new American tradition
of translating foreign cultures is vividly encouraged by publishers in the United
States, who prefer to publish “[a]Mayan/Guatemalan or North African/Berber text.”
Because, as Gentzler explains, “ ‘It is open to interference’ and contains ‘foreignizing’
elements.”28
Cross-cultural Translations in Colonial/postcolonial Conditions
EdwardFitzerald, TheEnglishpoet and translator ofRubaiyatAlKhayam,wrote tohis
friend E.B. Cowell in 1857: “It is an amusement tome to takewhat liberties I likewith
these Persians, who, as I think are not poets enough to frighten one from such excur-
sions, andwho really dowant a little art to shape them.”29 André Lefevere relates this
boastful declaration of Fitzerald to the Western treatment of texts originating from
cultures which they conceive of as peripheral. Susan Bassnett, for her part, considers
Fitzgerald’s statement within the “master-servant relationship” existing between
the source text and the translator; this hierarchical relationship, she argues, en-
ables the translator to take total liberty in rewriting and shaping the translated text,
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simply because it originates from an “inferior” culture.30 In fact, the asymmetry
in power relations in the translational encounter between imperial cultures and
the colonies’ culture constitutes the core of the postcolonial approach to transla-
tion studies. Because, as Bassnnet and Trivedi assert in Postcolonial Translation: The-
ory and Practice, the postcolonial approach to literary translation perceives Western
translation as a “one-way process” which targets the translation of native texts for
“European consumption, rather than as a part of a reciprocal process of exchange.”31
Most importantly, Bassnett and Trivedi recognize that colonialism and translation
gohand inhand and that they are “[t]he central act of European colonization and im-
perialism in America.”32As amatter of fact, the emergence of a postcolonial theory in
translation is quite justified:
In the postcolonial period, when the empire writes back it is not surprising to find
radical concepts of translation emerging from India, fromLatin America, fromCana-
da, from former colonies around the world that challenge established European
norms about translation.33
The reconsideration of literary translation in colonial and postcolonial conditions
is, in fact, unavoidable since these translations constitute an interesting compo-
nent of the Western literary canon that is highly exploited to produce and main-
tain the hegemonic colonial discourses of the West vis-à-vis the natives. Moreover,
translation, as demonstrated by postcolonial translation studies, is manipulated to
reinforce colonial rule. In this respect, Edward Said argues that translation serves col-
onizing policies in two ways: On the one hand, it makes strategic knowledge about
the colonies and their inhabitants available to officers and militaries, and on the
other hand, the West relies on translation to legitimate its power and enhance the
hegemonic cultural representation of the natives as a means to contain them and
subjugate themunder colonial rule.34 Said argues that translation has widelymisin-
terpreted and misrepresented Oriental cultures, especially Islamic culture, and has
caused what he calls “cultural antipathy.” Accordingly, Said inscribes Orientalists’
literary translation in the Western project of domesticating the Orient to “[t]hereby
turn it into province of European learning.”35Translation, according to Edward Said,
helps Western Orientalists to “gather in” and “rope off ” the Orient.36
Talal Asad draws the same relationship between British ethnographers’ cultural
translation and their textual translations. Asad considers these translations through
the unequal relations of power existing between “[t]he anthropologist, who typ-
ically belongs to a powerful culture, and the natives he or she writes about and
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‘translates,’ who are typically illiterate or at least belonging to less powerful cul-
tures than the anthropologist’s.”37 Asad argues that the ethnographer in such con-
ditions of power is “accorded authority to uncover the implicit meanings of sub-
ordinate societies” in the process of his cultural translation.38 What is more, Asad
believes that “[t]he representation/translation that the ethnographer as a ‘cultural
translator’ produces of a particular culture is inevitably a textual construct.”39 He
adds that this textual construct, usually presented as scientific text, gains privi-
lege and may be retranslated in a third world language “and influence the mecha-
nism of self-representation within that language/culture.”40 This intricate relation-
ship between translation and ethnography and its power in constructing the image
of the Other also underpins Niranjana’s analysis of literary translation within the
colonial project. Niranjana suggests that translation both shapes and takes shape
“within the asymmetrical relations of power that operate under colonialism”;41 and
argues that in the postcolonial context, translation has become a significant site
for raising questions of representation, power, and historicity. Niranjana explains
that the asymmetry and inequality in relations between people, races, and lan-
guages has been widely maintained not only in Western translation and interpre-
tation but also in other disciplines such as history and anthropology: “The prac-
tice of subjection / subjectification implicit in the colonial enterprise operate not
merely through the coercive machinery of the imperial state but also through the
discourses of philosophy, history, anthropology, philology, linguistics, and literary
interpretation.”42
To admit that the politics of stressing the hegemonic image about the Arabs in
the Orientalists’ translations belong to the past is, indeed, a big illusion because, as
Edward Said points out in Culture and Imperialism,
Appeals to the past are among the commonest of strategies in interpretations of the
present.What animates such appeals is not only disagreement aboutwhat happened
in the past and what the past was, but uncertainty about whether the past is really
past, over and concluded, orwhether it continues, albeit indifferent forms, perhaps.43
Translation is a process ofmanipulation and submission to the hegemonic power of
images created and nurtured by the target culture as the authentic representation
of the Other. Unfortunately, what Orientalists started in the nineteenth century CE
and continued through the twentieth century CE and even now in the twenty-first;
Paul Bowles’ translation of Moroccan oral tales provides strong evidence for this
reality.
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Inhabiting the Exotic in Paul Bowles’ Translations of Moroccan Culture
Tangiers played a major role in Paul Bowles’ actual birth as a writer. However, he
was by no means the first traveler to Tangiers, and no doubt the experiences of
the writers and artists of different nationalities who visited Morocco affected him.
Contextualizing the experiences ofBowles alongside those of other travelers suggests
that he did not arrive innocently upon the scene. Rather, he was attracted by the
mysticism and exoticism in the portrayals of the city by other foreign travelers,
ethnographers, writers, and artists. Actually, what demarcates Tangiers from the
rest of the Moroccan cities is its history as an international and cosmopolitan city,
colonized by several nations at once. It was known to fascinate Western visitors.
Speaking about what attracted the majority of Westerners to this beautiful city,
Mohammed Laamiri says:
Tangier is the place where dreams of exotic pleasures are realized and fulfilled …
Tangier is a place for the gratification of the senses, ranging from wandering in
tortuous narrow streets, to drinkingmint-tea and smoking illegal substances in old
cafes, to visiting exotic spaces and lingering along its beach.44
Laamiri argues that Tangiers’ image has been widely affected by the generations
of tourists, especially artists of various media, who have “[c]ulturally transformed
the city into an exotic space.” According to him, “Tangier made Paul Bowles, but
Paul Bowles contributed to the making of international cultural fame of the city.”45
Laamiri points out that what is interesting about Paul Bowles’ choice of spaces in his
narratives is their distinctive, exotic attraction.46 Likewise, Allen Hibbard asserts in
Paul Bowles,Magic &Morocco that Tangiers for Bowles was a place of novelty, surprise,
and magic, and that he was somehow “under the spell of Tangier.”47 Hence, Bowles’
curiosity was triggered by the charm of thisMoroccan city and its inhabitants; Allen
explains that Bowles was like an anthropologist who enjoyedwatching the behavior
of the Moroccan natives because he considered them like “[a]ctors performing a
theatrical play; Each Moroccan gave the impression of playing a part in a huge
drama.”48 Moreover, Bowles’ awareness of the exotic and his desire to inhabit it are
clearly expressed in his autobiography Without Stopping: “My curiosity about alien
cultures was avid and obsessive. I had a placid belief that it was good for me to live
in the midst of people whose motives I did not understand.”49 Bowles’ statement
echoes what his compatriot, Mark Twain, had written on his first visit to Morocco.
Sixty years before Bowles’ first visit, Mark Twain wrote this: “Tangier is the spot
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we have been longing for all the time … we wanted something thoroughly and
uncompromisingly foreign … and lo! In Tangier we have found it.”50
Talking toDanielHalpern about his interest inTangiers, Bowles says, “I’mmere-
ly trying to call people’s attention to something they don’t seem to be sufficiently
aware of ”51 and to make them question their basic assumptions. The aim is to “[a]f-
fect the reader’s dislocation,” as Bowles states. The dislocation of the reader is real-
ized, then, by the tropes of kif, magic, spells, and trance dances which are recurrent
elements in Paul Bowles’ short stories and novels. All of these defamiliarizing tools
are, in fact, what enable the romantic writer to free his mind from the interference
of reason and to journey far away into the magic of Tangiers. As a matter of fact, it
is almost impossible to consider Bowles’ artistic experience in Tangiers without in-
voking his Orientalism. Indeed, Bowles’ attempt to “disclose” the secrets of Tangiers
boosted his literary talents and inspired most of his abundant literary productions
during his stay in that city. TheDelicate Prey, ADistant Episode, and his first novel, The
Sheltering Sky, which hit the bestseller list, are all organized around the experience of
living in Tangiers. Bowles’ narratives take readers to places and experiences beyond
theordinary.HepresentsTangiers as “anArabianpoem.” It is, indeed, an “Orientalist
fantastic dream.” Bowles’ romantic and orientalist attitude towards Tangiers is fur-
ther consolidated by his desire to retain the primitive natural beauty of Moroccan
cities and keep them undamaged byWesternmodernization.
Bowles, in his preface to his novel Spider House, implicitly objects to the govern-
ment interest in themodernizationof Fez.He fears that theMoroccan cultural forms
he admires will be eradicated by the nationalists’ desire to be European andmodern.
I wanted to write a novel using as backdrop the traditional daily life of Fez, because
it was a medieval city functioning in the twentieth century. If I had started it only a
year sooner, it would have been an entirely different book. I intended to describe Fez
as it existed at the moment of writing about it … I soon saw that I was going to have
to write, not about the traditional pattern of life in Fez, but about its dissolution.52
Bowles’ obsession with the traditional and primitive features of Moroccan cities is
no doubt a romantic obsession with everything that is raw and not transformed by
modernity. This may lead one to think that if Bowles translates the oral stories from
recordings of oral performances inMoroccan dialect and not fromwritten sources, it
is becausehebelieves that the illiteracy of the storytellerswithwhomhe collaborated
protects the primitive and exotic ambiance of the oral stories and keeps them as if
they had been handed down from past memories of popular culture inMorocco.
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Bowles collaboratedwithanumberof illiterateMoroccan storytellers andwriters
such as Larbi Layachi, Mohamed Mrabet, and Mohamed Choukri. The relationship
Bowles had with these Moroccans was not only based on friendship and coopera-
tion; these cultural contacts were on some level also sexually charged and connected
to their collective enjoyment of kif and hashish. Layachi, Mrabet, and Choukri were
raised in desperate poverty and deprivation and survived the drudgery of miserable
jobs before they began to earn their living as writers. All of their narratives relate to
their experiences of surviving at theperiphery of Tangiers’ economic and intellectual
life. They all speak from themargins ofMoroccan society, sites of interest for Bowles.
According to the works of these authors, kif, magic, and trances are alienating and
powerful agents that produce lonely and criminal subjects. The presence of kif rein-
forces altered states of consciousness, a trip outside timeand space to free theirminds
from the interference of reason; kif is used as ameans tomove outside the ties of the
real world. Abdeslam, one of Mrabet’s protagonists in The Lemon, is depicted under
the effect of kif:
The kif was making him feel very heavy, and he heard a roar like the sea in the back
of his head. He wanted to stretch out on his bed … As he lay there looking upwards
with his hands folded over his chest like a dead man, he lost track of time as it went
by, and he forgot where he was.53
Why does Bowles direct his interest to translating the oral stories of an unknown
Moroccan story teller such as Mohamed Mrabet? Of course, no one can deny that
this collaboration might satisfy the egocentrism of Bowles vis-à-vis the marginal-
ized storyteller and the economic power he has over him, but in reality this is not
the only thing that attracts Bowles’ attention to the oral narratives. Rather, it is the
image they reflect about Moroccan culture and its people. These oral stories depict
Moroccan society as a place ofmagic, sorcery, prostitution, hashish, sexual deviation,
and violence. Most of Mrabet’s protagonists are attracted to kif-smoking, drinking,
and sex. They meet women, residents of brothels, and European men with whom
they live as lovers. Inmany of the stories, prostitutes attempt to poison the protago-
nists, who use violence to take revenge. In The Lemon, Abdeslammeets a dockworker
named Bachir who takes Abdeslam to his house. Later, however, Bachir becomes an
adversarywhen, in a drunken frenzy, Bachir tries to force Abdeslam into his bed. Ab-
deslam tries to get away, and he slashes Bachir’s face open with razors embedded in
a lemon in his hand.54 Perhaps not coincidentally,MohamedMrabet’s voicematches
that of Bowles in his own fiction: Mrabet confirms the strange, violent, and erotic
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aspects of Paul Bowles’ Tangiers, and seems to justify Bowles’ own characters’ preoc-
cupation with kif-smoking, sexuality, indolence, witchcraft, and spells.
Paul Bowles’ literary collaboration with Moroccan storytellers was greeted with
strong criticism among Moroccan intellectuals. His translation of Laarbi Layachi’s
autobiography A Life Full of Holes was strongly criticized by Moroccan intellectuals.
Abdellah Laaroui writes that “Bowles may have thought he had grasped Moroccan
life at its most authentic, but what has he grasped other than his own fantasies?”55
Tahar Ben Jelloun published an attack on Bowles’collaboration with Mrabet in the
French daily Le Monde and described it as a violation: Ben Jelloun suggests that the
translations are Bowles’ “own writing in disguise,” and that everything is wrong in
this enterprise.56 In this regard, Brian T. Edwards points out:
Bowles’ interest in and devoted representation of folk culture, Berbermusical forms,
and the underbelly of Moroccan society troubled many Moroccan intellectuals. The
very themes that drew many American readers to Bowles’s work – especially magic,
danger, and the primitive – were the themes that frustratedMoroccans, who appar-
ently saw in Bowles’s attention a devaluing of theMoroccan nationalist project.57
Edwards confirms the idea that these stories are aimed at the Anglo-American au-
dience, yet at the same time the stories suggest that Moroccan storytellers are also
aware of the audience, whether Bowles himself or the wider audience in the United
States, and that this awareness has shaped their stories significantly. However, we
cannot be certain about stories delivered orally to the translator: we have lost the
original story-telling situation and cannot reconstruct it from the traces in the
text. Actually, much suspicion has been triggered by the literary collaboration of
Mrabet and Bowles not only because of Mrabet’s illiteracy, which affects commu-
nication between him and Bowles, but also because of the power relations between
them. The illiteracy ofMrabet gives Bowlesmore power in interpreting, reconstruct-
ing, and rewriting his stories, and thus gives him more control over the translated
texts. Moreover, Bowles’ ambivalent attitude towards his role as a translator and
editor of the stories gives rise to yet more doubt about their authorial authentic-
ity: in Love with a Few Hairs, Mrabet’s first collaboration with Bowles is listed as
being translated and edited by Paul Bowles. Their second novel, The Lemon, is de-
scribed as having been translated from the Moroccan dialect Arabic and edited by
Paul Bowles in collaboration with Mohammed Mrabet. Similarly, the title pages in
all these books ignore Bowles’ efforts to tape and then transcribe oral tales into writ-
ten language.58
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Issues of authority and communication in Bowles’ literary collaboration with
Mrabet are indeed controversial. Bowles translates Mrabet’s stories from tapes re-
corded in Moroccan dialectal Arabic, Riffian, and Spanish which Mrabebt usually
used while recounting his stories; this means that Bowles would have had to do
much work to produce the final translated written version of Mrabet’s oral sto-
ries. Bowles’ translation then evolves through a process of recording, transcribing,
and translating. In this case, the act of transferring the oral text to a written one
is strongly mediated by the translator, and Mrabet’s stories had certainly under-
gonemanymodifications, omissions, and additions before Bowles could edit them.59
This aspect shows the authority Bowles had over Mrabet’s stories and enhances the
inequalities in the power relations between an American translator and a Moroc-
can storyteller. The incommunicability of the literary collaboration of Mrabet and
Bowles is further reinforced by the untranslatability of certain Moroccan Arabic
wordswhich Bowles retains in their original form, including “mahal,” “jotia,” “Mej-
doub,” “Fqih,” “haik,” “mandoubia,” “Oukil eddoula,” “taifor,” “fasoukh,” “djaoui,”
and “tsouk.” The same terms also figure in Bowles’ own stories. This suggests ei-
ther that their cultural meaning cannot be rendered adequately in English or that
Bowles, by allowing the Moroccan colloquial word to figure in the standardized
American text, wants to challenge the mainstream language by introducing for-
eign vocabulary. In sum, Bowles’ translation of Mrabet’s stories does not guarantee
the communicability of their literary collaboration, on the one hand because it op-
erates within unequal cultural power relations and on the other hand because the
intercultural exchange between Bowles and Mrabet is obstructed by their disparate
linguistic backgrounds.
Love With a Few Hairs / The Lemon:
A Site for Hegemonic Representations of Moroccan Natives
Love with a Few Hairs is the first product of Bowles’ collaboration with Mrabet, pub-
lished in 1967. The protagonist of this short novel, a young Moroccan named Mo-
hammed, develops an interest in a youngwoman named Aminawith whomhe falls
in love at first sight. Unfortunately, after he behaves unacceptably towards Amina
at the cinema, she rebukes him and ceases to trust him. Mohamed then goes to a
witch in Bni Makada for a magic potion that will make Amina reciprocate his in-
terest and affection. For the potion, the witch says, “You will have to bring me a
piece of something she’s worn or a few of her hairs. One or the other.”60 When Mo-
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hammed returns with a few of Amina’s hairs, the witch pulls out a cloth sack and
begins to search through it for things: packets of herbs and envelopes full of finger-
nails, teeth, and bits of dried skin. She shakes these things out onto a sheet of paper,
along with Amina’s hair. Mohamed, following the instructions of the witch, pours
the powder in front of the door of Amina’s house. The effect of the spell soon mani-
fests itself, and Amina succumbs to Mohammed’s advances; eventually they marry.
Unfortunately, this plotted happiness soon transforms into an unpleasant drama.
Amina’s mother seeks help from a witch named Lalla Mariam who, to undo the
spell, prepares a powder that Amina’s mother sprinkles on the coals of the brazier
in Mohammed and Amina’s home. The spells are undone, and Mohammed sepa-
rates from Amina. In revenge, Amina calls upon her women friends to aid her in a
plot to poisonMohamed. On discovering Amina’s plan,Mohammed enters a state of
despair, but with the help of David, the English Nazarene with whomMohammed
lives and has a homosexual relationship, he decides to give up his love for Amina
completely.
The Lemon is the story of a twelve-year-old Moroccan boy, Abdeslam, who wan-
ders throughhis village after his father throwshimout of the house. First, Abdeslam
is invited by a welcoming Nazarene family, but after few days of living with them,
he decides to lead his own life and goes to Tangiers. There hemeets a drunkard long-
shoreman, Bachir. Still an innocent child, Abdesalam is not mindful of Bachir’s ho-
mosexual advances. It is Aicha, the prostitute Bachir often brings home, who warns
him of Bachir’s intentions. Upon listening to the warnings of several women, Ab-
desalambecomes aware of Bachir’s dangerous and aggressive tendencies; Abdesalam
then leaves Bachir andgets a job in SiMoukhtar’s café.WhenBachir persistently pur-
sues Abdesalam, the young boy takes a terrible revenge upon him.With a razor fixed
in a lemon, he slashes the face of Bachir, who finally collapses under this determined
attack.
The coexistence ofMoroccans and Europeans in Tangiers is one inherent feature
of this postcolonial city. However, the hierarchical organization of social relations
between “Nazarenes” and the Moroccans in Mrabet’s stories is highly informed by
an hegemonic dichotomy: while the European citizens are associated with wealth,
education, and rationality, Moroccan natives are on the contrary depicted as illit-
erate, irrational, poor, dirty, and dependent on the Europeans to earn their living.
For someMoroccans, the Europeans are held up as exemplarymodels to follow, as in
the example of Love With a Few Hairs, where Mohammed, the protagonist, works in
the bar of an English settler, and his father ironically advises him: “You should be
like the Englishman … He doesn’t go out in the street drunk.”61 Mohammed, in his
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state of despair, reflects this sameattitudewhenhe claims thatwithouthisEuropean
companion, David, he would have been lost. “He would say to himself, I’m lucky
to have a friend who understands the world. He pulled me back when I was at the
edge.”62
The translated stories of Mrabet are exotic wares created for export and cul-
tural artifacts for Bowles to exploit. The detailed descriptions of Moroccan cultural
phenomena, the exaggerated sensuality of Moroccan figures, and the religious fa-
naticism of the characters are dominant aspects of the novels. In The Lemon, Bowles
reports in detail a scene with the smell of incense, the sound of frenetic drumming,
and the sight of a woman dancing for a crowd: an atmosphere of exotic behavior for
Bowles’ intended audience:
The man had pulled off his Jellaba and shirt and was jumping up and down, naked
to the waist. The other Aissaouawere busy bringing in armloads of cactus and thorn
bush, pilling them in the centre of the courtyard. Soon there was a great mound.
The man rushed over to the plants and began to trample them down, and then to
dance on top of them. Then he lay down and rolled back and forth. In the end most
of the needles were broken off in his flesh. Then he stood up, and they brought him
fresh cactus to chew on. When his mouth was full of blood he began to growl and
bellow like a camel, and froth ran down his chin. The leader stood up with a cudgel
in his hand; he waved it at the man as if he were a camel, crying out the words
a camel driver uses when he wants to keep a camel from walking into a crowd of
people.63
A similarly exotic scene is depicted in Love With a Few Hairs during a ceremony for
Driss, Mohammed and Amina’s newborn baby. Mohammed is shown as an exorcist
or a vampire who enjoys drinking animals’ blood:
The fqih seized one of the rams by its horns and Mohammed took hold of its body.
Bismillah! Allah o akbar ala Driss! The fqih cried. He ran the knife across its neck,
and the animal fell. Mohammed had set a glass nearby. Quickly he put it besides the
sheep’s neck and filled itwith the blood thatwas coming out.While the ramwas still
living he drank it.64
Moreover, PaulBowles’ narratives showthebeliefs ofhis characters in the supernatu-
ral, magic, and sorcery. In these stories, magic is used to interpret all of the behavior
of Moroccan characters. It not only influences the course of events but also shapes
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their lives and destinies. To win Mina’s love, Mohammed in Love With a Few Hairs
seeks the help of a witch in Beni Makada whom his friend Mustapha introduces to
him, an old woman wrapped in rags who prepares a love potion:
She pulled out a cloth sack andbegan to search through it for things: packets of herbs
and envelopes full of fingernails and teeth and bites of dried skin. She shook things
out onto a sheet of paper, alongwithMina’s hair. Thenover it all she poured apowder
that looked like dirt. She folded everything inside the paper and put it into a tin. A
long string of words kept coming out of hermouth. She threw benzoin onto the hot
coals of the brazier and she put the tin in the center of the fire, stirring it for a long
time until it all had become a black powder.65
Furthermore, both of the translated novels are overcharged with the sensuality of
Mrabet’s characters, including erotic heterosexual and homosexual scenes. In Lemon,
Mohammedbecomes a constant companion toMr.David: “Mohammedhaddecided
that during the next few days he would spend all his time with Mr. David, eating
withhim, drinking and sleepingwithhim, and goingwithhimwherever hewanted
him to go.”66 Whether or not Mrabet intended to provide a sexually-charged image
of Morocco by portraying the sexual lives of his Moroccan characters remains de-
batable. However, Bowles’ interest in translating Mohamed Mrabet’s stories seems
to be based primarily on an Orientalist perception of Moroccan culture and peo-
ple.
Conclusion
Bowles’ focus on Moroccan oral culture in these works reflects his essentialism to-
wardsMoroccan culture. The negative charge behind it is that it assumes a fixed and
ahistorical essence of identity for the other. Such a fixed and ahistorical essence or
identity of the other is pervasive in ethnographic writing. Even if Bowles has mas-
tered Moroccan traditions, he is still a carrier of English language and American
authority which is “[i]nscribed in the institutionalized forces of industrial capitalist
society, which are constantly tending to push the meanings of various Third World
societies in a single direction.”67 Bowles performs the role of mediator between the
oral and the written, Arabic and English, but he does not contextualize themeaning
of Mrabet’s stories nor the alien culture in their Postcolonial environment. Instead,
the heterogeneous aspect of Moroccan identities is jeopardized and homogenized
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by Paul Bowles’ essentialism. The literary collaboration that Bowles engaged in by
translating aMoroccanpostcolonial storyteller’s storiesmakes hiswork a rich source
for a discussion of cross-cultural translation and asymmetry of power.
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chapter 8
The Countercultural, Liberal Voice of
MoroccanMohamed Choukri and Its
Affinities with the American Beats
Anouar El Younssi
Moroccan society throughout the twentieth century CE was fairly conservative and
heavily influenced by Islamic tradition. A significant amount of literature – espe-
cially that penned in Arabic – published inMorocco in the last centurymanifested a
tendency that avoided flouting, in any significantway, the social and religiousnorms
prevalent in the country. A number of writers addressed issues of public concern,
such as poverty; (illegal) immigration; corruption; the legacy of Franco-Spanish colo-
nialism; Moroccan subjectivity, memory, and imaginary; and others. In particular,
literature criticizing or responding to the former colonizers – especially the French –
and the legacy of the colonial era abounded in Morocco post-1956. Moroccan writer
MohamedChoukri provides a curious casewithin this paradigm.Hiswriting trajec-
tory is characterized by rebellion, counterculture, and controversy. In his attempts
to address the social ills withinMoroccan society post-Independence, he produced a
literature somehowdifferent from that of his contemporaries, a literature that is au-
daciously non-conformist andhighly controversial. Choukri’sworks brokemany so-
cietal tabooswithinMorocco and beyond. In a very liberal way, his books – especially
his autobiographies – explore in a rather crude way controversial issues pertaining
to sex, masturbation, prostitution, drugs and alcohol, and religious critique. One is
tempted to raise the following query:How and,more importantly,why does Choukri
go about treating such controversial issues, given the conservative leanings of his
Moroccan society? This essay attempts to answer this two-sided question. I want to
underscore that any investigation of Choukri’s worksmust be carried out through a
profound and critical investigation of his life. One cannot fully understand and ap-
preciate Choukri’s works without a prior knowledge of the writer’s personal life and
the state of Morocco at the time he was writing. This essay thus follows a historicist
approach.
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I argue that Choukri’s unusual upbringing in northernMorocco played amajor
role in shaping his philosophy of life and the world, in addition to shaping the way
he portrays life in Morocco in his texts. From his early childhood, Choukri had to
deal with hardships, including poverty, hunger, domestic abuse and violence, child
labor, homelessness, addiction to drugs and alcohol, male prostitution, imprison-
ment, and so forth. It is important to stress that Choukri grew up in Tangiers at
a time when the city was an international zone controlled by a panoply of West-
ern powers, the US included. As an international zone, Tangiers housed a number
of Western artists and literary figures, such as the writers of the Beat Generation,
some of whom Choukri had the opportunity to meet and befriend. Even though
Choukridevelopedhis ownwriting style andproduced literaryworks inhis ownway,
we can still speculate about the compelling possibility of foreign influences on the
Moroccan author’s literary trajectory. Published in 1973, his first autobiographical
novel Al-KhubzAl-Hafi – translated as For BreadAlone by Paul Bowles – could arguably
be seen as belonging to an ongoing, international, countercultural movement, and
hence its broader significance.1 Choukri, through Al-Khubz Al-Hafi and other works,
couldbe construedas venturingona literary counterculturalmove inMorocco – and,
by extension, in the Arab-Muslim world – a move that, in some ways, interestingly
resonateswith that initiated byWestern figures associatedwith the Beat Generation
in the United States and elsewhere. Generally, Beat literature was markedly non-
conformist and countercultural; it questioned the status quo – notably the culture
of normativity and capitalist consumerism – andmost importantlymodernist liter-
ature and art. In the Moroccan city of Tangiers, Choukri made contact with writers
and artists associatedwith the Beat Generation such as Jack Kerouac, AllanGinsberg,
William Burroughs, Paul Bowles, Brion Gysin, and others. Also, Choukri was famil-
iar with the works of some, if not all, of these writers and artists. An investigation
of the countercultural aspects of Choukri’s writings would bring forth interesting
resonances and connections with the works of the above Western figures. I will dis-
cuss this point further later on in this essay. My critical interventionwill attempt to
account for the controversy surrounding Choukri by giving a detailed outline of the
controversial subjects treated in his works, examining the author’s upbringing in
northernMorocco, and exploring the possibility of foreign influences on his works.
I will now proceed to provide a survey of subjects treated in Choukri’s works
that caused controversy inside and outside literary circles in Morocco. Choukri, as
a writer, is a notorious taboo-breaker, at least within his home country. His writings
in general incorporate the characteristics of a typical non-conformist and an icono-
clast.He steps outside themainstream literarymilieu in his surprising, liberal treat-
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ment of issues deemed immoral by societal standards, especially at the time when
he started publishing in the 1960s. Choukri condemns the suppression of topics like
sexual exploitation and prostitution frompublic discourse, and dismissesMoroccan
society’s attitude as hypocritical; he believes that society in general is aware of the
fact that “immoral” and unacceptable acts are perpetuated by people on a daily basis
and yet censors an honest and open discussion of this reality. In his variouswritings,
Choukri refuses to submit to cultural dictates; he chooses instead to defy society’s
constraints by opening up an honest discussion of sexuality, homosexuality, mas-
turbation, prostitution, drug consumption, alcoholism, and other societal taboos.
In his three autobiographical novels, Al-Khubz Al-Hafi (For Bread Alone),2 Zaman Al-
Akhtaa (Streetwise),3 andWujuh (Faces)4 material pertaining to sexuality abounds. The
author recounts in detail his own sexual experiences and those of his entourage. In
particular, he relates his encounters and dealings with prostitutes in different cities
in northern Morocco, especially Tangiers. Interestingly, most of his female charac-
ters are prostitutes, bothMoroccan and foreign.
Choukri gives the reader a detailed – almost pornographic – account of his life of
promiscuity andalcoholism. InForBreadAlone, for instance, hedetails his first visit to
a brothel, a visit thatmarks his first experimentationwith sex. The kind of language
he uses to describe that experience is deliberately crude and shocking, at least to the
Moroccan sensibility.Hewrites that the prostitute hewas assigned to “began to take
off her clothes…Then she turnedher back… and I unbuttonedher brassiere,my eyes
on the sparse hairs in the furrow between her buttocks.”5 He maintains this vivid,
pornographic description of the scene as follows:
With agitation I unbuttonedmy fly. My heart was pounding … This one [the prosti-
tute] will let me go into her the way a knife goes into living flesh. I am going to stab
what is betweenher thighs… She lay back on thebed like a pair of scissors andopened
her / blades. It was shaved … She seized my sex in her hand … She wet her fingers on
her tongue andmoved her hand down to the othermouth [the vagina]. Put it in now
… Cautiously I entered her, sinking into her slippery mouth.6
Needless to say, the kind of language in the quotation is offensive to a Moroccan,
Muslim sensibility, perhaps particularly in the early 1970s when For Bread Alone was
published. In the quotation above, we note how Choukri curiously mixes crude sex-
ual content with violent metaphors, thereby increasing the effect on the reader. He
equates the act of love-making with that of stabbing “living flesh” with “a knife”;
he imagines his penis as a knife cutting through the prostitute’s vagina. He sees
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the prostitute’s thighs as “a pair of scissors” and her vagina as consisting of two
“blades.” The various metaphors Choukri chooses all connote violence; both male
and female sexual organs are portrayed as sharp, potentially harmful, tools. One
could say that the shock effect generated in the quotation is two-dimensional: the
Moroccan reader is initially shocked by the very nature of the subject matter (i.e.
sexual intercourse), and is shocked a second time by the violent metaphors embel-
lishing the sexual activity beingdescribed. The seconddimensionof the shockmight
extend to readers even outside Morocco and the Arab-Muslim world because of the
pornographic description and the disturbing nature of the metaphors employed.
The violent connotations in Choukri’s language may reflect his violent, rough life –
both at home and on the street. Young Choukri was constantly abused, emotion-
ally and physically, by his father at home and by adults and other boys on the
street after becoming homeless. Violence was a daily reality with which he had to
cope, and so it may not be a surprise that he depicts a sexual experience in violent
terms.
Choukri recounts howhis promiscuity intensified after he left Tetouan for Tang-
iers. In Tangiers, he started to mingle with male and female prostitutes, pimps,
drunks, thieves, alcoholics, drug dealers, drug addicts, and so on. This entouragewas
anything but pleasant. As noted above, Choukri lived an extremely rough life, espe-
cially before he gained recognition as a writer. He lived on themargin of society and
had to deal with the underworld of Tangiers for several years. To return to the sex-
ual taboos in For Bread Alone, in one instance the narrator recounts having sex with
one of his female roommates, who, not surprisingly, takes prostitution as a profes-
sion. Choukri remains faithful to his writing trajectory by offering the reader a very
crude, pornographic description of the sex scene that again incorporates different
metaphors:
I licked thehardnipples. Thenwithdelight I began to suck onher right breast, filling
mymouthwith it …Thenwith a smile she unbuttonedmy fly. The blind dragon [the
penis] rose up and stood rigid in her hand. She smoothed it briefly from its head to
its roots, and set to work rubbing it against the lip between her legs. The hairs of the
black triangle there are as roughas those onher scalp. Thedragon feels the roughness
as he scrapes his bald head on them.7
Despite the use of euphemisms, the language in the passage remains highly shock-
ing to the Moroccan audience. The description of the sex scene is anything but ro-
mantic. Choukri seems to insist on incorporating crude sexual content in his works.
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He does not feel inhibited in exploring topics his Moroccan society seems to insist
on suppressing. In For Bread Alone still, Choukri even refers in passing to a scene of
love-making between his parents; he writes that, on one occasion, he penetrated a
prostitute and she, out of pain, cried “Ay, ay, ay! Not that way,” and then remarks
that he remembered once his “mother telling [his] father: Not like that! Like this!”8
We should note in this regard that Choukri’s reference to his parents’ intercourse is
provocative and offensive to a Muslim sensibility, a sensibility that holds parents’
status to be quasi-sacred. Respect for and obedience to parents are pressing injunc-
tions in Islamic scriptures, and are therefore taken very seriously by the Moroccan,
Muslim community. Fewwriters in the Arab-MuslimWorld would dare make such
a countercultural move. Choukri’s allusion to his parents’ sex life paints him as a
notorious, “shameless” – even insane – writer.
Two other related tabooswhich surface inChoukri’s texts are homosexuality and
(male) prostitution. Even today, these two subjects are, to a large extent, not openly
discussed by the Moroccan public. Choukri disrupts this paradigm. He reveals, for
instance, that while young and desperate for money and food, he would prostitute
himself. In For Bread Alone, we learn that, on one occasion, sixteen-year-old Choukri
is being solicited for oral sex by an old Spaniard. This incident takes place when
Choukri is a homeless vagabond, and, therefore, easy prey for sex predators. Choukri
describes the incident with the Spaniard thus:
From a car an old man was signaling to me … He opened the door and said to me in
Spanish: Get in. I got in and sat beside him …He stopped the car in a dark section of
the road…With a caressingmovement he runs his hand overmy fly … he unfastened
the trousers, andmy sex felt thewarmth of his breath…Hebegan to lick it and touch
itwithhis lips, and at the same timehe tickledmy crotchwithhis fingers… /He took
out his handkerchief and wiped his mouth …He gave me fifty pesetas …9
In addition to highlighting the homosexuality taboo, the scene offers an interesting
case of postcolonial critique. Theold Spaniard represents Spain/Europe/theWest.His
sexual exploitation of young Choukri could be read as a critique of Europe’s colonial
history and of colonial desire satiated through power. The scope and focus of this
essay do not allow for pursuing this appealing subject of sexuality and postcolonial
critique further, but it is worthmentioning in passing.
Though he draws on homosexuality and deals with homosexuals, Choukri’s au-
tobiographies also describe a number of sexual experiences with female prostitutes.
In For Bread Alone, we read that he would regularly have sexual dreams about girls.10
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When we look into his revelations and fantasies with regard to sex, we note that
throughout his childhood and adult life, Choukri continued to long for and have
sex with females. However, there is one scene in For Bread Alonewhere Choukriman-
ifests a homosexual tendency. He speaks of his desire for an Algerian boy; he admits
that he tries to have sex with the boy by force:
The boy was handsome, and delicate as a girl. He wore shorts that came above his
knees … Then I persuaded him to smoke a cigarette and drink a little wine … / We
walked into a field of wheat. To be drunk is relaxing. His cheeks are pink, his lips
bright red … The wine ran through me, and I found myself trembling. My hand
stroked his … He made as if to rise. I seized his hand … Before he could take his first
step, I wrappedmy arms around his legs … I fell partially on top of him.11
This scene might paint Choukri not only as a homosexual but also as a rapist. Yet
we have to caution the reader not to make any quick judgements. In other places in
his writings, Choukri states explicitly that he was not a homosexual. For instance,
in his biographies ofWestern authors who visited or lived in Tangiers, Choukri – the
adult,maturewriter – reflects on thehomosexual tendencies of figures likeGinsberg,
Kerouac, Burroughs, Bowles, and others. Interestingly, he clearly distances himself
from their homosexual practices; he writes:
Theywerewriters and I still hadn’t publishedmy first story. I was immersed in read-
ing the classics and Romantics, both Arabic and foreign. In the field of literature, I
still had to sowmy first seed, and I didn’t share their tendency toward homosexual-
ity. Later, I would realize that, in regard to his sexual orientation, Paul Bowles, like
Jack Kerouac, is more discreet than the rest of them. But with Kerouac there was al-
ways the possibility that he would expose himself when drunk. Once, he stood up in
a bar shouting, ‘I fucked Gore Vidal.’ In the forties and fifties, amongst writers and
artists homosexuality was considered a kind of national sport, especially in the New
York scene.12
While distancing himself from the homosexuality of the Beats, Choukri sought,
sometimes with enthusiasm, their friendship and company. It is interesting how
Choukri remarks that homosexuality was seen as a sort of “national sport” by the
Beat writers. One might read this remark as offering some kind of justification for
their homosexual leanings. Or it could be construed as an implicit critique. We’re
not quite sure how this remark is inflected.
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Aquestionmust be asked: If Choukri so distances himself from thoseWesterners’
homosexual tendencies, how are we then to account for his own desire for the Alge-
rianboy in thepreviousquote?The scenedescribed in thatquote seems to complicate
things because the passage hints at the boy’s “feminine” posture: he is “delicate as a
girl” and has pink cheeks and bright red lips. One might speculate that under the
influence of wine and drugs, young Choukrimight have imagined the boy an actual
girl. By giving the boy attributes of femininity, Choukri seems to be implying that
it wasn’t his intention to have sex with the boy per se, and that the whole thing was
amistake. GregMullins affirms that amajor task performed by Choukri’s autobiog-
raphy is “the consolidation of masculinity.”13 Mullins shows that, within Moroccan
society, this “consolidation of masculinity” plays out through sexually dominating
females andmales alike.Mullins notes thatMoroccanmen raping othermendoesn’t
paint themas “gays,” but rather demonstrates their sexual advantage, which consol-
idates their virility.14
The same quote sheds light on another major taboo within Moroccan society,
namely alcohol consumption. Alcohol is typically shunned in Muslim societies, at
least formally. For instance, themerementionof alcohol could cause embarrassment
anddiscomfort at a typical family gathering. Yet inbothForBreadAlone and Streetwise,
there are multiple references to alcohol and alcoholics. Relating his first experience
with wine, Choukri writes: “I drank wine for the first time, and was immediately
ill … I had no trouble the second time I tried wine.”15 Wine soon found its way into
Choukri’s daily life. Choukri and his friends would sit “around the table … until five
in the afternoon, mainly talking about the trouble in the streets as we drank our
wine, smoked our kif …”16 By incorporating scenes of alcohol/wine consumption,
Choukri breaks amajor taboo and defies aMoroccan sensibility against themention
of alcohol. By nomeans does Choukri invent those scenes; they spring fromhis vivid
recollections of a childhoodmarked by hardship and roughness.
Choukri, the writer, adopts a writing trajectory in line with the social realism
trend in literature; he depicts what is happening in Moroccan society, focusing on
its underworld, a marginalized group he knows only too well. Choukri presents
the reader with his life of misery, promiscuity, and addiction unedited, not heed-
ing society’s reaction or censorship. Moroccan society, its ills, and “hypocrisy” post-
Independence constitute his main points of critique. This proposition, in a way, an-
swers the second part of the question posed earlier in the essay: Why does Choukri
present a crude, harsh, dark portrayal of Moroccan society, and why do his writ-
ings find their raison d’ être in breaking social taboos? Being an active social critic, at
least indirectly through literature, Choukri observes hisMoroccan –Tangieran, to be
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precise – society; sees how it harbors many wrongs; and decides to incorporate these
wrongs in his works. In Streetwise, he avers in protest: “I wrote about everything that
was wrongwith the city [Tangiers]. I railed against it. The city’s splendours that had
once enchanted me were now drowned in hubbub and din.”17 The gloomy picture
Choukri paints of Tangiers, aswell as his own feelings of frustration and desperation
in this quote, permeates his works. Choukri stresses that he does not include “the
immoral” and “the crude” for their own sakes, but rather has a constructive goal. In
an interview, he states that in his Al-Khubz Al-Hafi, he “present[s] immoral scenes
in order to look for morality and ideals.”18 He adds that his major concern is why
people “lose their human values.”19Choukri was credited by some critics, notably for
his unusual writing trajectory. Ferial Ghazoul, for one, notes in his essay “When the
subaltern speaks”:
The Moroccan writer Mohamed Choukri is an exceptional figure: victim of the fa-
mine in the Rif where hewas born in 1935,migrant to occupied Tangiers andOran as
a child and adolescent, he survived to tell a tale that many would rather not hear,
because it represents the unspeakable horrors of cosmopolitan cities in the Third
World.20
Drawing on cosmopolitan Tangiers, Choukri openly declares his crusade against the
social ills hewitnesses on adaily basis.He is utterly irritatedbypostcolonialMorocco
and the state of Tangiers in particular. His accounts of the hardships of people, of
prostitution, of alcoholics, of poverty, of inequality and social injustice, of hypocrisy,
of politicians’ double standards, and so on demonstrate his commitment to partake
in the socio-politico-economic affairs of the country. His second autobiographical
work, Streetwise, interestingly openswith the following sentence: “As I got off the bus
I was accosted by a dirty, barefoot kid who couldn’t have been more than ten years
old.”21 Through this impoverished child Choukri gives the reader a glimpse of the
troubles of postcolonialMorocco. It is aMoroccowhere ten-year-old children cannot
afford shoes and clothes. The child in the passage looks dirty even to Choukri, the
then twenty-year-old vagrant aspiring to start his schooling in the city of Larache
and begging others for food and shelter. One might say that Choukri sees in this
impoverished child a reflection of his own life of destitution.
The social ills in postcolonial Morocco would eventually alienate Choukri and
push him to seek a life of isolation, seclusion, and bachelorhood. Reading Choukri’s
works, particularly Streetwise, one notices a double discourse of social bonding, on the
one hand, and a quasi-rejection of society and relationships, on the other. Choukri’s
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position towards love ofwomen, for instance, is highly skeptical. After reading about
the notion of love in thewritings of suchwell-knownArabwriters as Al-Manfalouti,
Khalil Gebran, and Mai Ziadeh, he found out that “love was always tinged with
death, or endless suffering, or obsession.”22 After drawing on these Arab writers,
Choukri relates a scene with a prostitute to corroborate his pessimism and skep-
ticism towards love, which speaks to his frustration with the state of his country.
Choukri watches that prostitute sleeping; observes her body; and reflects deeply:
I sat at her feet on the edge of the bed and lit a cigarette. I watched her as she lay
there, her breath shallow, lost in an alcoholic haze. Now her beauty was that of a
dead woman, the kind of beauty that appealed to the Babylonians and the ancient
Greeks. I no longer found her in any sense attractive. The glory was gone …Now she
was free of all human artifice.23
The passage includes the rhetorical figure of oxymoron: The woman/prostitute be-
ing described has a kind of beauty that is already dead, and yet is still desired, at
least by “the Babylonians and the ancient Greeks.” To contradict this contradiction
even further, Choukri asserts that she is hardly seductive. This rhetorical figure, in
a way, shows Choukri’s uncertainty, confusion, and doubt regarding love of women.
Towards the end of Streetwise, Choukri states his views of love in clearer terms: “I’d
never allowed any emotion to betray me. I’d always lived in a kind of state of emer-
gency. I only loved what was fleeting. Love, in fact, didn’t interest me unless it was
big and fantastic, like in a book. I spoke about it without touching it or embrac-
ing it.”24 Choukri remains faithful to his double discourse on love. He is indeed
charmed by “fantastic” love; yet this kind of love has no real, tangible existence for
him. It exists only discursively, in poems, short stories, and novels; love remains elu-
sive, beyond his embrace. In his autobiographies, Choukri seems convinced that his
ideal woman is a mirage, a fiction, an imaginary notion he can indulge only in fan-
tasies and fleeting poetic lines. It’s important to point out that, throughout his life,
Choukri remained determined to lead the life of a bachelor. He did not believe in
marriage, and instead adamantly cherished and clung to his solitary life. In a biogra-
phy of Choukri, Hassan Alʾachaab – Choukri’s life-long friend and former teacher –
writes about Choukri’s rejection ofmarriage. Alʾachaab states that his ownmarriage
alienated Choukri fromhim.25Choukri’s distrust ofmarriage, women, and society at
large influencedhim to adopt a life of bachelorhood, isolation, and evendespair. This
is a consequence of his utter frustrationwithMoroccan society. His negative take on
love speaks to the ills and troubles surrounding the domestic life of a large portion of
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thepopulation.Hemakes anumber of references tomarriedmenandwomenengag-
ing in adulterous relations. From a historicist point of view, Choukri’s bachelorhood
and sexual experiences with various women/prostitutes help us better understand
the sexual taboos that constantly surface in his works. His life of seclusion, on the
one hand, and promiscuity, on the other, overshadow his oeuvre.
Nonetheless, Choukri’s works have a social dimension, as noted earlier. In Street-
wise, we learn that, while experimenting with literary writing, Choukri had the
chance to meet with the well-established Moroccan writer Mohamed El-Sabbagh,
who would read Choukri’s writings and provide corrections and suggestions as to
the kind of writing trajectory the novice Choukri was to adopt. Choukri, however,
was aware of the fact that whatever writing he might produce would be markedly
different fromEl-Sabbagh’s, for the simple reason that the twomenhad lived differ-
ent lives and came from different social backgrounds. Choukri documents his first
visit to El-Sabbagh’s house in these terms:
I came out fromhis housewishing that I had a refuge like that. Hewent throughmy
writings and corrected them, using words that were finely sculpted, transparent –
buthewas clay of onekind and Iwas clay of another.Hedidn’t have to eat thegarbage
of the rich. He didn’t have lice likeme. His ankles weren’t sore and bleeding. I wasn’t
capable of writing about the milk of small birds and touches of angelic beauty, and
grapes of dew, and the paralysis of hunting dogs, and the songs of nightingales …26
Choukri is by no means critiquing El-Sabbagh’s literary trajectory or his choice of
diction; he is only showing his divergence therefrom, albeit with a touch of humor.
Choukri implies that his own literary diction has no place for “finely sculpted” and
“transparent” words. His crude, blunt, offensive language mirrors the harsh reality
surrounding him, his family, and his circle of friends and acquaintances. He would
ratherwrite about the poverty that haunts himandhis family than about “the songs
of nightingales.” As stressed earlier, Choukri – the writer – is a social realist rather
than an idealist or a romantic. Choukri is aware of his literary trajectory; he states:
“When I said that my autobiographical Al-Khubz Al-Hafi [For Bread Alone] is more
of a social document than a work of art I meant that I actually attempted a semi-
documentary endeavor about a social group that included myself and my family.”27
In a study of Choukri’s Al-KhubzAl-Hafi (For BreadAlone) andZamanAl-Akhtaa (Street-
wise), Ariel Sheetrit locates the twoworkswithin themodernArabic autobiographical
tradition.28 Sheasserts that this traditionhas twomajor characteristics. First, the cen-
ter of focus is on a collective entity, rather than the individual – and in this it stands
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in stark contrast to the autobiographical tradition in the West. Second, the Arabic
autobiographical tradition has “porous generic boundaries”; in other words, it has a
tendency to blur genres, which contributes to its richmode, bordering “on the nov-
elistic, and often incorporat[ing] other genres, such as letters, journal entries, poetry,
and the short story.”29 Sheetrit stresses that Choukri’s two autobiographical novels
are characterizedby these two tendencies. Interestingly, Choukri chose to endZaman
Al-Akhataa with a poem dedicated to the city of Tangiers to show his profound love
for the place despite its social and economic troubles.Needless to say, Choukri’swrit-
ings draw on theMoroccan collective, not just on the author’s individual life despite
his personal leaning toward seclusion and bachelorhood.
Choukri’s forays into the social ills of Morocco/Tangiers post-Independence un-
fold in his countless references to the taboo of drugs. His autobiographies detail his
addiction to twonarcotics: kif (amixtureof tobacco andchoppedpieces ofmarijuana)
and majoun (cannabis mixed with other ingredients). Kif and majoun are actually
Moroccan-native drugs. In For Bread Alone, we learn that Choukri became addicted
to kif and majoun when he was yet a teenager. When young Choukri started exper-
imenting with drugs, he did so in secret: “I smoked in secret. The first time I ate a
piece ofmajoun I fainted. Later I vomited what looked likemoss. I went on being sick
for several days, and life looked strangelydifferentduring that time.”30Alongsidema-
joun, Choukri also experimented with kif . He tells us that while working at a café he
was encouraged by adult “men … to smoke kif and eat majoun” and that at “[d]ay-
times it was kif and work, but at night it wasmajoun and fun.”31 Choukri’s everyday
life revolved around the consumption of kif and majoun. It seems shocking and dis-
turbing to see a twelve-year-old child become an addict of such strong drugs as kif
andmajoun. This explains why Choukri, the adult writer, finds it ludicrous to write
about subjects like “themilk of small birds,” “the touches of angelic beauty,” “grapes
of dew,” and “the songs ofnightingales.”32Choukri has very little faith in themesper-
taining to the realms of beauty and sublimity. The Arab poet and critic Muhyiddine
Alladhiqani, in his introduction to Choukri’s Ghiwayat Al-Shahroure Al-Abyad (“The
Lures of the White Blackbird”) states that “[t]he smoke of chimneys and the fume of
cars and the dust of roofs where the homeless Choukri used to sleep painted him in
black – and covered his face with ash and dust”. And that’s how he earned the title
“the black sparrow.”33 In these unpleasant and harsh conditions, the innocence and
beauty of childhood are irrevocably crushed.
Choukri’s revelations with regard to his addiction to drugs at an early age are
doubly shocking to aMoroccan sensibility influenced by religion. Onemight argue,
as stated above, that Choukri’s goal was to uncover the bitter reality that children
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in northern Morocco do become drug and alcohol addicts and lose their innocence.
By writing about these disturbing issues, Choukri wanted to demonstrate that he
was not the only child lost in the dirty circle of addiction; others had similar, or even
worse experiences. In Streetwise, Choukri recounts how as an adult he continued to
consume drugs and alcohol. Even after he became a teacher and started publishing,
he continued to spend his nights in bars, consuming alcohol and drugs. Choukri
relates that one night he got completely drunk and “made public [his] physical and
spiritual bankruptcy.”34This bankruptcy of Choukri’s is compatible with the vicious
cycle of addiction and promiscuity that marks the underworld of Tangiers, which
our writer knows to the core.
It is not surprising that Choukri’s first published book – Al-Khubz Al-Hafi (For
Bread Alone) – was immediately banned after its publication in Morocco. The auto-
biography was perceived as disrupting mainstream Arabic literature in addition to
posing a challenge to religious clerics in Morocco and the larger Arab World. It was
no surprise when Muslim clergy in Morocco petitioned the Secretary of the Inte-
rior at the time to ban its publication. The ban was imposed and remained intact
for almost three decades. And its suspension was declared only shortly after King
Mohamed VI succeeded his father, King Hassan II, to the throne. Despite the ban,
a number of Moroccan and Arab intellectuals showed great respect for the work of
Choukri. Ferial Ghazoul praised the book, as noted earlier. The distinguished Mo-
roccan novelist and critic, Mohamed Berrada, devoted an entire chapter to Choukri’s
Al-Khubz Al-Hafi, in which he “refuted the accusation that the work is a succès de
scandale,” adding that he “consider[s] Al-Khubz al-Hafi an important achievement in
the field of Maghrebi literature because it concretely shows a set of issues which
constitute common concerns for writers and critics.”35 Alladhiqani’s introduction
praises Choukri’s work and sees in it “a depth rarely found among contemporary
Arab authors.”36 Abdellatif Akbib, a Moroccan academic and short-story writer, cele-
brates the “great genius ofMohamed Choukri, whose death is a loss that is as keenly
felt today as it was a year ago”; Akbib adds that “Tangier is honored to have produced
an artist who ranks with Chekhov, Joyce, and Hemingway.”37 Tennessee Williams
describes Choukri’s Al-Khubz Al-Hafi as a “true document of human desperation,
shattering in its impact.”38 The book indeed had a tremendous impact and gained
international acclaim through Paul Bowles’ English translation.
Let us nowmove on to answer the other part of the two-sided question posed at
theopeningof this essay – i.e.How and,more importantly,whydoesChoukri go about
treating such controversial issues, given the conservative leanings of his Moroccan
society? After having addressed the how, let us now treat the why. Several factors
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may present themselves as good answers: a) Choukri’s extraordinarily harsh life,
b) his familiarity with foreign works, and c) his personal encounters with Western
writers in Tangiers, particularly the Beats. Choukri did grow up in an environment
of extreme poverty, starvation, and neglect. Kenneth Lisenbee, an American blogger
who met Choukri while in Tangiers, states that eight of Choukri’s siblings died
of hunger, malnutrition, and negligence.39 American expatriate writer Paul Bowles,
who lived in Tangiers for almost half a century and translated Choukri’s Al-Khubz
Al-Hafi into English, notes that the conditions of poverty underwhichChoukri grew
upwere “excessive even forMorocco.”40 Choukri speaks in detail about his harsh life.
Hunger was his constant enemy; he writes: “One afternoon I could not stop crying.
I was hungry. I had sucked my fingers so much that the idea of doing it again made
me sick to my stomach.”41 The pain of hunger made young Choukri opt for extreme
ways to seek food: “One day when the hunger had grown too strong, I went out to
Ain Ketiout to look in the garbage dump for bones and ends of dry bread.”42 Young
Choukri suffered a great deal of humiliation, for his experience of eating from the
garbagewould haunt him throughout his life. And hewas honest and brave enough
to record these events in his writings.
Another hardship youngChoukri had to copewithdailywas his father’s tyranny.
Indeed, the child abuse theme surfaces in various of his works. His father treated
him, his siblings, and his mother violently. Choukri recounts how one day he was
starving and started crying for bread, only to receive slaps and kicks from his father,
who would then shout: “Shut up! Shut up! Shut up! If you’re hungry, eat your
mother’s heart”; Choukri goes on to add that “[he] felt [him]self lifted into the air,
and he [the father] went on kicking [him] until his leg was tired.”43 We learn further
that this abusive father even beat Choukri’s brother Abdelqader to death.We read in
For Bread Alone that the father seized Abdelqader’s neck and twisted it around, and
“blood ran out of his mouth.”44 Choukri records his reaction to this scene of filicide:
“He killed him! Yes. He killed him. I saw him kill him…He twisted his neck around,
and the blood ran out of his mouth. I saw it. I saw him kill him! He killed him!”45
This shocking murder obviously cut deeply into Choukri’s psyche. He felt that he
was under threat to suffer the same destiny and lived in constant fear and hatred of
his father.
Choukri’s father would not only beat him but would also force him to do all
sorts of labor and take his wages. Choukri relates that he used to work “from six
in the morning until after midnight” and that “[e]ach month [his] father went and
collected the thirty pesetas [he] had earned with [his] work.”46 Having no money,
Choukri developed a habit of stealing; hewould steal primarily from thosewhoused
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him, like the café owner.47 Young Choukri also worked at a brick factory, “pushing a
wheel-barrow full of clay or bricks back and forth for eight or nine hours a day.”48
Choukri kept moving between different manual jobs; he worked at a pottery kiln,
polished the shoes of passers-by, and hawked “the daily [Spanish] paper El Diario
de África.”49 He also helped his mother sell vegetables and fruit at an open market;
his task was to shout “in a strident voice at the passers-by.”50 In the meantime, his
father’s violence so intensified that young Choukri finally decided to run away from
home, only to end up sleeping “in the alleys along with other vagabonds.”51 In the
streets of Tangiers, Choukri mingled with prostitutes, pimps, drunks, drug dealers,
addicts, thieves, and the like.
It is important to mention that Choukri’s parents never managed to send him
to school. Only when he was twenty did he begin to think seriously about gaining
literacy. Choukri tells his reader how one day he “bought a book that explained the
essentials of writing and reading Arabic.”52 With the help of a Mr. Hassan, Choukri
decided to go to school, a turning point in his life.53 At the age of twenty, “Choukri –
thief, small-time smuggler, male prostitute –managed to procure a place at a school
in the… townofAl-Araʾesh [Larache]wherehe finally learned to read andwrite.”54On
his first day at school, Choukri “felt wretched and guilty.”55 He eventually adapted
to the school environment, though not without difficulty, and became enamored
with reading and writing, which “had become a sleeping and waking obsession.”56
Hewould shut himself away so that he could read asmuch as he could.57His passion
for reading lessened his addiction to drugs and alcohol.58 He was in the midst of
an experience of “enlightenment,” liberation, and rebirth. Literacy would indeed
transform his entire life and grant him access to a fascinating and unusual literary
career. Alladhiqani notes that Choukri excels at describinghis harsh life inhisworks,
providing thereby guidance, inspiration, and a path to “salvation” for his former
friends and for all those living on the margins of society wherever they may be.59
Needless to say, Choukri’s achievement is worthy of respect.
Such an overview of Choukri’s life gives insight into Choukri’s leaning towards
incorporate issues deemed controversial and immoral within the Moroccan frame-
work. One could say that he felt compelled to give his reader a sense of the harsh
experienceshe – andothers likehim–had todealwith, notablyduringhis childhood.
Choukri saw (literary) writing as a preciousmedium to record the gloomy aspects of
life around him, both major and minor. Indeed, his recording of everyday life, to a
larger extent, provided a cure for his life of isolation and addiction; by writing about
what he saw and experienced daily, he gave some significance and purpose to his life
andoffered a keen critique of the ills of Tangiers andMoroccan society at large, a soci-
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ety he sawwas secretly – and sometimes publicly – indulging in all sorts of immoral
behavior, and yet refusing to bring these issues to the public discourse. Choukri de-
cries the state of contemporary Arab thought; he sees the state of Arabic literature,
art, and literary criticism as only striving for cultural and religious conformity at the
expense of “real creativity.”60 Choukri lashes out at one of his critics, who wrote that
he [Choukri] was a “cursed figure of contemporary Arabic literature,” a position also
espoused by Muslim clerics.61 In his work of criticism, Choukri praises such well-
known Western writers as Marcel Proust, James Joyce, Virginia Woolf, and William
Faulkner, for “the human being in their works imploringly feels his skin and flesh
… in an attempt to dispose of the banal traditions that dictate his life.”62 A number of
remarks by Choukri show his implicit – and sometimes explicit – critique of tradi-
tion and religion. In terms of content, Choukri’s works seem to have more affinities
withWestern literary figures of the twentieth centuryCE thanwith their Arab coun-
terparts.
An important proposition this essay puts forward in its attempts to account
for Choukri’s controversial writings relates to foreign influences on our Moroccan
author. When Choukri first became enamored with reading, he was introduced to a
range of Western authors who left an enduring impact on him:
I discovered Heinrich Heine before I discovered Rimbaud, Verlaine, Nerval, Baude-
laire, Shelley, Keats and Byron. I knewHeine’s ‘I love, therefore I live’ before I learned
aboutDescartes’ ‘I think, therefore I am.’ThenSartre camealongandplantedanother
concept in me: ‘L’ enfer c’ est les autres.’63
Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s Confessions, in particular, influenced Choukri, who admits
that Rousseau’s magnum opus “[t]aught [him] how one can gain consolation in the
appreciation of the small things that others neglect.”64 Choukri was widely read in
Western literature. His familiarity with – and sometimes admiration of – Western
works might explain why his works are not aligned, in a number of ways, with the
mainstream Arabic literary tradition. His works are innovative, liberal, and auda-
cious; as noted earlier, they pose a challenge to religious and social norms. With
regard to their countercultural dimensions, one could say that Choukri’s works have
a Western feel.
The city of Tangiers was an international zone during the first half of the Twen-
tieth Century CE, and as such housed a number of American and European writers,
some of whom Choukri had the chance to know, befriend, and work with. These
writers include the French Jean Genet; the British Brion Gysin; and the Americans
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Paul & Jane Bowles, William Burroughs, Jack Kerouac, Allen Ginsberg, Tennessee
Williams, and others. These figures feature in Choukri’s biographies: Jean Genet in
Tangier (1974),65 TennesseeWilliams in Tangier (1979),66 and Paul Bowles in Tangier (1997).67
The counterculture movement of the 1960s in the US and elsewhere was partly
influenced by the various writings of the Beat Generation. Johnston states that the
Beats demanded “an immediate release from a culture in which the most ‘freely’
accessible items – bodies and ideas – seemed restricted.”68 Johnston adds that the
Beat movement was a “reaction to conservatism and McCarthyism,” among other
things.69 Interestingly, Choukri’s works resonate with those of Jean Genet. Choukri
often refers to his reading of Genet’s works, especially Le Balcon (The Balcony)70 and
Le Journal du voleur (The Thief ’s Journal).71 One particular passage from Le Journal du
voleur has special value for Choukri: “My clothes were dirty and pitiful. I was hungry
and cold. This was the most miserable time of my life.”72 Genet’s revelations are
reminiscent of Choukri’s inForBreadAlone and Streetwise. Also,we learn thatChoukri,
the budding author, would regularly seek Genet’s advice on how to improve his
writing. Choukri had so much respect and admiration for Genet and his writings
and indeed wanted to emulate his successful career.
Choukri was also familiar with William Burroughs’ notorious Naked Lunch,
whichwas conceived andwritten inTangiers.73Choukri refers to the book on various
occasions in his In Tangier. He reveals that Burroughs wrote it in the “Munirya Ho-
tel” in Tangiers and that Ginsberg and Kerouac helped him in the writing process.74
Choukri provides some curious details about Burroughs’ homosexual practices and
consumption of drugs and alcohol, which constantly surface in the writings of this
major Beat figure:
Only when he [Burroughs] was clinging to his lover Kiki’s body was he truly eu-
phoric. Theywould smoke kif and have sex. One of their erotic embraces, he claimed,
lasted for sixteen hours. Burroughs was aware that Tanjawi society was going
through a period of starvation, so he wasn’t stingy with Kiki. In exchange for his
body, he gave him almost two dollars a day …75
Scenes of homosexual practices, alcohol consumption, and experimenting with dif-
ferent kinds of drugs abound in Burroughs’ Naked Lunch, a vanguard, countercul-
tural work par excellence. The publication ofNaked Lunchwas generally shocking to
the American readership, because of its blatant defiance of social norms and taboos.
This makes for an interesting case of comparative study with Choukri’s works, no-
tably For Bread Alone. Burroughs is a key figure among the Beat Generation, a so-
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cial and literary movement which, according to Allen Johnston, is characterized by
“alcoholism, drug addiction, mental illness, and petty thievery,” which speaks to
its “reaction against a seemingly aggressive and stifling social ethos.”76 Burroughs’
various references to drugs are actually recollections of real life experiences. Bur-
roughs interestingly draws on his experiences with majoun and kif while in Tang-
iers. To introduce Moroccan drugs to his Western audience, Burroughs writes that
the “gum is called majoun, and the leaves kief. Good majoun is hard to find in
Tangier,” and that “Kief is identical with our marijuana, and we have here an op-
portunity to observe the effects of constant use on a whole population.”77 In Tang-
iers, Burroughs, as an American, was both an observer and a partaker in the gath-
erings of majoun eating and kif smoking, gatherings reminiscent of Choukri’s ac-
counts in For Bread Alone and Streetwise. Indeed, the key figures of the Beat Gener-
ation – Burroughs, Ginsberg, and Kerouac – as well as their life and works, were
proximate to Choukri. In his biographies, Choukri observes the Beats observing
Morocco and keenly reflects on their various works. It is not far-fetched to sug-
gest that Choukri’s proximity to the Beat writers in Tangiers and his familiarity
with their works might have influenced his writing trajectory, one way or another.
Choukri witnessed the unfolding of the Beat epoch in its literary, cultural, and so-
cial incarnations and was by no means hostile to the Beat literary trajectory. His
liberal treatment of social taboos within Morocco resonates with the Beat style.
Like the Beats, he was critical of religious/cultural conservatism and the dictates
of tradition. Choukri strove to liberate the “Arab mindset” of the constraints of re-
ligion, customs, and cultural heritage, notably within the field of literature. This
is a key message in his illuminating work of criticism, Ghiwayat Al-Shahroure Al-
Abyad.
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chapter 9
Khatibi: A Sociologist in Literature
Sam Cherribi &Matthew Pesce
Je ne suis pas un homme de ‘concept … on a raison de me faire préciser les choses.’
abdelkebir al khatibi
All fantasies to which any writer will succumb, believing himself to be the holder of an infinite
power over words; these can lead one to stray into a measure of ‘anesthetic’ aestheticism of
words and things. He [Abdelkébir Khatibi] did not, however, for all that, entirely forgo what
Aesthetics, as itwas invested inall hiswork, brought tohiswriting, inboth subtletyanddensity.1
mohammed boudoudou
Abstract
This study explores the ways sociological and philosophical insights into Morocco
and French speaking societies haunt and hijack the literary agenda of Abdelkebir
Al Khatibi. The distinction between sociology, philosophy, and literature masks an-
other agenda: the incompatible ways in which the three genres of writings can be
bridged in composite societies like that of Morocco. Khatibi wants to bridge the un-
bridgeable in a society in which he is heavily invested, and yet sees the possibility
of realizing his dream of being a writer as limited. The study will draw on Khatibi’s
writings La Mémoire tatouée, La Blessure du nom propre, Amour bilingue, Un été à Stock-
holm, Chemins de Traverse: Essais de sociologie and Triptyque de Rabat.
A Rich Corpus for Sociological Inquiry
Since independence, only three Moroccan sociologists have risen to international
prominence: Paul Pascon, FatemaMernissi, and Abdelkébir Khatibi. However, Khat-
ibi’s sociologicalwork continues to be unknown in the field of social sciences outside
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the French speaking world. It is his oeuvre in its literary, philosophical, and stylistic
dimensions that has made him famous in comparative literature, cultural studies,
and humanities circles on American campuses and beyond.
Khatibi, culturally and intellectually, inhabits twoworlds, Europe and theMag-
hreb, leadinghimto coinhis “double critique” inorder to liberatehimself, thepeople
of the Maghreb, and the Francophone countries from self-imposed, symbolic, and
rigid boundaries. This process of liberation occurs through processes of socializa-
tion and acculturation. He aspires to liberate all parties from the heavy weight of
ideologies linked to the formation of identities in the Maghreb since the Islamic
“conquest.”
His liberating approach can be seen in the same vein as the work of Pierre Bour-
dieu, Jacques Derrida, Roland Barthes, and Mohamed Arkoun. He sheds light on
the elements of the plural identities composing the Maghreb and shows how ide-
ology after independence depends on the formation of the nation state and other
concepts related to it. The different layers of identity in the Maghreb include Ara-
bic, Islamic, Berber, African, French, and Spanish. These elements constitute the
unique stew ofMaghrebi plural identities. He also examines the different influences
coming from the Middle East, such as pan-Arabism and pan-Islamism as well as
sub-Saharan African and European thought, through colonialism and postcolonial
ideologies.
The work of Khatibi, his writings and interviews, is a corpus for sociological in-
quiry and investigation. For this study, this will be limited to the following titles: La
Mémoire tatouée, La Blessure du nom propre, Amour bilingue, Un été à Stockholm, Chemins
de Traverse: Essais de sociologie, and Triptyque de Rabat.2 In his writing and research
two themes stand out: evolution and change. His work on signs and symbols, tribal
structures, theMoroccan bureaucracy, and artistic fields all focus on points of trans-
figuration. He also explains how Arab societies have difficulty in making a virtue of
change.
Khatibi’s Self-Definition: Maghreb, Europe or Both
In his own words, Khatibi reports that he was born at the intersection of three
violent events: the feast of sacrifice which corresponds to ten Dhû-Hijja 1938, the
beginning of the Second World War, and the experience of living in a society that
was theological, feudal, and colonized by the French and Spanish. For Khatibi, these
three events symbolize the dimensions of sacrifice, war, and colonization. Khatibi
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conceptualizes sacrifice and domination as two words that go hand in hand. His
aversion to all forms of dominationmay come from thatmoment of extremehuman
vulnerability.
He went to Paris to study sociology at the Sorbonne with Raymond Aron and
George Gurvitch in 1958. Although he hated sociology at the Sorbonne, he learned
how to trade through dwellings and adventures in Paris, the cosmopolitan dimen-
sionof the city, its intellectual debates, its art, its architecture, and itsmargins.When
he first arrived in Paris, he had already experienced it through literature, especially
Baudelaire. This literature gave him the key to understanding the semiology of the
city.Hedescribes his experience as that of a professional strangerwhohad tomediate
different cultures.
He was impressed by the work of Roger Bastide, who gave him the conceptual
tools to construct an ethno-sociology of the body and its representations. The im-
pact of Roger Bastide is felt throughout Khatibi’s work. Khatibi’s interest in urban
spaces and architecture comes fromhis encounterswithHenri Lefebvre. Just like the
Sudanesewriter Al-Tayyib Salih, Khatibi becamemesmerized by theNorth.He loved
Germany, Belgium, Scandinavia, and all the northern European countries. This fas-
cination hadmore to do with northern cultures than languages.
In 1964he returned toMorocco,wherehe created anewschool of post-colonial so-
ciology that transcended theorientalistic scholarshipofmanyMoroccan educational
institutions. Since 1974, Roger Bastide has inspired much of Khatibi’s work. Psycho-
analysis prompted him to work on the anthropology of the body, which he called
“La Blessure du nom Propre.”3 These influences make of Khatibi a unique stylist of
language, who uses sociology, psychology, and semiology as resources for his liter-
ary writings. Finally, he created a new genre of literature informed by sociological
inquiry, which is a type of literary method for writing sociology.
Beyond these steps forward, Khatibi has a unique engagement with the societies
of the Maghreb, and in particular Morocco. No other writer or sociologist under-
stands theMoroccan psyche in all its different forms, expressions, names, signs, art,
politics, and family relations as well as Khatibi. He is not only an avid reader of Eu-
ropean literature but also a connoisseur and a lover of northern European cultures.
His love for theMoroccan culture gives himaunique vantage point as a storyteller in
literaturewith a vast knowledge of society that goeswell beyond statistical evidence.
This allows him to understand the logic behind certain behaviors and structures of
Maghrebi societies.
In one interviewKhatibi is asked, “Tell us about your Europe?”. He answers with
a series of questions, becoming the interviewer throughagameofwords.He explains
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how he met Europe as an heir and as a living organism. He also says, “Sometimes I
use ‘I’ as a mask. This mask is sometimes ‘I’ or sometimes ‘I am thinking.’ If I tell
you that I am at the same time Moroccan, sometimes of the Maghreb, an Arab, a
European, a Muslim, a Mediterranean; if I say all this, then give you a definition of
myself, is my being reducible to these attributes?” He concludes that the identity
of somebody is not a closed entity “[b]ut the identity of the trace of time.” It is an
identity in perpetual becoming. As a researcher, Khatibi continues to deconstruct
and break down binary oppositions. He denounces all kinds of humiliations and
confusions to identity.4
Khatibi is particularly attentive to the lines that demarcate various influences
on individuals and groups in Maghreb and Arab societies. This is evident in the
attention he pays to the Moroccan handicraft of Safi pottery, tattoos on the faces of
Berber women in the Atlas, and the symbols in henna on the hands of Moroccan
brides. As an intellectual, writer and researcher, his work is as delicate as the linings
of pottery from Safi.
He speaks about the complexity and subtlety of the interwoven cultures – Jewish,
Islamic, and Berber – that give Morocco a special texture not only in its people but
also in its landscapes, from the southern landscape of Marrakesh to the landscape
surrounding the Rif region of northern Morocco. He defines the Moroccan cultural
identity as a mystical community between the ones who are dead and the ones who
are alive. In that sense, the Moroccan individual is very particular.5
Irreconcilable Divisions in theMaghreb
Khatibi exposes the dilemmas of emerging nations, like Morocco, where tradition-
alists andmodernists who live in two opposing camps can find amodus operandi of
sharing the same space of signs and symbols. He recognizes the weaknesses of post-
colonial societies as a locationof suffering.However, if understood, this suffering can
lead to a positive turning point in the history of the Maghreb. Before 9/11, he urged
Arab societies to take Islamism seriously, explaining that Islamism should be dealt
with in a way that allows itsmembers to find points of transformation that can lead
to its reform and its emancipation.
He believes that Arab societies are divided into “irreconcilable” blocks. These
blocks are defined by societies that accept modernity and those that refuse western
hegemony andwant to go back to Islamas a source of norms and values.He feels that
such societies are handicapped by five factors: weakness of civil society, the tendency
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of hypnotic political power, the flagrant lack of savoir-faire technique, the weight of
theocracy that makes it difficult to distinguish state and religion, and the weakness
of the self-image that theArabworldpresents. The tendency tobe either pro-western
or anti-western fits in with this typology.
Islamists believe that the solution lies in the past. That is why Khatibi argues the
Muslim world needs a new tradition to get out of an untenable position between
tradition and modernity.6 He strongly believes that modernism and Islamism nur-
ture one another in unhealthy reciprocity. He writes that the opposition is in every
one of us, as an internal bleeding, in our apathy, in our complaisance, from our past.
Islamism is a crying symptom. Our dream is to stop time, to immobilize it … We
[Muslims, Arabs andMaghrebi] suffer from our backwardness: we complain contin-
ually, but we need to work from this suffering itself.
Khatibi urges the Maghreb societies to take Islamism seriously, because it per-
petuates “a profound tendency in Arab societies and their fascination with the past
… We should repeat that these societies are societies of commandment and directed
servitude, voluntary or not.”7 Hence the solution is to work productively from the
reality that the status quo represents.
Writing in French as Trace of Difference
When Khatibi was asked why he writes in French, his answer was that the same
question was also asked of Samuel Beckett, and his response was because he liked it.
Hewas thenaskedwhyhe combined literature and sociology, towhichhe responded,
“I am a stylist, above all, a stylist of ideas.”
When Khatibi writes a text, he goes for a walk in time and space; he reads faces,
and he crosses topographies. Reality for him is like carpentry. He takes only one
thread, and he leaves it in his imagination taking the force of the moment. He
describes this process as one in which “the one who writes wants to live at the
same time in the past, the present and the future.”8 He compares writing to music,
since all that is necessary is finding the right tone. He speaks of passion and love
of two languages being possible without mixing them together or diminishing
the value of either one. This does not break their boundaries but instead creates a
harmonious parallel betweenwords that translates emotions, perceptions, and ideas
in two languages at the same time.9
Khatibi respects the laws that make up the structure of language. Especially
in the Maghreb, he believes that many of the writers who live, speak, and write
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in Arabic or Berber also write in French. These individuals therefore live in two or
three languages. For him, Kateb Yacine andMohamedDib represent this high poetic
tradition.
He does not believe thatMaghrebi writers’ writing in French is simply a linguis-
tic phenomenon, but instead a cultural and social one as well. It is this structural
bilingualism that he calls diglossia between orality and writing. He believes that
writers do not write the way they talk; in that sense there is a dissymmetry, a dif-
ference of tone, style, and rhythm.10
This is illustrated in a couple of different contexts. Triptyque de Rabat is a novel
that takes the reader on a journey to discover the enigma of the city of Rabat seeped
in corruption,murder and secret labyrinths. The voice narrating the story is that of a
refined sociologist. Khatibi deciphers the signs and the symbols as keys to the trans-
formations of a citywith itsmultiple identities. InUnété à Stockholm, he contrasts the
city of Stockholm with the city of Rabat. It is a story of fascination with a northern
city. In that sense he is not like Albert Camus, who visited Amsterdam and hated its
low sky.
Khatibi wants to study the dynamic nature of Moroccan culture through both
its visible and masked oral and written dimensions. This study includes levels of
difference, plurality and hierarchy. Khatibi believes that three large blocks of global
culture in civilization are developing: the European block, the American block, and
the Asian block. This reality makes him fearful of the forces of marginalization
that globalization brings. He is therefore concerned about cultural marginaliza-
tion.11
He spendsmore time in his academic life studying sociology than any other aca-
demic discipline. This is all the more notable, given the full mutation that has been
occurring throughout Moroccan society. This is perhaps because of his interest in
evolution and social change inMorocco. Themes of youth, evolution andmutations
of social groups, relation of hierarchy, division of labor, distribution of wealth, and
social crisis are at the heart of his work.
Since his father was a theologian, the religious question and the sacred were
present early in his life. This is why he considers Islamism to be a form of ideology.
He makes a link between ideology and the stressed populations that messianic reli-
giousmovements create. He believes that Arab andMuslim societies are in a kind of
distress because of rapid social changes that they cannot decode. It is therefore diffi-
cult to find a solution to the economic, social, and political distress of the people. The
result seems to be a populism attached to religion, which has an impact on societies
it affects, as do other ideological orientations such as communism.
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Morocco’s Unique Traits
Khatibi stresses the very peculiar character of Moroccan society. It has a very old
monarchy, but there is a sense that there is a new crisis of legitimacy of the king.
It also has an old civilization, which is Berber, African, Andalusian, Arab, Islamic,
and European. In this sense, the country is very ethnically and religiously diverse in
comparison to many of its regional peers. This ethnic and religious diversity gives
rise to a host of issues that simply would not exist elsewhere.
This is illustrated by the story of a Berber woman who discussed the tattoo
tradition in Morocco with Khatibi. The woman said that television had erased the
tattoo tradition, which had been practiced for centuries in the country to embellish
the faces and hands of women. The promotion of make-up for women on television
meant that Berberwomenwere simply no longer interested in tattoos.12 For Khabiti,
this is how newmodes of being and thought are created and erase traces of cultural
practices.
The Maghreb has existed as a distinct entity since the Second Century of the
Hijrah of the Prophet.13 Khatibi explains that the independence of Morocco has
strengthened themonarchy. The nationalist elite has beenmarginalized, and a rigid
mode of stratification has been created, putting an end to the aspirations of many
Moroccans.14 The state’s function in turn has been to master a heterogenic soci-
ety, which aggravates splits between rich and poor as well as rural and urban soci-
eties.
Khatibi refutes the idea of social mobility when it comes to power. He believes
that the state developed different techniques of manipulation that he considers
experimental. Such a system functions in a way that allows the state to look at a
stock of elites and choose the ones it desires in every situation not because of their
intellectual and individual qualities but in order to measure the level of resistance
of every group with the purpose of destroying the network. In that sense, elites are
privileged on account of rapid mobility. Politically, these elites, who once may have
desired to change the world andmake a difference, now consider it to be a great risk
tomake a plea for universal access to education. Theymay instead feel overwhelmed
by the new educated classes that are now jobless.15
Although Khatibi died before the Arab Spring, he left an incredible theoretical
toolbox that was perfected during the 50 years that followed the independence of
Morocco. This toolbox will help literary critics as well as social scientists decipher
the enigmas of symbols and metaphors which encompass Moroccan culture from
a historical perspective. Indeed, Khatibi’s work is a valuable lens for any literary or
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sociological endeavor into theworldof signs ofMorocco. AssiaBelhabib’s book shows
clearly the complexity and ingenuity of Khatibi’s work.16
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chapter 10
Emigration and Quest for Identity in
Laila Lalami’sHope &Other Dangerous Pursuits,
Akbib’s ‘The Lost Generation,’ and Fandi’s
Alien … Arab … andMaybe Illegal in America
Ilham Boutob
Introduction
This study explores the question of migration and its relationship to cultural iden-
tity, focusing on three Moroccan texts written in English: Laila Lalami’s Hope and
Other Dangerous Pursuits, Abdellatif Akbib’s “The Lost Generation,” and Mohamed
Fandi’s Alien … Arab … and maybe Illegal in America. Each of these books addresses is-
sues that are raised whenMoroccans attempt to leave their country, whether legally
or illegally, and changes in the migrant’s identity when he or she moves from the
homeland to Europe or America. The protagonists of these novels provide various
views of the cultural implications of migration and the tremendous frustration and
wavering of both personal and cultural identities that may occur during that pro-
cess.
Laila Lalami’s Hope and Other Dangerous Pursuits
The main theme in Laila Lalami’s novel is illegal emigration, or what is generally
known inMorocco as the phenomenon of Lahrig: a group of young people, including
Moroccans andotherAfricans, cross the sea to Spain in an inflatable raftwith the idea
that migration will improve their lives. Lalami describes the scene: “The six-meter
Zodiac inflatable is meant to accommodate eight people. Thirty huddle in it now,
men, women, and children, all with the anxious look of those whose destinies are in
the hands of others – the captain, the coast guards, God.”1
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The writer thus points out skillfully, from the beginning, the dangers of illegal
emigration by stressing that not one of the adventurers is in control of his or her
destiny.Moreover, the over-crowded Zodiac raft is a precariousmode of transport, as
it is liable to sink into the sea during the journey. Yet, the migrants have accepted
great risks in the hope of reaching an alluring paradise, which they expect will
radically alter their lives, transforming them into rich and happy people.
The opening passage of the novel sheds light on how Spain, or Europe in general,
stands as a sort of paradise or Eldorado thatmust be reached at all costs, in the view of
these desperate emigrants. The writer reveals the hopeful expectations of one of her
protagonists, a youngMoroccanman namedMurad:
Fourteenkilometers.Muradhas pondered thatnumberhundreds of times in the last
year, trying to decide whether the risk was worth it. Some days he told himself that
the distancewas nothing, a brief inconvenience, that the crossingwould take as little
as thirty minutes if the weather was good. He spent hours thinking about what he
would do once he was on the other side, imagining the job, the car, the house. Other
days he could think only about the coast guards, the ice-cold water, the money he’d
have to borrow, and he wondered how fourteen kilometers could separate not just
two countries but two universes.2
If Murad manages to cross to the other side of the Mediterranean Sea, he believes
it will mean that he is not just in another country but rather in a new universe, a
new and superior place that will improve his poor and miserable conditions. After
an adventurous “jump” of just fourteen kilometers, the poor, suffering Murad will
suddenly be transformed into a happy new man with a job, a car, a house, and a lot
ofmoney. So why shouldn’t he take the risk for the sake of attaining this dream, this
ideal condition?
In this way Laila Lalami explores the psyche of the immigrant. Through Lalami’s
narration, the reader understandswhatmotivates thousands ofMoroccans and oth-
er Africans to engage in such a dangerous pursuit as illegalmigration. But instead of
just exposing and criticizing conditions that are responsible for this phenomenon,
Lalami also blames the adventurers themselves. She does this in an indirect man-
ner by contrasting these contemporary harraga (a term that refers to migrants who
burn their identity cards) to the first Arabs andMoslems who, under the leadership
of Tariq Ibn Ziyad, crossed the Strait of Gibraltar to conquer territory and build an
Islamic civilization. Here again, the author presents these ideas through the wan-
dering thoughts of Murad:
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Murad can make out the town where they’re headed. Tarifa. The mainland point of
theMoorish invasion in 711.Muradused to regale touristswith anecdotes about how
Tariq IbnZiyadhad led a powerfulMoor army across the Straits and, upon landing in
Gibraltar, orderedall theboats burned.He’d toldhis soldiers that they couldmarch forth
and defeat the enemy or turn back and die a coward’s death. The men had followed
their general, toppled the Visigoths, and established an empire that ruled over Spain
for more than seven hundred years. Little did they know that we’d be back, Murad
thinks. Only instead of a fleet, here we are in an inflatable boat – not just Moors,
but a motley mix of people from the ex-colonies, without guns or armor, without a
charismatic leader.3
Here Lalami deliberately juxtaposes two very distant periods of history – the begin-
ning of the eighth century CEwhen theMoors invaded Spain as Fatihine in 711 – and
the beginning of the twenty-first century CE, when present-day Moors return, this
time in a less glorified manner as migrant workers. Tariq and his men burned their
boats when they arrived in Spain so as to fight until victory or glorious death, while
the modern harraga4 burn their identity cards or throw them into the sea, lest they
be turned back by the Spanish authorities. It is as if they must dispense with their
original identities and start new ones in Europe. This sacrifice of identity is deliber-
ately contrastedwith the eighth-century invaderswho arrived inAndalusiawith the
strength of a conquering army andwith the stated purpose of conquering territories
and creating a civilization that would reflect their religious, cultural, and even eco-
nomic principles; modern immigrants, instead, are often called upon to reject their
cultural and religious identities in the process ofmigration and submit to the ruling
principles of the host nation.
This sacrifice of identity is depicted vividly through the astonishing story of a
female protagonist in Lalami’s novel, Faten, the veiled young girl who also decides
to emigrate illegally. Before the adventurous journey, Faten appears to be a devout
Muslimwho is so principled and pious that she manages to persuade her bourgeois
college friend Noura to wear the hijab and become a devoted Muslim like her. But
no sooner has she arrived in Europe than she not only throws off her veil, a clear
symbol of her Islamic identity, but also prostitutes herself to a Spanish policeman
in exchange for admission to Spain. The reasons behind this sudden and unexpected
change remain ambiguous, but one of the chief causes is her fear of being deported
toMorocco after setting foot on Spanish soil:
She’d managed to get to the beach, where the Spanish Guardia Civil was waiting
for them. Later, in the holding cell, she saw one of the guards staring at her. She
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didn’t need to speak Spanish to understand that he wanted to make her a deal. She
remembered what her imam had said back at the underground mosque in Rabat –
that extreme times sometimes demanded extreme measures. The guard had taken
her to one of the private exam rooms, away from everyone else. He lifted her skirt
and thrust into her with savage abandon.5
The grave deal Faten makes with this stranger marks the end of her innocence and
the collapse of her original identity. Instead of maintaining her religious principles,
she interprets the words of her imam toward her own purpose and barters her
virginity for the opportunity to enter Spain without legal documents. This sexual
act inaugurates a new phase in her life during which she rejects her previous values.
Abdellatif Akbib’s “The Lost Generation”
Unlike Laila Lalami’s characters in Hope and Other Dangerous Pursuits, Abdellatif Ak-
bib’s protagonist Reda, in his short story titled “The LostGeneration,” has the option
to emigrate to Europe legally. Even though he has an opportunity to get a job inMo-
rocco, he insists on emigrating to France to complete his post-graduate studies. His
parents have tried to convince him to stay and work in his country, but they could
not persuade him to change his mind:
But Reda was decided. His parents wielded all rhetorical devices to dissuade him,
but he was of a stubborn nature … his counter-rhetoric rested on a clear and simple
premise: he knewhis future could not bemade in his own country; he had to look for
it somewhere else, and France was where he could prosper and rise into the world. ‘I
have always felt out of place here,’ he told his father. ‘I have problems wherever I go,
because people misunderstandme everywhere. I shall end up in jail some day …’6
Reda’s determination to leave for France and his complaint that he feels “out of
place” in his homeland reveal his dissatisfaction with his identity as a Moroccan.
He defends his urgent desire to escape in an attempt to find an alternative iden-
tity.
Yet when Reda claims that he will leave Morocco because of its widespread in-
justices, his father explains that the problem cannot be solved by escape: rather, the
father explains that it is the responsibility ofMoroccans, especially learned ones like
Redahimself, to resist and bring about the desired changes.What ismore ridiculous,
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according to the father, is that France itself is responsible for many of the problems
fromwhichMorocco still suffers:
Remember, my son, that the injustice you are talking about is a virus that was sown
by the very country youwant tomake your future in … France did not leaveMorocco
out of love forMoroccans – or out of respect for human rights, for thatmatter. France
was forced to leave the country; it had no choice. And to take revenge on nationalists,
those it could not buy with money or position, the French sowed deadly viruses
in the Moroccan society before leaving. The injustice you are talking about is one
manifestation of that contemptible act, and your decision to go to their country is
another.7
Here the father blames Reda for not being aware of the imperialistic “viruses” France
planted in Morocco during the colonial period. It is senseless, in the father’s view,
to build one’s future in France, because such an act implies a lack of historical
understanding and a betrayal of one’s cultural identity.
When the father sees that his son is so blinded by the idea of emigrating to
France,heyieldswithone lastpieceof advice: “Whatever youdo,don’tmarry aFrench
girl,”8knowing that such a marriage would fully sever his son from his native Mo-
rocco and his cultural identity. The father’s rhetorical questions to his son imply
the complete loss of identity that would accompany such a marriage: “Would she
accept to leave her own country and come to live with you here? In a third-world
country? Forever?What if she doesn’t?Would you sacrifice your own country, family
and culture to go there for ever?”9 The father’s fears and suspicions prove to be well-
founded. Although Reda promises not to marry a French woman, he fails to abide
by this promise. What is worse, he neglects his parents and family as he becomes en-
gulfed by serious problems in France: “His letters to his parents thus grew few, his
phone calls fewer. Then there was nomore news of him.”10
Mohamed Fandi’s Alien … Arab … andMaybe Illegal in America
Mohamed Fandi, the writer and the protagonist of this travel account, relates his
own experience with emigration to the United States: at first as a legal migrant and
later as an undocumented resident. He dedicates his book to all immigrants of the
world in his opening page: “I Only Dedicate This Book To People I Don’t Know …
And Particularly To Those Immigrants Who Choose To Live In The Other Side Of
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Their Legitimate Frontiers.”11This statement confirms from the beginning that the
author perceives himself as an immigrant who celebrates immigration openly and
identifies closely with other immigrants.
In the Preface to his book, Fandi speaks favorably about immigration and praises
America for being the land of immigrants:
America is a nation of immigrants!We are all sons and daughters of immigrants and
the cultural diversity of America has served to enrich and strengthen the nation.
The greatness of America is a reflection of the sacrifice, contributions, and efforts
of immigrants. They have greatly enriched the history of the United States. There
is reason to celebrate the richness of the cultural diversity that immigration has
brought to America!12
Herewemight notice that Fandi praises and celebrates America and its immigrants:
the country for its history as a site of integration for millions of immigrants from
different parts of the world; the people for their role in creating a country of rich
cultural diversity.
Fandi first travels to America legally through an exchange program between
Morocco and the United States. When he gets there, however, he overstays his visa
because he is fascinated by the country; he fears that he may never have another
opportunity to return to it. He justifies his decision to stay as follows:
It is going to be a huge decision for a Kenyan, a Mexican, a Moroccan, or even for a
French immigrant to go back. It has never been easy for an alien to make up his or
hermind, to leave America behindwith no paper to assure the return. No one wants
to risk. Nobody wants to lose the ‘power’ of being in the United States of America.13
Fandi feels that there is a privilege and a power in being an American or even being
in America. He has a strong faith in the American Dream, and he even believes that
all people can possibly share and live this dream. He observes, “As long as America is
the first and biggest economy in the world, every human being expresses a wish to
live the American dream.”14
Fandi associates the American Dream with questions of economy and material
interests; butwhat about the spiritual side of this dream?Fandi seems toneglect this
aspect, instead focusing on the fact that America is “[t]he first and biggest economy
in theworld,” and the landwhere he can have opportunities for work and unlimited
access to pleasure. Rather than question the value of this materialistic approach,
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as did F. Scott Fitzgerald in his famous novel The Great Gatsby, Fandi accepts it
unconditionally, claiming that the dream ofmaterialism is uncorrupted andwithin
reach of all people in the United States without discrimination. The reader is left to
wonder when Fandi himself will be allowed to reach his share of this dream, when
he remains on the margins of American society as an alien immigrant without the
security of legal documents for work or residency.
During his long journey in America, Mohamed Fandi changes, especially in his
religious path. He says, “I am supposed to pray at least five times a day, which I
don’t do anymore, shame on me.”15 He is aware of these changes and ashamed; he
often considers the advice of his mother back home, who asked him not to become
a different person as an immigrant, but rather to retain his original personality and
his deep faith inGodandhis religion. Yet one of the opening chapters is entitled “The
Quest For Light,” which suggests that Fandi hopes to escape fromwhat he considers
“darkness” in his original country, defined, for him, as misery, injustice, and lack of
opportunity for young people like him.He claims to find this light and beauty in the
United States:
I’m in the land of freedom, the land of business, the land where every day many
people around the country become rich, millionaires … What I felt? It is absolutely
amazing … The sensation to exploremore freedom and that is the biggest advantage
about living in America. It is actually not only freedomby itself as a result, but it also
concerns the way people accomplish, fight and establish that freedom.16
Fandi idealizes America, for he looks on it as a kind of paradise, and he feels hemust
stay at any cost. As soon as he arrives in this country, he feels that he is the happiest
manon earth. Thoughhe is not himself American, but rather an immigrantwithout
the legal documents to live freely in America, he feels proud of this country. In his
view, even “Osama Bin Laden … would be proud to be in the USA,”17 and “more than
half of my country (and each country around the world) would be ready – anytime –
to visit or stay in the States.”18
In the end, although the author is obliged to return toMorocco after living in the
United States without residency or work documents for many years, he still retains
that ideal image of that country as a land of freedom and an earthly paradise. This
is clear from the last message he writes in his epilogue: “I needed to tell you that
I was in the United States of America, that this country is the best country of the
world, and that I never regretted anyminute I spent there. God bless America.”19 For
the reader, this unabashed enthusiasm for a country that neither nurtured Fandi
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nor retained him becomes a sad and ironic comment contradicting the character’s
perception.
The characters’ quests for alternative identities in Lalami’s novel, Akbib’s short
story, and Fandi’s travel account lead to catastrophic results. Though the case of
Fandi may be less complex, the examples of Faten and Reda show that emigration,
whether legal or illegal, may cause the loss of one’s national and cultural identity
instead of helping to solve one’s problems. The authors of these works, by creating
characters who cannot fully realize their dreams, reveal a lost generation.
Notes
1 Laila Lalami,Hope andOther Dangerous Pursuits (New York: Harcourt, 2005), 1–2.
2 Ibid., 1.
3 Ibid., 2–3.
4 The term “harraga” is derived from the Arabic verb “haraqa,” whichmeans “to burn.” It
is actually said that some illegal emigrants burn or get rid of their papers in the hope
of staying in the European countries they manage to reach.
5 Ibid., 141.
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Anti-colonial literature is not necessarily ‘combat literature’ as Fanon and 
Déjeux have both suggested in their own writings. While it is often com-
bative, there is also anti-colonial literature that emphasizes the human and 
the humane rather than the oppositional and contentious; it cannot be fair 
to label all anti-colonial literature as combative, even if one were to expand 
the definition of ‘combat’ to include peaceful struggles against oppression 
or dehumanization.
This book suggests that the relationship between the West and the rest of 
the world has been imagined as a relationship of Self (the West) to Other 
(the rest of the world), ordered and bordered geographically by the whims 
of Europeans and creating a Center-Periphery paradigm. These invented 
boundaries of humanity serve to separate geographical sites, but more, 
they serve to enclose the Empire and exoticize other cultures. Boundaries 
are often spatial, but more often, they are related to relationships and co-
lonialization.
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